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A. BUYERS
1. The Auctioneers as agent

Unless otherwise stated, the Auctioneers act
only as agent for the Vendor.

2. Buyer 
(a) The Buyer shall be the highest bidder

acceptable to the Auctioneer and the
Auctioneers shall have absolute
discretion to settle any dispute.

(b) The Auctioneer reserves the right to
refuse to accept bids from any person or
to refuse admission to the premises of
sale without giving any reason thereof.

3. Buyers Premium
The Buyer shall pay the Auctioneer a
premium of 15% of the Hammer Price
(together with VAT at the standard rate
thereon).

4. Payment
Payment on purchased Lots can be made by
the following methods:
(a) Cash
(b) Cheque supported by a bank or other

suitable reference.
(c) Credit Card – A charge of 3% will be

levied on the Purchase Price for use of
this service.

5. Collection of Purchases
The Buyer shall pay the Auctioneer a
premium of 15% of the Hammer Price
(together with VAT at the standard rate
thereon).
(a) All purchased Lots are to be paid for in

full and removed from the saleroom on
the day of sale after which the
Auctioneers reserve the right to remove
any Lot(s) to store at the sole expense of
the Buyer and without notification,
unless otherwise arranged with the
Auctioneer prior to the Sale.

(b) Wherever possible goods will be made
available for collection during the sale.

6. Responsibility for purchased Lots
(a) Upon the fall of the Hammer all risk in

the Lot sold will pass on the Buyer and
neither the Auctioneer nor Vendor shall
be responsible for loss or damage
howsoever caused, but ownership of such
Lot shall not pass until payment in
respect thereof has been made with
Condition A. 5(a).

(b) In the event of a Buyer either failing to
pay for or collect a Lot the Auctioneers
reserve the right to exercise one or more
of the following rights:-
(i) to issue proceedings against the

Buyer for breach of contract.
(ii) to rescind the sale of that and any

other Lot(s) sold to the buyer.
(iii) to resell the Lot(s) either by public

or private sale. Any deficiency in
the Purchase Price resulting from
the resale, together with full costs
incurred shall be paid to the
Auctioneers by the Buyer and any
surplus over the Proceeds of Sale
shall belong to the Vendor.

7. Catalogue Descriptions
(a) All Lots offered for sale as shown and

neither the Auctioneer nor Vendor
accept any responsibility for
imperfections, faults or errors of

description. Buyers should satisfy
themselves as to the condition of any
Lots prior to bidding.

(b) Descriptions contained in the catalogue
are the opinion of the Auctioneers and
should not be taken as a representation of
statement or fact. Some descriptions in
the catalogue make reference to damage
and/or restoration. Such information is
given for guidance only and the absence
of such a reference does not not imply
that a Lot is free from defects nor does
any reference to particular defects imply
the absence of others.

8. Value Added Tax
In the case of a Lot marked with an asterisk(*)
in the catalogue, VAT is payable on the
Hammer Price. VAT is payable at the rates
prevailing on the date of the Auction.

9. Commission Bids
Absentee (Commission) Bids will be executed
as cheaply as any other bids or Vendors
Reserve allows and the Auctioneers accept no
responsibility for the execution of
Commission Bids by any member of staff
whatsoever.

B. VENDORS
1. Commission, Expenses & Reserves

(a) Vendors Commission is charged at the
rate of 10% on all Lots selling £1,000.00
or over and at the rate of 12.5% for Lots
selling under £1,000.00. The minimum
charge for offering a Lot for sale is
£10.00.

(b) A handling fee of £1.00 per Lot will be
charged on all Lots sold.

(c) In respect of any unsold Lot the
Auctioneer will charge 3% of the Vendors
reserve or a minimum charge of £10.00
per Lot.

(d) In the event an item is withdrawn from
the auction at the instruction of the
Vendor, for whatsoever reason, a charge
of £10.00 will be levied per item.

(e) Lots may be offered subject to a reserve
as agreed between the Auctioneer and
Vendor in writing and once agreed may
only be changed with the consent of the
Auctioneers.

(f) The Vendor shall not bid on his own
property nor employ any person to bid
for him. The Auctioneer shall have the
right to bid on behalf of the Vendor only
up to the agreed reserve price.

(g) Items failing to sell or withdrawn from
sale at the instruction of the Vendor must
be collected within three working days of
the sale after which the Auctioneers
reserve the right to send to storage any
remaining goods at the sole expense of
the Vendor and without notification.

(h) VAT is chargeable at the standard rate on
all of the Auctioneers charges.

2. Payment
(a) The Auctioneers shall pay the Proceeds of

Sale to the Vendor seven days after the
date of sale if the Auctioneer has been
paid the Purchase Price in full by the
Buyer.

(b) If by the due date the Auctioneers have
not received payment in full from the
Buyer the Proceeds of Sale will be paid
seven days after full payment is received
by the Auctioneer.

(c) In the event of a defaulting Buyer the
Auctioneer reserves the right to cancel
the sale on any lot(s) purchased and
return title of the goods to the Vendor.

3. Warranty & Indemnity
(a) The Vendor warrants to the Auctioneer

and to the Buyer that he is and will be
able to transfer good and marketable title
to the Lot free from all liens and
encumbrances.

(b) The Vendor shall indemnify the
Auctioneers, agents and the Buyer
against all claims made or proceedings
brought by persons entitled or
purporting to be entitled to the Lot and
shall reimburse the Auctioneers on
demand for all payments, expenses, costs
or any other loss or damage whatsoever
made, incurred or suffered as a result of
any breach by the Vendor of (a) above.

4. Insurance
No insurance charge is made. Insurance of all
Lots will be the responsibility of the Vendor
and the Auctioneer will not be liable for any
loss or damage howsoever caused.

5. Vendor’s VAT Status
The Vendor shall give the Auctioneer all
relevant information as to his VAT status with
regard to the Lot(s) to be sold which he
warrants is and will be correct and upon
which the Auctioneer shall be entitled to rely.

6. Photography
The Auctioneers reserve the right to
photograph any item(s) for reproduction in
catalogues or for publicity purposes. There is a
minimum charge of £30.00 for black and
white and £150.00 for colour photographs
(together with any VAT chargeable thereon).

7. General
The Auctioneer shall have the absolute
discretion as to the following:-
(a) Whether to offer any Lot for sale or not.
(b) The description of any Lot in the

catalogue.
(c) The printed estimated price of any Lot in

the Catalogue.
In these Conditions of Sale the following
words and expressions shall have the
following meaning:-
“The Auctioneers” Angling Auctions
“Hammer Price” The price at which the Lot

is knocked down to the
Buyer.

“Lot” Any item deposited with
Angling Auctions with a
view to sale at auction, in
particular,the item or
items described against
any Lot number in the
catalogue.

“Proceeds of Sale” The net amount due to the
Vendor, being the
Hammer Price less
commission and any other
charges due as published
in the above Conditions of
Sale.

“Purchase Price” The Hammer Price plus
any premium, VAT
chargeable and expenses
due from a defaulting
Buyer under condition A.
6. (b).

“Unsold Lot” Those Lots which fail to
reach their reserve or
attract a Bidder.

TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

Angling Auctions reserves the right to refuse admission and /or the registration of a buyer
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ANGLING AUCTIONS

LOCATION

Chiswick Town Hall is conveniently located in Central West London within one mile of the M4 motorway and 
easy access of all other major motorways into London. The venue is located beside Christ Church and Turnham Green
(see map).

UNDERGROUND: Chiswick Park and Turnham Green Underground Stations are located only a few minutes walk
from the venue and are both regularly serviced by District Line trains.

BUSES: Regular services along Chiswick High Road from Hammersmith Broadway Terminal, Shepherds Bush Green
Bus Terminal and Hounslow Bus Terminal.

AIRPORTS: Located within 10-15 minutes from Heathrow Airport. Regular trains from Gatwick Airport to Victoria
Station (District Line). London City Airport. Arrangements can be made for overseas clients to be collected by car from
any of the above three Airports – please contact the Auctioneers for further information.
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ITEMS OF TACKLE IN THIS SALE THAT ARE 
DETAILED AND ILLUSTRATED IN – 

FISHING TACKLE : THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE

2 410
4 334
6 228

10 403
11 142
12 142
15 177
17 164
18 262
20 150
23 110
34 670
35 611
36 611
44 357
51 247
52 246
53 247
57 35
58 77
60 88
62 389
63 380
64 333
67 220

69 216
70 216
71 151
72 151
73 156
75 155
76 152
79 140  
80 89
81 274
82 276
83 276
86 282
89 282
92 637
99 573

118 104
136 224
137 381
140 423
142 166
143 178
144 176
145 175
148 639

149 639
150 639
152 689
153 689
167 710
172 153
174 174
175 172
187 76
191 93
193 150
194 151
197 384
200 169
203 167
207 254
208 621
215 621
218 165
255 273
260 268
270 482
271 469
272 277
275 483

276 483
279 56
287 586
290 615
298 385
301 664
302 84
304 86
306 187
308 79
309 165
315 352
332 674
388 75
389 587
415 241
419 45
450 127

LOT PAGE LOT PAGE LOT PAGE LOT PAGE

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of the Copyright owners.

© Text and Pictures : Graham Turner
Design and Print : m press (media) ltd
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1 Hardy Eureka 3½" diameter alloy trotting reel,
perforated drum with twin ebonite handles and nickel
silver release latch, ribbed alloy foot, rim mounted
optional check lever, backplate stamped with maker’s
details, model, size and patent numbers. £150-200

2 Hardy Eureka 4"
diameter trotting
reel, drum with
twin row of
perforations,
ebonite handles and
nickel silver release
latch, ribbed brass
foot, optional check
button and model /
maker’s details to
backplate. £200-250

3 Perfect Mark II Narrow Drum 3⅞" diameter fly reel,
dual check mechanism, nickel silver rim mounted
tension screw without bridge, smooth brass foot (a
difficult to detect repair to base of handle), faceplate
stamped with usual maker’s details, patents and Mark
II, scarce size. £150-250

4 Hardy Nottingham centre pin reel 4½" diameter,
drum with twin horn handles on elliptic brass plates
and telephone type release latch, brass Bickerdyke line
guide, integral brass starback / foot stamped – ‘Hardy’s
Pat  Alnwick’. £300-400

* Relatively rare since it has no optional check button –
Hardy’s reduced the price by half if the feature was not
required.

5 Hardy St George 3⅜" diameter alloy trot fly reel,
ribbed brass foot, agate line guide (no cracks), nickel
silver rim tension screw, dual check mechanism, two
screw drum latch, backplate stamped with maker’s
details, model and size, retaining most of the factory
finish, with maker’s original box. £200-300
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6 Cummins 2½" diameter plain brass winch, silent
check, bulbous wooden handle on curved crank, fixed
check, stamped ‘Cummins Bishop Auckland’. £200-300

* This crank handled winch is the earliest example by the
famous maker, produced almost certainly in the early
period circa 1850s when William Cummins, the founder,
started making tackle. Cummins was chosen to tie the
flies for the most desirable 11th edition of Ronald’s Fly
Fisher’s Entomology in 1911.

7 Allcock De-Luxe
Model Sea Aerial 4"
diameter, Bakelite drum
(no chips) with six
spokes, a release fork
and tension brake (part
of spring thread with
rust) and twin, hardwood handles; it features a
distinctive heavy alloy backplate with brass foot, a brass
optional check button and a silvery sliding eye line
guide, used but sound condition. £400-600

* Ultra rare model Aerial listed and made only in 1939.

8 Original Aerialite
reels 3¼" diameter
(2) with the earliest
Aerialite markings,
made late 1920s in
advance of the
Aerialite range
announced in1930
which ran for over 30
years. The two reels
are identical with a fixed check, contracted drum,
central nickel silver locking screw and ebonite handle.
ALSO An Allcock Aerialite Sea Reel Model 8915 with
twin handles and central tension wing nut / locking
screw, nickel-plated stanchion and foot with optional
check button, fair condition (3). £100-150

9 Allcock
Aerialite Sea
Reel 4"
diameter, all
Bakelite
with nickel
plated

fittings, twin wooden bulbous handles, wing tension nut
and locking screw, sliding eye line guide, strap
stanchion and foot with optional check button,
backplate impressed – ‘Allcock Aerialite’ ALSO similar
model but earlier version with wooden backplate and
no line guide (2). £60-90

10 Longstone Dorado Hybrid 4½" diameter, drum
with heavily perforated front flange, twin ebonite
handles, central nickel silver tension nut with locking
screw, rim mounted tension screw and optional check
lever also extra brake lever. Other features include a
Bickerdyke
line guide in
nickel silver,
ribbed alloy
foot,
backplate
stamped with
maker’s
details and
‘The Hardy
Longstone’
4½", with
leather case.
£300-500

* Unusual and almost certainly unique, incorporating
various features from both Mr Mallett and General
Harrison patterns. In addition to the optional rim lever
check that is probably a replacement, there is a long brake
lever at the rim, also six brass tubes between the flanges.
It should be noted the rim brake lever has lost its sleeve
and the matching alloy sleeve is not original and has been
added at a later date; however, the lever inside and end
screw are original.
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11 Allcock Bell Extra-Wide Big Game Reel 6"
diameter, heavy-duty version of the sea reel designed by
Mr AF Bell and produced by the company to match the
Hardy Fortuna whose captain wheel drag is
incorporated. Features include twin ovoid handles on
crossbar, line guide and curved brass brake lever
mounted to the rim, circa 1930s. £200-300

12 Allcock
Bell 6" diameter
sea reel,
designed by Mr
AF Bell, the
famous Tope
angler and
features twin
black handles,
line guide and
rim brake lever.
£70-100

13 Hardy St John 3⅞" diameter fly reel, nickel silver
milled edged rim tension screw, ebonite handle, alloy
foot, two screw latch, backplate stamped with model
and maker’s details, retaining much of the factory finish
with original box. £150-200

14 Superb
nickel silver
sea reel 6"
diameter,
heavy duty
construction
with large
bulbous
wooden

handles set on brass
plates, central drum
locking screw and
wing nut, rim
mounted brass brake
lever and foot, no
maker’s mark but a
magnificent big
game reel in nickel

silver with brass fittings, made by a premier British
maker, almost certainly JW Young. £250-350

15 Farlow’s Wye
4" diameter
spinning reel with
rim cut-out, brass
foot, drum with
single row of
perforations,
release button and
twin Xylonite
handles, nickel
silver tension screw
and brake lever at
rim, backplate with optional check button and stamped
with maker’s details and Holdfast trademark. £150-200

16 Bank Runner 2¼" diameter, fine quality wooden
reel with black handle on steel shaft, overall length 8½"
ALSO an unusual Foster’s Patent graduated centre brake
reel with distinctive perforated line projection fitted
(central tension nut missing) stamped maker’s details.
(2). £100-150
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17 Farlow’s Mystique Spinning Reel 3⅝" diameter,
alloy construction and fitted with twin handles on
raised crossbar, optional check mechanism, graduated
tension adjuster which applies pressure to the inside
flange of the spool, stamped ‘Pat No 27926/35  Farlows
Mystique Spinning Reel’ and Holdfast trademark.
Extremely rare model that never appeared in the
company catalogues. £400-600

18 Slater / Milward Zephyr 3½" diameter trotting
reel, with raised drum core, twin composition handles,
spindle adjuster and Slater latch, mahogany faceplate
and alloy backplate with optional check button. 
£150-200

19 The Angler’s Companion – a man’s pure silk
scarf, the border listing flies and their seasons,
worms, frogs, snails and grasshoppers, with a
central portrait of Isaac Walton surrounded by
fish in their seasons and their habitats together
with an urn ‘Pisca Sacry’, the magnificent
design from an engraving by C Hudson 1883;
would make a wonderful display draped to
the wall of a collector’s tackle room. £100-200

20 Farlow Folding Handle Winch 2¾in diameter,
brass construction, fixed check, horn handle on waisted
straight winding arm, faceplate rim cut-out, script
engraving ‘Farlow Maker, 191, Strand, London’.
Extremely rare contracted small size and made while
Charles Farlow was still sole proprietor. £300-400

21 Crank handled winch 2" diameter with fishing
scene to each of the drum plates, ebonized wooden
handle on curved crank arm, the price of 2/- still
marked to the base of the foot, ALSO a platewind 2"
diameter, brass construction with ebonite backplate
ALSO a crank handled winch 2" diameter with an
ingenious device fitted to the foot. It takes the form of
an extended foot-plate to which any reel can be
attached; the object being to use any reel with a
conventional solid foot to an early rod that does not
have a reel-seat – this is achieved by virtue of the fact
three pad perforation holes have been pierced at each
end of the device; it would appear to have been invented
a hundred years too late (3). £150-200

| Saturday 26th March 2011 | ANGLING AUCTIONS    | 7
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22 

�onald’s �ly �isher’s
Entomology 11th Edition
Ronald’s Fly Fisher’s Entomology, limited 11th edition No 40 of 250 sets, printed in 1913 by Henry Young & Sons,
Liverpool, numbered and signed by the publisher with an introduction by Sir Herbert Maxwell, two volumes, half-title,
coloured plates with tissue guards and 48 mounted flies, green cloth and gilt, outer faded and some foxing, particularly
fine untouched example.
£1500-2500

* Ronald’s Fly Fisher’s Entomology is one of the longest-lasting books in the history of fly-fishing. It has gone through many
editions, including a re-print in 1999. In all but the recent edition, the insects and their imitations were coloured by hand
thus no two copies look exactly the same. The special 11th edition appeared in 1913 consisting of two items: the book with the
text and hand-coloured plates also another volume displaying 48 artificial flies in nine sunken mounts. Examples of this
special edition are at present listed with the leading antiquarian book trade at £3,000 to £3,750.
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23 Allcock Ebonite Flange Aerial 4½" diameter with
13⁄16" between solid ebonite flanges, drum supported by
six spokes with release fork, no brake regulator and
stamped ‘Patent’, brass BP line guide, alloy backplate
with optional check button and stamped maker’s
details, also in script engraving – ‘The Allcock Aerial’,
with leather case. £400-600

24 Hardy 1909 Model Fly Minnow 4" with treble hook to
the rear, stamped maker’s details to body, colour blue
and silver with original card and early green box with
details of maker and Royal Warrants together with a 
red label marked ‘1909 Model Fly Minnow’, fine
condition. £150-250

10 | ANGLING AUCTIONS   | Saturday 26th March 2011 |

Collection of �odel �ly �innows

25 Hardy Model Fly Minnow 4½", with treble
hook to the rear, stamped maker’s details to body,
colour brown and silver, fine condition and rare
largest size. £150-250

27 Hardy Model Fly Minnow 2½" with treble hook to
the rear, stamped maker’s details to body, colour blue
and red ALSO a similar example (2). £70-100

26 Hardy Model Fly Minnow 2½" with treble hook to
the rear, stamped maker’s details to body, colour blue
and red ALSO a similar example, colour brown and
silver (2). £70-100
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28 Milward’s Phantom Minnow 3" overall length with
hooks and traces, mint condition on original card and
in maker’s box ALSO Milward’s Quill Minnow 3"
overall length, mint condition on original card in
maker’s box (2). £80-120

29 Allcock’s Famed Phantom Minnow 2½" overall
length, mint condition, on original card and ALSO an
identical larger version 4" overall length, unused
condition. (2). £80-120

30 Famed Phantom Minnow 4½" overall length with
hooks and traces, mint condition on original card and
with maker’s box, almost certainly marketed by Allcock.
£100-150

31 Famed Phantom Minnow 4½" overall length with
hooks and traces, on original card with aged maker’s
box, unused but some paint loss. £60-90

32 Murdock’s Silk Phantom 3½" overall length with
hooks and traces, on original card in maker’s box ALSO
Murdock’s Quill Minnow 2½" overall length with hooks
and traces on original card in box, both lures in mint
condition (2). £100-150

33 Bait box with 6 lure compartments containing
Hardy Pennell 1½" (stamped), unmarked Phantom 2½",
two Quill Minnows (mint), four small Minnows,
Swallowtail bait (10). £30-50



38 Hatton Phantom Minnow 3" overall length stamped
‘M’, maker’s name and Patent No 9861707 ALSO a
Phantom 2½" Minnow stamped ‘M’ to fin (2). £50-80
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34 Morrison & Partners
(Scotland) salesman’s show
case of flies, opens to form two
displays of a wide variety
including salmon flies, sea
trout flies, dry flies, wet trout
flies, salmon & sea trout
tubes and nymphs and
beetles, the very finest
quality display. 
£300-500

37 Hardy Swallow Tail bait, 2" body and 2¾" overall
length, on original card with maker’s box ALSO two
other examples (3). £70-100

35 Hardy’s Superior Artificial Bait 4" with hooks
and traces, stamped maker’s name to fin, on original
card, mint condition. £100-150

36 Hardy Special Phantom Minnow 2" with hooks and
traces, on original card with maker’s box, superb 
rare lure in mint condition. £100-150
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39 Farlow leather fly wallet containing 50 large
quality salmon flies all presented in the original wallet
settings, stamped ‘Charles Farlow & Co 191, The Strand
London’ circa 1885. £150-200

40 Cummins’ Quill Minnow 2" with hooks and traces
in original box with maker’s name. ALSO another
Cummins’ Quill Minnow still attached to original card
with Cummins’ box ALSO a third Cummins’ Quill
Minnow with original card and box, all three lures in
mint condition, boxes distressed (3).  £80-120

42 Geen's Spiral Minnow 2½" body, treble hooks to
side and rear, stamped ‘Geen's Patent 2102’, well used
with paint loss, rare model. £150-200

43 Ancient iron trolling type of pirn with spike foot
fitting 2½" diameter and 4½" wide, featuring an iron
bracket with integral handle and revolving bar on which
turns a wooded drum with shaped flanges (two tiny
nicks to edge of one wooden flange), spike foot fitting
with ornate wing nut and drum retaining a quantity of
horsehair line, circa 1700. £800-1200

* Believed to be the only known example at the present
time of a pirn type trolling winch with a spike fitting
(threaded bar possibly replaced in the distant past). May
have been made by a village blacksmith when the tackle
trade was still in its infancy, an assessment supported by
the horsehair line that has darkened and deteriorated in
appearance to an extent not seen previously.

41 Rudge Quill Minnow 2¾" overall length with
hooks and traces, still attached to original maker’s card
ALSO two more examples all mint condition (3). £60-90
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46 Perfect Narrow Drum (Early Model) 1897-98
trout fly reel 3⅞" diameter, contracted drum with two
tiny rows of perforations ⅛" and 1⁄16" diameter and
nickel silver left hand locking screw, ivorine handle,
brass foot, faceplate stamped with straight line logo
also Rod-in-Hand trademark, fine example and in the
scarce largest size produced for only two years
following the original model, with Hardy pokey bag.
£600-900

44 Perfect Narrow
Drum (First Model)
1896-97 trout fly reel
3⅝" diameter,
faceplate with centre
circle groove and
stamped with a
straight line logo,

enclosed oval logo and Rod-in-Hand
trademark, rim tension regulator with bridge,
ivorine handle, contracted drum with large
and small perforations, 12 tiny cusps and left-
hand nickel silver locking screw, Early check
mechanism and smooth brass foot, few line
grooves otherwise superb condition, with
leather case. £5,000-7,000 

* This model was the first contracted Perfect
illustrated in the company catalogue in 1897
and the first to be produced had perforations
(two) to each pillar. However, the new material

Alumin from which they were made proved too fragile for
that new design of pillar and were immediately replaced
by the conventional solid type. Although odd versions of
this model occasionally turn up with reduced features
there are only three or possibly four examples that have
all the features as per the Hardy Bros catalogue 1897.

45 Perfect Narrow Drum (Early Model) 1897-98
trout fly reel 3⅝" diameter, rim tension regulator with
bridge, ivorine handle, backplate with two circular rows
of perforations 1⁄16" and ⅛" diameter and nickel silver
left hand drum locking screw, Early check mechanism
and brass foot with central hole that continues through
the supporting bridge pillar, faceplate with small raised
centre circle and straight line logo also Rod-in-Hand
trademark. Superb example and extremely rare,
produced for only two years following the introduction
of the original model. £600-900
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48 Allcock’s salesman’s flies
wallet made up of four folding
panels displaying 40 wet flies in
total and all in fine condition
with hand-written name below
each fly. £250-350

49 Allcock wood sea reel 4" diameter with chrome
fittings, twin bulbous wood handles on elliptic plates,
centre wing locking nut, integral foot and strapback
support stamped with Allcock’s oval logo. ALSO a
superb Allcock, Laight & Westwood Co Ltd (Toronto)
2½" diameter external pillared bait caster with wooden
balanced handle and optional check button to
backplate, made by Allcock’s separate partnership
company in Canada, rare find for collectors of this
maker (2). £100-150

47 Magnificent display of insect
lures set in a fine quality wooden
case 18" x 10½" x 3½", comprising
two compartments containing a
wide variety, also two original
Coch-Y- Bondhu boxes and
Kennedy cards, the unique
assembly is made up of more than
160 artificial insect baits with
incredible detail, all of which are

in mint condition. Among the
spiders is Allcock’s Aquatic

Spider, while many of the
others are even more

rare, particularly the
Coch-Y-Bondu

spider on top of its
cardboard box.
£500-800
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50 Allcock Narrow Drum Ebonite Flange Aerial 4"
diameter centre pin reel with only ¾" between solid
ebonite flanges, drum supported by six spokes with
release fork and brake regulator, BP line guide, correct
smooth brass foot, twin tapered ebonite handles, alloy
backplate with optional check button, excellent
condition, with leather case. £500-700
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51 Perspex
crank handled
3" diameter
trout fly reel
with exposed
check
mechanism in
raised section of
backplate, brass
pillars and foot.
£50-80

52 Perspex and
brass salmon fly
reel 4" diameter
with fixed check
and ebonite
balance handle,
exposed check
mechanism to
faceplate, very
attractive reel.
£100-150

53 Perspex sea reel 5" diameter with integral alloy
vertical support and foot, twin handles also line guide
in matching material. £60-90

54 Large Perspex sea
reel, 8½" diameter with
iron stanchion / foot, and
twin ovoid shaped handles,
some minor chips and
cracks. £30-50

55 Perspex fly reel 4"
diameter, drum with twin
shaped handles and central
brass locking nut, alloy
stanchion support to
backplate with foot, alloy
line guide fitted to rim of backplate. £50-70

56 Perspex sea reel 5½" diameter, Scarborough style
design with large ventilated Perspex drum that revolves
on a brass bracket and foot; an unusual brake is fitted to
the bracket and applied by a presser switch. The front
flange is fitted with a bulbous wooden handle and
reinforced with a brass plate. £30-50

�erspex Collection
Perspex was registered in London by Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) in 1934 and came into use for a variety of products
after WWII including fishing reels. They never found favour with the angling fraternity thus are extremely rare particularly
quality examples. However they have a place in the history of reel development and have been overlooked by collectors.
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57 William March Plain Winch 2¼"
diameter, all brass construction with
turned ivory handle on curved winding
arm, fixed check below full raised
backplate housing, brass foot fixed to
bridge by five rivets, script engraving reads
– ‘March No 2’, circa 1790s. £700-1,000

* William March is
recorded as trading
as sole proprietor at
56, Fleet Street,
London from 1795
and March & Son
1840-43 at 118,
Chancery Lane,
London. This winch is the only known
example by this maker from his early 
period circa 1790s at the present time and 
one of the earliest surviving winches by 
any recorded maker apart from early
examples by Ustonson.

58 Bowness & Bowness crank handled winch 1⅞"
diameter with turned ivory handle on curved winding
arm, fixed check, riveted foot and script engraving –
‘Bowness & Bowness Makers 230, Strand, London’, 1851-
82 address, extra –fine quality winch. £200-300

59 Crank
handled winch
in nickel silver
2¼" diameter
with bone
handle on
waisted winding
arm, fixed check
mechanism, no
maker’s mark
but extremely
fine quality.
£150-250

60 Holbrow & Co
2½" diameter
platewind trout reel,
all brass
construction, silent
check, horn handle,
foot stamped ‘H &
Co 1890’. £150-200

* In 1890 Holbrow &
Co also Holroyd & Co
were listed 
as working from – 7,
Eagle Place, London.  The reel is of further interest since it
is another example of a London maker stamping initials
on the foot or bridge support of a reel, a practice that
dates back to Ustonson.

61 Multiplying crank handled brass winch 2"
diameter, 4:1 gear ratio, ivory handle on curved
winding arm, riveted foot, fine quality circa 1850s.
£150-200
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63 Silex No 2 4" diameter
salmon fly reel, early model
with central drum brass locking
cap, rim tension regulator
screw with bridge, twin ebonite
handles, rim cut-out, ivorine
brake lever to rim, backplate
stamped with maker’s details,
patent and engraved with the
name of a previous owner –
‘H G Smith Keighley’, excellent
condition. £200-300

64 Hardy Bronze Crank 2¼"
diameter trout fly reel with
fixed check, ebonite handle on
waisted straight crank arm,
desirable small size and fine
condition. £250-350

65 Hardy Silex 4¼" diameter
salmon fly reel, twin ivorine
handles on crossbar, drum
release button, dual rim cut-
outs, three rim controls, one
being a presser brake lever,
another a milled edged optional
check disc and the third a
nickel silver regulator screw.
£200-300

66 Hardy Saint George 3⅜"
diameter trout fly reel with
fixed check, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, nickel silver
rim tension screw, white agate
line guide (no cracks), two
screw drum release latch,
backplate stamped model and
maker’s details, retaining most
of the original factory finish.
£150-200

62 Super Silex (First Model) 1928 3¾" bait casting reel with
grooved brass foot, nickel silver rim regulator screw with white dial
regulator to plate (lost tiny piece of dial), distinctive demi-lune
seven point regulator with spear point lever, drum with regular twin
perforation pattern, twin ebonite handles and drum release button,
rectangular brass check lever to rim with quarter section cut-out.
£1,000-2,000

* The Super Silex (First Model) 1928 is ultra-rare and this reel is
believed to be the only known example at the present time.  Until its
discovery only the illustration that introduced the new model Super
Silex in Hardy Bros catalogue of 1928 has appeared in publications.
‘Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide’ (page 389) shows
the actual reel for the first time.

| ANGLING AUCTIONS   | Saturday 26th March 2011 |
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69 Foster’s Excelsis fixed spool reel with half bail-arm,
composition handle on alloy winding arm, polished
spool, casing and milled edged tension adjuster,
serpentine shaped brass stem and foot. £100-150

70 Foster’s Excelsis fixed spool reel with finger pick-up,
composition handle on alloy winding arm, polished
spool, casing and milled edged tension adjuster,
serpentine shaped brass stem and foot. £100-150

67 Dingley Patent Fixed Spool
Reel; features include 4 screw
fixing stem and foot assembly,
machined alloy flier and spool
stamped ‘On’ with unique brake
mechanism, dark lead alloy gear
casing stamped ‘Dingley Maker
Alnwick – Pat No 13732/45’,
extra fine condition throughout.
£600-900

* An extremely desirable reel designed and built by the
master craftsman Dingley and believed to be the only
known example at the present time with a full bail arm
assembly.

68 Howban tournament style sidecaster 2½"
diameter, alloy backplate with twin handles mounted to
crossbar and central knurled circular brake adjusters,
pivoting foot arrangement, two steel wires supporting
sliding-eye line guide, reverse tapered drum with
locking screw; produced by Howell & Co Birmingham.
£200-300
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71 Farlow crank handled multiplying
brass winch 2" diameter, 3:1 gearing,
turned ivory handle (usual split to ivory)
on curved winding arm, riveted brass
foot, script engraving to backplate –
‘Charles Farlow Maker 191 Strand
London’, made in the early period
whilst the maker was still trading as
sole proprietor circa 1850s. £400-600

* A multiplier by this maker is extremely
rare and even more so with the reversible
check and multiplying mechanism in
tandem introduced by Ustonson on his
Original Model Multiplying
Winch of 1760s.

72 Farlow plain brass winch 2¼" diameter, with
turned ivory handle on serpentine crank arm, fixed
check in raised housing to backplate and script
engraving – ‘Charles Farlow Maker 191 Strand London’
also the name of an owner Charles L Arkwright – 1862’
made in the early period whilst the maker was trading
as sole proprietor. £100-200

73 Farlow Part Aluminium Trout Reel 2¾" diameter,
alloy frame and foot with brass drum. domed ivorine
handle, very attractive rare model. £200-250

74 Farlow crank handled multiplying brass winch 2"
diameter, 3:1 gear ratio, shaped wooden handle on
curved winding arm, silent check, riveted foot neatly
trimmed on each corner, backplate with script
engraving – ‘Cha’s Farlow Maker 191.Strand, London’,
made in the early period when the maker was still
trading as sole proprietor, extremely rare model
different to Lot 70 in having the standard multiplying
mechanism. £250-350

75 Farlow Avon 3½"
diameter spinning reel,
hardwood
construction,
contracted drum
with raised core
and central
release latch, twin
ebonite handles on
elliptic brass plates,
integral brass
spineback and foot
with optional check
button, rare model circa
1931. £70-100
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76 Folding Handle Brass Winch 4" diameter with
turned ivory handle and locking disc on straight crank
arm, fixed check in raised housing to backplate,
extremely fine quality and no maker’s mark. £200-300

78 Allcock Facile 4½" diameter centre pin reel, drum
with wooden arbor, ebonite perforated front flange and
alloy back, single handle with counter balance and
central milled edged locking nut, ebonite backplate with
integral brass starback / foot, stamped ‘Facile’, fine
condition. £150-200

77 Multiplying brass winch 2" diameter, 4:1 gear
ratio, turned ivory handle on curved crank arm, 14 pad
perforations to the foot secured to the bridge pillar by 3
rivets, fine quality circa 1820s. £150-250

79 Allcock Fraser fly reel 3" diameter, alloy
construction with shaped composition handle, nickel
silver central drum locking screw, backplate with
optional check button and stamped with maker’s
details, Stag trademark and ‘The Fraser’, produced only
1935-36. £100-150

80 Multiplying brass trolling winch 2½" diameter x
2½" wide, turned ivory handle on curved winding arm,
locking bar and foot pierced at each end for pad fitting,
extra fine quality, circa 1800. £300-400
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82 Early Nottingham centre pin reel 2½" diameter
with brass rims to the drum, two finely turned ivory
handles, central drum brass locking nut, iron strapback
support with matching riveted foot, extremely attractive
reel. £200-300

* Early Nottingham model that evolved from the earliest
form of clamp-foot fitting and extra-fine quality.

83 Nottingham centre pin reel 3" diameter, iron form
of Gothic integral strapback support and foot, no check
mechanism, twin turned ivory handles (with usual
splits), early version. £150-200

81 Original Clamp-foot
Nottingham centre pin reel 3½"
diameter, brass rims, iron strap-
back support and brass collar
fitting with pad perforations
together with tightening wing
nut, distinctive shaped drum
core and twin turned ivory
handles. £1,000-1,500

* The ultimate
collector’s
Nottingham and
extra fine quality.

84 Four Nottingham centre pin reels in sizes 4¼",
3½", 3½", 3½", all in fine condition (4). £60-90

85 Fine Nottingham centre pin reel 4" diameter with
twin ebonite handles on brass elliptic plates and optional
check button, unusual central brass locking nut and
stamped ‘Made in England’, almost certainly by Milwards.
ALSO a named Nottingham centre pin reel 3" diameter
reel with integral brass spine and foot (2). £70-100

* It is unusual to find a Nottingham with a maker’s mark;
the 3" model is stamped with an enclosed logo of the
Nottingham maker – ‘Redmayne & Todd Ltd.’
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86Wood centre pin sea reel 6" diameter, contracted
drum with centralized foot fitting and pressure nut, tiny
line guide and shaped bulbous wooden handles. ALSO
another with similar central foot fitting design, 6" diameter,
single brass handle and a contracted drum only ½" wide;
this design of reel was used in France (2). £50-100

87 Sheffield wood centre pin reel 3½" diameter with
twin tapered ebonite handles, brass spineback stanchion
and foot, optional check button to backplate, shallow
drum with raised core and extended central recess with
brass locking nut, stamped ‘Made in England’ (usually
Milward’s marking) ALSO a Sheffield pattern centre pin
reel 3½" diameter with twin ebonite handles, spineback
support and foot but no check mechanism, the price of
14/6 and I/R still marked to the base of the brass foot,
both in fine condition (2). £80-120

88 Hardy Nottingham Lever Action centre pin reel,
3½" diameter, twin tapered horn handles on elliptic brass
plates, Bickerdyke line guide, nickel silver milled edged
tension nut, rim mounted check lever, brass starback and
foot stamped with maker’s details. £300-500

89 Wood Sea Reel 5½" diameter, no makers mark,
twin handles, central drum locking nut, brass pressure
spring operated brake lever fitting and integral starback
/ foot. £60-90

90 Superb quality sidecaster 4" diameter, hardwood
construction with brass fittings, featuring a central
milled edged drum tension nut, twin tapered ebonite
handles, fixed check mechanism, wide brass starback
support that forms part of a spring operated manual
swiveling foot, shallow drum tapered to the front flange.
£100-150

91 Allcock wooden Scarborough reel 5" diameter
with twin shaped wooden handles on elliptic brass
plates and central brass wing drum locking nut,
stamped with maker’s details to brass foot support.
Named Scarborough reels are rare and it is of special
interest in still having Maxtone-Graham’s label with his
hand written details – ‘No 85 £120’ – 1994; interesting
talking point  ALSO 6 Maxtone Graham’s catalogues
1992-93 (Qty). £70-100 
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92 Gregory Cleopatra Lures (TWO), measurements
of bodies 1½" and 1¾" length, nickel silver on brass, one
piece bodies, swivels and hooks, one has ‘Gregory’
stamped on the spinning vanes, extremely rare,
desirable small size, housed in a solid silver display case.
£700-1,000

93 Struan Patent Phantom 4" made by Robertson
Glasgow with hooks and traces, mint condition in
original very unusual metal box marked with model
and maker’s details. £100-150

94 Allcock Water Witch bait 2½" stamped maker and
patent number to fins, needs hooks fitting. £60-90

95 Rare Milne patent lure 3" with body material
reflective and sepia celluloid fins, patented in 1926,
needs hooks otherwise mint. £70-100

96 Root’s patent lure 3" overall length; when line is
drawn in, the head and body spin together but when
the lure is diving the two parts become disjointed and
only the head spins (Patent No 140291 July 2 1919)
ALSO a similar example (2). £70-100

97 Brown’s No 8 Phantom Minnow 4½" with full
compliment of hooks and traces, fitted with Geen’s
Patent swivel, colour dark blue, still attached to maker’s
card, a superb example. £150-200
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98 Gregory Cleopatra lure, body measures 1½"
length, nickel silver on brass one piece body, no
marking but virtually identical to the ones Lot 91, fine
condition and rare small size. £300-500

99 Allcock Flat Metal bait model No 1068 4",
illustrated in the maker’s 1887 catalogue, brass
construction with glass eye, treble hooks to side and
rear with extra forward spinner, ultra rare. £500-700

100 Allcock’s Flat Metal bait 3", illustrated in 1887
catalogue with ribbed decoration to side and fins, treble
hooks to side with rear tassle, rare example. £100-200

101 An early un-marked spring operated fish
catcher with centre hook and locking barbs ALSO an
early scaled fish lure with two double hooks to body
and treble to rear (2). £80-120

102 Fly box 6" x 3½" containing clips to one side
and magnetic base opposite ALSO two more fly boxes,
large collection of trout and grayling wet and dry flies
(3). £100-150



103 Stone Loach
lure 2½" with treble
hook to side and
stamped ‘Wadham
Nature’ ALSO two
more 3" examples
with no marking, all
in good condition
(3). £100-150

104 Wadham’s OK Gudgeon 3½" with twin treble
hooks to side, stamped ‘Wadham’s Nature Baits’ with
original maker’s box ALSO two Nature Minnows 2½"
with twin treble hooks to side, stamped ‘Wadham’s
Nature Baits’, all in fine condition (3). £70-100

105 Superb Wadham’s Brown Trout 3½" with treble
hook to side and outstanding natural finish, unusual
and one of the finest the maker produced, mint
condition with maker’s box. £100-150

106 Wadham’s
Spangeloid
artificial bait 1¾"
body and 2½"
overall length in green and gold sparkle finish with
treble hook to the rear, mint condition. £50-70

107 Nevison bait 3"
overall length with two
treble hooks on trace and
celluloid fins ALSO a
similar 3" example ALSO
a small Nevison 1½"
remarkable creation, with
original box, all mint
condition (3). £100-150

* The Nevison was a
natural bait that was dyed then immersed in a hard
coating of celluloid; made by Wadham’s and marketed by
S Allcock & Co.

108 Rare Wadham’s Sand Eel Spinner 3½" with twin
treble hooks and stamped ‘Wadhams Nature Baits’ to
celluloid fin ALSO a rare 1½" Wadham’s OK Gudgeon,
treble hook to rear with maker’s original box marked
model and maker’s details (box lid has lost an end side),
mint condition ALSO a Wadham’s 3" brown and black
stripe creation with twin treble hooks to side and
stamped ‘Wadham’s England’ to fin, mint condition with
maker’s original box (3). £100-150

�ercy 	adham ‘
andem’ & ‘O� �rtificial Baits’
Percy Wadham lures represent the lifetime’s work of Alfred Barnes. He was born July 4th 1896 and
started work for the Isle of Wight maker at the age of 14 and was still making lures 60 years later at the
age of 75 years, with no plans for retirement. The celluloid creations in a wide variety of designs and
colours were produced by hand from the ideas of Percy Wadham. Each was marketed in its own green
cardboard box with the maker’s details and proudly proclaiming – ‘MADE IN 110 DIFFERENT
PATTERNS’. The lures were used by anglers all over the world and now offer a wonderful potential for
collectors since they are extremely attractive and lifelike also they carry the maker’s mark and usually
found in their original boxes.
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111 Wadham's artificial bait 2½" with treble hook to
rear ALSO five similar examples of Alfred Barnes’ hand
painted creations, all with original boxes stamped
maker's details. (6). £80-120

* These lures are a rare, smaller size.

112 Brown’s Phantom Minnow 3½" with twin treble
hook and trace, colour blue with silver under, stamped
‘WB’ to fins ALSO Brown’s Phantom Minnow 2¼" with
twin treble hook and trace, colour brown and silver under
and stamped ‘WB’ to fins ALSO Quill Minnow 2¼" with
two treble hooks and traces also treble hook to rear, mint
condition, still attached to original card (3). £70-100

113 Pair of magnificent articulated
19th century fish 12 inches in length with 15

segments, carved head, tail and fins, superb
quality and superior to the better-known Medina

style fish. Stopper at the mouth screws out to allow an
incense stick to be placed inside the body and there is a
single perforation at the carved tail that allows a cord to
be fitted across to a perforation at the end of the stopper
for hanging; alternatively the fish can be laid out for
display while providing a fragrance, rear segment on one
became loose and been secured. £100-200

109 Wadham’s artificial bait 3½" with treble hook to
rear ALSO five other Wadham’s various artificial fish, all
in mint condition, with original boxes stamped maker’s
details (6). £80-120

110 Nevison bait 3" overall length with twin treble
hooks and traces ALSO a similar Nevison 3" example but
with treble hook to the rear, both mint condition ALSO a
brass Reflex Devon with treble hook to the rear and
stamped ‘Albert Smith Sole Maker Redditch’ (3). £70-100
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115 Hardy St George 3⅜" diameter alloy trout fly
reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, agate line guide
(crack but firm), nickel silver rim tension screw, dual
check mechanism, two screw drum latch, backplate
stamped with maker’s details, model and size, retaining
much of the original factory finish. £150-200

116 Hardy Nottingham centre pin 4" diameter,
drum with twin horn handles on elliptic plates and
telephone release latch, brass Bickerdyke line guide,
starback / foot with optional check switch and stamped
with maker’s details, extra- fine example. £400-500

114 Hardy Birmingham 2¾" diameter with horn
handle and stamped with a bordered oval logo to
faceplate, fine
bronzed patina, line
groove to one pillar,
with Hardy pouch.
£150-200

* The reel has been
customized by fitting
a drum cage and
silent wind.

117 Hardy 1896 Perfect 2⅝" diameter Houghton
Dry Fly Reel, all brass construction, Early Check, rim
tension regulator with bridge, smooth brass foot, drum
with large and small perforation pattern and nickel
silver milled edged left-hand locking screw, stamped
with Rod-in-hand trademark, enclosed oval and
straight line logos, extra fine condition retaining much
of the original bronzing, superb reel, with pokey bag.
£3,000-4,000
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119 Early Allcock crank handled winch with fixed
check, finely turned ivory handle on serpentine winding
arm and foot with a perforation at each end for an
alternative method of fixing to rod by way of cord and
pad. The edge of the faceplate is engraved with the
maker’s simple marking – ‘Allcock’, suggesting the status
of sole trader. £200-300

* This plain winch has a
thread design ivory handle
that appeared on some early
winches (see Lot 333). 
It is probably the original
handle but a brass screw
fixing may have replaced
the original rivet.

121 Crank handled plain brass winch 2¾" with
ivory handle (with usual crack) on serpentine winding
arm, faint check in raised casing to backplate, ALSO
three similar examples – 2½" with horn handle, 2¼"
with turned ivory handle and 1¾" with horn handle
(with crack) stamped ‘Gamages Ltd London’ (4). 
£100-150

120 Allcock crank handled winch 2½" diameter,
heavy brass construction with horn handle on curved
winding arm, early winch stamped only Stag trademark
to foot. £70-100

118 Allcock early salmon winch 3½" diameter of
heavy brass construction, fixed check, domed horn
handle on curved crank arm and stamped ‘S Allcock &
Co’. £300-400

* One of the first winches by Allcock & Co and
outstanding quality; engraved with the tiny lettering at
the edge of the rim that was the maker’s early form of
marking.



The Spencer family ancestry can be traced back over the
centuries to Robert 1st Baron Spencer (1570-1627) and
their home Althorp dates back to the 16th century
when it was a red-brick moated Tudor structure
surrounded by a wall containing 550 acres.

It has been the ancestral home of the Spencers for
almost 500 years and at the present time it is owned by
Charles Spencer, 9th Earl Spencer and set in around
1,500 acres. The house was the girlhood home of Diana,
Princess of Wales and her final resting place is on an
island in an ornamental lake known as The Oval within
Althorp Park Pleasure Gardens. Since her tragic death,
Althorp and the Spencer family, like Diana, have
become known across the world. Earl Spencer is a title
in the Peerage of Great Britain that was created on
November 1st 1765, along with the title Viscount
Althorp of Althorp in the county of Northamptonshire.

The Althorp Attic Sale by Christie’s released fishing
tackle that had been stored away for almost two
centuries, It was sold as one lot with the description
Collection of Fishing Tackle – 19th Century. The
substantial collection turned out to contain five
complete rods, four of which are of great historical
significance. There were also landing nets, a gaff and
even a 19th century umbrella that was found to be in
relatively good condition.

Three rods were engraved with the name of the
important London maker George Eaton and two were
marked with the address – 6, Crooked Lane, London,
from where the firm started in circa 1790 and the maker
worked as sole proprietor 1825-35; the butt pieces also
stamped – ‘Earl Spencer’. Another rod by the same
maker carried the address – 6 and 7, Crooked Lane
where George Eaton was registered 1836-56 and the
butt was also stamped ‘Earl Spencer’.

An equally exciting find was a rod with solid silver
decorations and fittings, with script engraving - ‘John
Shaw Maker Shrewsbury’ also adorned with a Viscount’s
Coronet and ‘Althorp Oct 27th 1856’. This had been
commissioned for the 21st birthday of John Poyntz
Spencer KG PC, 5th Earl Spencer who was born
October 27th 1835.

The rods are the finest production rods ever to come to
auction since they are representative of the early period
when the premier London rod makers were world
leaders. In addition to their extra fine condition, they
enjoy prime provenance and documentation from
having been the property of one of the leading
aristocratic families of Great Britain, which is now
universally known as a result of the iconic figure of
Princess Diana. Each has been refurbished to the very
highest standard by Mr J A Godfrey, the country’s
leading authority for rod restoration. His personal
collection of rods is in excess of one and a half 
thousand and he considers the Spencer collection of
rods the finest of which he has knowledge in his 
lifetime experience. All will be sold as per the displays
illustrated page 31.

John Poyntz 5th Earl Spencer 

(1835-1910) riding with troops in

Dublin (Christie’s)

Spencers of �lthorp �ackle Collection
Althorp House (Christie’s)
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LOT 123 (page 33) LOT 125 (page 35)

LOT 122 (page 32) LOT 124 (page 34)

THE SPENCER ROD COLLECTION
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122 A unique and exceptionally
important John Shaw 18' salmon fly
rod specially commissioned to
celebrate the 21st birthday of John
Poyntz Spencer, the 5th Earl
Spencer in 1856. Comprising five
pieces constructed with ash butt,
two mid sections hickory and two
tips greenheart. Features include
black silk whipped drop rings, brass
female ferrules each with carved
ebonized wood / brass stopper, male
spigot ferrules in German silver,
impressive butt of tapered form with
the most exquisite, fine carving to
form a unique grip area and locking
bands in solid silver (un-stamped)
and all decorated with borders of
leaves and engraved with a Coronet
and ‘Althorp’ together with the

celebratory date ‘Oct 27th
1856’, terminating with a butt-
cap in German silver with the
maker’s details – ‘John Shaw
Maker Shrewsbury’, with
original bag.
£15,000-20,000

* John Shaw senior was born at Tarporley
in the 1780s and had two sons – Henry
Shaw (1812-87) and John Shaw junior
(1816-88). Shropshire archives record him
as fishing tackle maker at Market Street,
Shrewsbury as early as 1828 and the two
sons worked in the family business; by
1835, the business was trading as Elizabeth
Shaw that suggests John Shaw senior had
died.  In 1840 the trade records detail the
business as fishing tackle maker also
preserving animals and birds and the title
had changed to Shaw & Sons at Shoplatch,
Shrewsbury. By 1851 the family business

had split up and the two sons were trading
independently as fishing tackle manufacturers and
ornithologists. Henry Shaw was still registered at
Market Street where his father first started, while his
brother John Shaw junior had premises at the High
Street end of Wyl Cop, opposite Saint Juliana’s church in
Shrewsbury. He ultimately bought the shop three doors
away and traded there until his death in 1888. Over the
years the two brothers each built a reputation for
quality tackle and secured the patronage of many of the
country set and members of the aristocracy including
Colonel Wingfield at Onslow, Earl Powys at Powys
Castle and the Duke of Devonshire. Henry Shaw laid
claim to fame in the world of taxidermy by preparing
three specimens of the Great Auk, one of which is in
Birmingham and another in Edinburgh. He further
secured orders to mount collections of birds at
Hawkstone, Clungunford and Ludlow Museum. The
release of the historic fishing tackle that was used by the
Spencer dynasty included this magnificent rod
commissioned for the twenty first birthday of John
Poyntz Spencer KG PC, 5th Earl Spencer on the October
27th 1856, thus recording the fact that John Shaw junior
was a tackle maker of the highest order.



123 An exceptionally fine George Eaton 20' salmon
rod of eight pieces including two impressive ebonized
ash butts, four mid sections of hickory and two tips of
greenheart. Features include black silk whipped drop
rings, brass female ferrules, each with a carved 
ebonized wood / brass stopper together with male 
brass spigot ferrules, the longer butt of tapered form
with carved reel-seat and locking bands, one of which 
is engraved – ‘Earl Spencer’ and brass butt-cap marked
‘Geo Eaton & Co Makers 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London’,
also the figure ‘2’, the shorter butt with carved reel-seat
and locking bands, allows the assembly of a shorter rod
19'3" in length. The rod has with it the original bag that
is stamped – Eaton – Earl Spencer – 20ft No 2 and the 
year 1855. the year it was made. 
£10,000-15,000

* George Eaton worked from 6 & 7 Cooked Lane, London
1836-56. The rod was commissioned for Frederick
Spencer 4th Earl Spencer (1798-1857) thus carries with it
the topmost provenance.
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124 Extremely fine George Eaton 20' salmon rod of
six pieces including ash butt, mid sections hickory and
two tips, each spliced with greenheart / lancewood.
Features include black silk whipped drop rings, brass
female ferrules each with a carved ebonized wood /
brass stopper together with male brass spigot ferrules,
impressive ebonized butt of tapered form and carved
reel-seat with brass locking bands, one of which is
engraved ‘Earl Spencer’, the whole terminating with a
brass butt cap marked ‘Geo Eaton Maker 6, Crooked
Lane, London’ also the figure ‘1’ circa 1820s. 
£10,000-15,000

* Commissioned for Frederick Spencer 4th Earl Spencer
(1798-1857) and made by George Eaton, while working
from the earliest address 6, Crooked Lane, London from
1825 to 35. The rod is an exceptionally fine example from
the maker's early period, thus of great historical
importance.
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125B Extremely fine wooden handle for a landing
net 3ft in length, part of the tackle of the 4th Earl Spencer
with brass cap at base and brass screw thread fitting to
take a detachable net head – unfortunately the Spencer
tackle did not contain the net head. The handle has been
refurbished and a traditional Turk’s head fitted ALSO
another early handle 4' in length with iron screw thread
fitting but again no net head or gaff fitting (2). £60-90

125A Superb scorched cane handle for a landing net
4' in length, part of the tackle of the 4th Earl Spencer
and matches Lot 125. Although it has a brass end with
the usual screw thread fitting, the Spencer tackle did not
contain the net head. The handle has been refurbished
and a traditional Turk’s head added. £70-100

125 The very finest early 26'6" rod by George Eaton,
comprising nine pieces, including three ash butts (one
only 22" long), four mid sections of scorched cane and
two tips, each with spliced greenheart / lancewood. The
different butts and middle sections allow three methods
of assembling the rod giving either the maximum length
or shorter versions around 22 feet. Features include black
silk whipped drop rings, brass female ferrules each with a
carved ebonized wood / brass stopper together with brass
male spigot ferrules, remarkably three impressive
ebonized butts of tapered form each with a carved reel-
seat and brass locking bands, two butts have script
engraving ‘Geo Eaton Maker 6, Crooked Lane, London’
circa 1820s. It comes with its original 9 compartment bag
and formerly the property of Frederick Spencer 4th Earl
Spencer (1798-1857). The quality and size of the rod
make it possibly the very finest to survive from the early
period of the pioneer London makers. This together with
a provenance that dates back to circa 1825 in association
with the famous Spencer family makes the rod truly
unique. £15,000-20,000

Frederick, 4th Earl Spencer 

(1798-1857) fishing on 

Loch Awe, Argyllshire, Scotland

(Christie’s)  
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126 Antique gaff with iron spike and
weed cutting attachment, ebonized ash
butt with brass end sleeves and wood cap,
length 39", fine condition, 19th century
and used in conjunction with the Spencer
rods. £300-500

127 Antique landing net with early
contracted pear-shaped bentwood frame
16" x 10", knotted net, cane handle with
brass belt clip, overall length 4ft, the
earliest of the nets from the collection,
19th century and used by one or more
Earl Spencers. £300-500

128 Antique landing net with pear-shaped
bentwood frame 16" x 14" and knotted net, brass fixing
to cane handle with cord bound grip and brass cap,
circa late 19th century that suggests it may have been
part of the tackle of John Poyntz Spencer the 5th Earl
Spencer. £300-500

129 Antique short umbrella with cane handle 3' overall
length and opening by way of metal spokes to 
a width of 44", waterproof material still in remarkably good
condition with only a few tiny holes, circa late 19th century, 
the period that suggests it was probably part of the tackle 
used by John Poyntz Spencer 5th Earl Spencer. £200-300



Portrait of John Poyntz, 5th Earl Spencer wearing 
a volunteers uniform, Garter Star and Sword
(Christie's)

130 Trout cane fly rod 3 piece 9ft 9in with polished wood butt, brass reel-seat
fittings with sliding locking band, crimson whippings, suction joints with wood
stoppers, no maker’s mark but fine quality and sound condition, 20th century rod
used by one or more members of the Spencer family. £500-700

130A Ogden Smith collapsible landing net with pear-shaped alloy frame 16" 
x 12" and knotted net, spring clip brass mechanism at the joint allows the net to
be snapped into position instantly and secure, polished hardwood handle,
stamped ‘Ogden Smith London, The Landseer Net’, length extended 34" and folded
down 19", fine condition, 20th century net used by one or more members of the
Spencer household. £300-500

131 Christie’s – ‘The Althorp Attic Sale’ catalogue,
350 pages, 764 lots including the fishing tackle of the
Spencer family, full colour illustrations. All copies were
completely sold out on the day of the sale. £100-150
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132 Farlow’s Perfect style salmon reel 4¼" diameter
with nickel silver line guide, fixed check, rim mounted
tension screw with bridge, brass foot, faceplate with
composition handle, straight line logo, Holdfast
trademark and stamped ‘C Farlow & Co Ltd, 191
Strand, London’ also initials of owner TMS, with
original leather case also stamped with details of maker
and owner. Fine quality salmon reel made to match the
Hardy Perfect. £250-350

133 Alfred & Son brass platewind salmon reel 3¾"
diameter with fixed check, domed horn handle,
faceplate with script engraving ‘Alfred & Son, Makers 20,
Moorgate St, London’ fine reel by premier London
maker. £150-200

134 Allcock Flick-Em Perfection reel 4" diameter,
drum with twin tapered handles, inset tension adjuster
and release latch, optional check lever to backplate and
stamped model and maker’s details, used but sound
working condition. ALSO Allcock Ousel trout fly reel 3"
diameter with nickel silver central locking nut,

composition handle and backplate stamped
maker’s details and ‘The Ousel’, rare model in
fine condition (2). £200-300

135 Joseph Warner & Sons plain winch
2½" diameter with tapered horn handle on
curved crank arm and stamped with the
maker’s trademark depicting a fish with
crossed swords, lacquered and extra fine
condition. £300-400

* The family business traded from 1855 up to
the early part of the 20th century. In the
1860s they added the shop – 30 Quai de
Ecole, Paris to their business at Redditch.
Eventually the Wyers family business at
Redditch acquired control of the Paris
premises and transformed it into the world’s
finest tackle shop.
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The compendium stands 3' in height and is virtually the
same measurement in width, incorporating 28 painted
panels depicting fish and fishing
scenes. The top section has a hinged
polished walnut lid that covers sub-
divided containers and pullout trays to
store a variety of artificial baits. There
are three drawers each with separate
spaces for reels and equipment, together
with a large worktop that slides out
from the centre of the compendium
(not visible on the images). Below is a
storage area that houses a fine quality
leather case with hinged sections to
each side; one containing storage
compartments and the other a worktop with divided
side panels. Finally two deep drawers are fitted at the

base with stands on either side to store rods and
equipment. Virtually all the internal and external

surfaces of the compendium and
matching case have calf skin linings,
including the many small lure
compartments and all complete with brass
fittings and decorations. £7,000-10,000

* The unique design and quality suggests it
was the property of a gentleman or lady of
status and designed to accommodate a
person’s entire assemblage of fishing tackle
and furthermore transport it to a private

fishing lodge or chosen angling venue.
Thus designed to serve a utility purpose

whilst appearing as a magnificent item of furniture that
would grace any setting.

136

The Complete Compendium



138 Hardy Silex with one rim control model 4"
diameter, unperforated drum with dual ivorine handles on
crossbar, rim cut-out and single rim lever, smooth brass
foot, rare model in production circa 1897-98. £200-300

139 Hardy Neroda Bakelite salmon fly box oxblood
finish fitted with 40 nickel silver spring clips and holding
a quantity of fully dressed salmon flies. £130-180

137 Hardy Silex No 2 Variant salmon fly reel 4"
diameter, alloy foot, drum with twin ivorine handles on
perforated flange and three screw release latch, rim
mounted ivorine brake lever and milled edged regulator
screw with brass brake indicator to plate, and the new
distinctive device – the demi-lune seven point regulator
with spear point regulator to backplate, extremely rare
and fine condition, with Hardy pokey bag. £600-900

* The new mechanism finally appeared as a feature of the
Super Silex (First Model) in the 1928 catalogue. Although
not recorded in the company literature the feature was fitted
in advance of the first illustration to the Silex No 2 and the
Silex Major (two versions), thus making these reels
extremely rare Variant models. Hardy’s often marketed
models and features in advance of their appearance in the
company literature. Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide is the first publication to record and
provide images of the newly discovered reels.

140 Hardy Wallis Special 3½" diameter centre pin
reel, alloy construction, drum with heavily perforated
front flange, twin tapered ebonite handles, optional rim
mounted check lever and telephone latch. £350-450

* Fine quality reel and unlike the standard production
model has a heavily ventilated faceplate and would have
been specially commissioned or customized.

141 Hardy Neroda Bakelite trout fly box oxblood
finish, fitted chenille bars and holding a selection of
trout wet / dry flies. £100-150
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142 Farlow Silent Spinning Reel 4" diameter,
constructed from polished aluminium alloy with twin
ivorine handles on a solid drum, back rim mounted
fittings include a circular milled edged pressure disc
with trigger, ivorine brake lever and sliding eye line
guide, also circular tension adjuster set in backplate,
stamped with maker’s details and ‘Farlow’s Patent’, fine
condition and ultra rare model. £400-600

143 Farlow BWP
Fly Reel 3½" diameter,
nickel silver red agate
line guide, two rows of
ventilations to
faceplate, tension
button to backplate
with nickel silver
locking nut, stamped
Holdfast trademark,
maker’s details and
‘BWP Fly Reel’ also

‘British Patent No 32255/33 – New Zealand Patent No
73416’; the drag tension mechanism (inside) marked
‘Patent Applied For’, designed to fish the big lakes of New
Zealand and a rare model only made 1938-40. £200-250

144 Farlow’s Self
Controlled Spinning
Reel 4¼in diameter,
brass foot, faceplate
with single row of
ventilations, twin
composition handles,
tension regulator and
drum release latch,
backplate with nickel
silver rim tension
screw and rim

mounted adjusting line guide, optional check control
button and stamped with Holdfast trademark also ‘C
Farlow & Co Ltd London SW1’. £200-300

145 Farlow
Utility Reel 4"
diameter, alloy
construction with
brass foot and
Bickerdyke line
guide, faceplate
with twin
composition
handles, outer
row of
ventilations ⅜"
diameter and inner row 3⁄16", drum release button,
backplate with optional brass check button and stamped
with Holdfast trademark also model details. £250-300

* Extremely rare model produced 1936-40 and formerly
the Paramount Pike reel that was listed only 1929.

146 Farlow
plain brass
salmon winch 4"
diameter, turned
ivory handle (with
usual crack) on
curved crank arm,
fixed check in
raised housing to
backplate, riveted
brass foot, script
engraving to
faceplate –
‘Charles Farlow Maker 191. Strand, London’, fine quality
early winch made while the maker was still sole
proprietor. £150-200

147 Farlow
Barrett 4"
diameter spinning
reel, alloy
construction,
brass foot, drum
with twin
composition
handles, single
row of
perforations and
release latch,
backplate with four 1" diameter holes for auxiliary
braking and optional check button. £200-250

* This is the original model listed only circa 1928-29. A
second model of a lesser quality was sold in the 1930s that
had an additional rim control and an extra row of
perforations to the faceplate.



148 Geen’s Combination Spoon, 3½" spoon and 6"
overall length, treble hooks to front and rear, stamped
‘Geen’s Patent’ also Allcock details and Stag trademark,
mint condition and still attached to its original card.
£1,000-1,500

* The size of this huge salmon lure and the fact it appears
virtually as it was purchased for one shilling and nine
pence (price hand-written on card) around one hundred
years ago makes it very special indeed.

149 Geen’s Combination Spoon, 2" spoon and 3½"
overall length, treble hooks to front and rear, stamped
‘Geen’s Patent’ also Allcock details and Stag trademark,
mint condition. £400-600

151 Sandeel Spinner for use with natural bait, 4"
overall length, swivel attached to head with inclined
wings to obtain spinning effect. It is interesting to note
the spinner although unmarked, appears identical to
the unusual colour finish of Geen’s Corkscrew Spinner
but without the corkscrew that he patented in 1906 (see
Page 154 Sandford’s reference work) ALSO two Quill
Minnows 2", mint condition (3). £50-70

150 Geen’s Combination Spoon, 1½" spoon and 3"
overall length, treble hooks to front and rear, stamped
‘Geen’s Patent’ also Allcock’s details and Stag trademark,
in original fatigued box with card marked with
Allcock’s Stag trademark. £500-700

* Ultra-rare small trout size and never been used.
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152 Wyers Frères plain brass winch 2" diameter, silent
check, with horn handle on curved crank arm and anti-
foul rim, stamped ‘Wyers Freres, Redditch & Paris,
IMPORT D’ANGLETERRE’ rare and fine quality. ALSO
one other identical unmarked winch 2¼" diameter (2).
£300-400

* Wyers Frères would appear to
have stamped their name on the
early winches of this model that
were sold from the shop in Paris,
France but the ones sold in
Britain were released without 
any markings.

152A Wyers Frères plain brass winch 2½in
diameter, silent check, with horn handle on curved
crank arm and anti-foul rim, stamped ‘Wyers Frères,
Redditch & Paris, Import’ rare and fine quality. ALSO
one other identical unmarked winch 2⅜" diameter with
perforation at each end of foot (2). £300-400

153 Wyers Frères platewind 2¾" diameter, all brass
construction with fixed check, domed horn handle and
stamped – ‘Wyers Frères Paris and Redditch – Importe
Angleterre’, superb quality reel. £300-400

154 Wyers & Brehier catalogues including years1951-
52 – 64 pages, 1952-53 – 64 pages and 1965-66 – 120
pages and other French publications, all complete and
good condition. £70-100

155 Edward Robilliard (Paris) catalogue for 1911,
12" x 9½" comprising 48 pages containing details /
illustrations of reels, lures and all manner of tackle,
Robilliard was Wyers Frères main competitor in Paris,
extremely rare and although the catalogue is delicate
and large in size it is not damaged or torn. £300-350
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156 Allcock Superior Phantom 2½" body with two
treble hooks and traces also treble hook to rear, still
attached to card marked model and maker’s details with
original box, mint condition. £70-100

158 Brown’s Phantom 3" with treble hook to rear
and stamped ‘WB’ to fins ALSO three other similar
unmarked examples, each with hook and trace also
treble hook to rear (4). £100-150

160 Creek Chub Wiggler Fish jointed bait with
metal tail and glass eyes, 5" overall length, mint
condition and maker’s leaflet in original box ALSO
South Bend Babe-Oreno 3" with two treble hooks and
glass eyes in maker’s box ALSO Hedddon River Runt
2¾" with maker’s box marked ‘River Runt  9119M’, mint
condition ALSO a celluloid minnow 2¾" body stamped
‘Fishmaster Woollaston Mass.’ to fins (4). £70-100

157 Superior Phantom 3½" body, no maker’s mark
but probably Allcock, with treble hook and trace also
treble hook to rear, mint condition ALSO a similar lure
2½" body, treble hook and trace also treble hook to rear,
mint condition (2). £80-120

159 Pflueger lure PAL-O-MINE JOINTED
MINNOW 4¼" with two treble hooks and glass eyes,
also leaflet and original box ALSO three other
examples ALSO a Pflueger wooden lure 3¼" with treble
hooks and glass eyes, mint condition in original box
marked ‘Model 5001 Golden shiner scale’ (4). £70-100

161 Wadham’s artificial bait 3½" with treble hook to
the rear, hand painted creation by Alfred Barnes ALSO
five other Wadham’s various artificial fish, all mint
condition, with original boxes stamped maker’s details
(6). £80-120



163 Martin James Peel’s New Wye Phantom 1½"
body and 2" overall length with triple hook to rear, still
attached to original card with maker’s aged box marked
‘M Martin James Product’ ALSO a Martin James Quill
Minnow 2" body and 2½" overall length with treble
hooks, still attached to original card and with box
marked maker’s details (2). £70-100

165 Hardy’s Golden Sprat 3" overall length with
treble hook and trace, fibre tail, stamped ‘Hardy’ to fin
ALSO three more examples (4). £70-100

162 Hearder lures (2) each 1½" body and 3½"
overall length, with curved fins and two treble hooks to
the rear, possibly brass construction below the
blackened aged patina and stamped to the base of the
body ‘Hearder Plymouth’. Header’s started making
fishing tackle in 1825 and historians have credited the
maker with introducing the ‘Kill Devil’ lure; these may
be examples ALSO a box containing several soleskin
baits some stamped Hearder ALSO three Lead Devons
1¼" body and 3" overall length with brass head and fins,
two treble hooks to the rear, no maker’s mark but early
lures (Qty). £100-150

164 Martin
James Phantom
Minnow 1¾"
body and 2¼"
overall length
with treble
hook and trace
also treble hook
to rear, still
attached to
original card
marked with
maker’s details
fine condition ALSO a Martin James ‘Flipper Bait’ in the
form of a curved celluloid body with one treble hook
attached, in maker’s original box ALSO a Rudge Quill
Minnow with two triple hooks and traces also a treble
hook to rear, still attached to original card marked with
maker’s details (3). £70-100 

166 Wadham’s artificial bait 3½" with treble hook to
rear, hand painted creation by Alfred Barnes ALSO five
other Wadham’s various artificial fish, all in mint
condition, with original boxes stamped maker’s details
(6). £80-120

166A Christie’s ‘El Helou Collection’
catalogue of May 19th 1999 containing the
18 Wyers Frères panels, fully illustrated in
colour with a list of prices. £70-100

166B Christie’s ‘El Helou Collection’
catalogue, mint with prices. £70-100
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167 Wyers Frères display panel of 48 antique artificial baits, representative of what was
being used by fishermen throughout two centuries, not only in Britain but the USA and
countries of the Commonwealth. Included are several Coil Lures and Kill-Devil baits as
illustrated in Salter’s The Angling Guide 1825, the Golden Lure, a Cleopatra, Edkin’s named
glass lure and five magnificent faceted glass lures in various shades of colour, one
engraved ‘Warner’ also rows of Phantoms, Soleskins together with examples of metal
construction. It is truly the finest collection ever assembled and was the flagship panel of
20 exhibited during the 19th / 20th centuries in the finest tackle shop of all time – Wyers
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Frères – Paris, France, thus it enjoys a provenance without equal. In 1999 it was sold in London for a record
£29,900.00 at a time when international collectors were not too familier with its existence or great historical
importance and lure collecting in Britain was only really beginning. The 48 lures are displayed within a green
surround in a fine quality oak glazed case – 19¼" (50cm) high x 33¼" (84.5cm) wide. £20,000-30,000

* The history of Wyers Frères, the British tackle maker who started at Redditch in 1823, is recorded in Fishing
Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide, together with illustrations of all 18 surviving panels.
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168 Allcock’s trade card display of six ‘Baby Devon’
artificial baits, metal construction and each 1⅛" body
and 2" overall length, listed as No M 152, all in fine
condition. £150-200

171 Magnificent perforated salmon reel 4½"
diameter, frame comprised of nickel silver rims,
perforated ebonite backplate and brass foot attached to
two pillars, the drum has a perforated back flange and a
dual set of heavily perforated front flanges which
revolve on each side of yet another perforated brass
plate which forms part of the frame. When the drum is
turned by the large domed horn handle, the effect of all
the perforated plates moving around one another is
quite striking and the action is extremely smooth with
the sound of a fixed check mechanism. £200-300 

169 Hardy’s Prawn tackle with hooks and traces, in
original maker’s box stamped with model and maker’s
details. ALSO Hardy’s Prawn Tackle still attached to
maker’s card marked ‘Hardy’s Prawn Tackle No 3
Phantom’, both examples in mint condition (2). £70-100

170 Superb composition lure
3½" body with shiny alloy fins and
treble hook to rear, extremely
attractive bait. £100-200     
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172 Farlow’s Original Platewind salmon fly reel
3¼" diameter, brass construction, domed horn
handle, integral brass foot and bridge pillar, fixed
check within a raised housing and marked with script
engraving – ‘Chas Farlow Maker 191, Strand London’,
fine quality. £400-600

*  Unlike any other Charles Farlow platewind and
believed to be the
earliest model
produced whilst the
maker was a sole
trader, thus the
forerunner of the
many London brass
Birmingham style
models that sold 
in large quantities
throughout the 
19th century.

173 Farlow Sextile line winder, virtually unused condition
in fine quality oak carrying case. £100-150 

175 Farlow
Barret Special
5" diameter
spinning reel,
brass foot,
faceplate with
single row of
perforations
and drum
release button,
backplate with
four 1" diameter circular holes for auxillary braking and
brass optional check button, rare model made only
1928-29. £300-400

* This original model of 1928-29 is rare and of superb
quality in both materials and workmanship. The model
was re-introduced in the 1930s but of a lesser quality and
the distinguishing features were a rim control also an
additional row of perforations to the faceplate. Only listed
in the catalogues in 4" and 4½" sizes; this 5" diameter
may have been a special commission.

174 Farlow Paramount Pike Reel 4" diameter,
ventilated drum with a pair of Xylonite handles,
Bickerdyke line guide, brass foot, optional check button
to backplate stamped ‘Paramount’ and ‘C Farlow & Co
Ltd London’. £350-450

*  Fine quality and an extremely rare model that only
appeared in the one year 1929.



176 Farlow’s Artificial Gudgeon 3½" with treble
hooks and traces, brass fins stamped ‘Farlow – London’,
still attached to maker’s card with original aged box and
both marked with model and maker’s details, colour
brown and gold, a magnificent lure in mint condition.
£250-350

177 Farlow’s Artificial Gudgeon 4½" with treble
hooks and traces, brass fins stamped ‘Farlow – London’,
still attached to maker’s card with original distressed
box and both marked with model and maker’s details,
colour brown and gold, scarce model and large size,
unused condition. £250-350

178 Farlow Artificial Gudgeon 4½" with treble
hooks and traces, brass fins stamped ‘Farlow – London’,
still attached to maker’s card with original aged box and
both marked with model and maker’s details, colour
brown and gold, rare model and large size in unused
condition. £250-350

179 Farlow Artificial Gudgeon 4½" with hooks and
trace, brass fins stamped ‘Farlow – London’, still
attached to maker’s card with original distressed box
and both marked with model and maker’s details,
colour dark blue and silver, a superb lure in mint
condition. £250-350
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Extremely �are Early Farlow Lures 



181 Munroe Leather Minnow 3½" with stitched
leather body, brass head and fins, treble hook to the rear
ALSO three more examples (4). £70-100

182 Brown’s Phantom Minnow 4" overall length,
fitted Geen’s patent swivel spinner, hooks and traces,
mint condition, still attached to original card and with
maker’s box, both stamped with model and maker’s
details. £150-200

183 Brown’s Phantom Minnow 4" overall length,
fitted Geen’s patent swivel spinner, hooks and traces,
mint condition, still attached to original card marked
with model and maker’s details. £100-150

180 Wadham’s artificial bait 2½" with treble hook to
rear, hand painted creation by Alfred Barnes ALSO four
Wadham’s examples ALSO a Wadham’s prawn lure 2½"
with fine detail, all in mint condition , with original
boxes stamped maker’s details (6). £80-120

* These lures are in the rare smaller size.

184
Hardy’s
Golden Sprat
2½" with
brass fins,
treble hook
and trace,
fibre tail,
stamped

‘Hardy’s’ to fin, ALSO three more examples (4). £70-100

185 Hardy
Yellow Belly
3¼" body and
4½" overall
length mint
condition
ALSO Hardy
West Country
Devon 1½"
still in packet ALSO Hardy Silver Sand Eel ALSO a tiny
Thread Line Devon 1" and still attached to original card
with dilapidated maker’s box (4). £50-70

186 Wadham’s artificial bait 3½" with treble hook to
rear, hand painted creation by Alfred Barnes ALSO five
other Wadham’s artificial fish, all in mint condition, with
original boxes stamped maker’s details (6). £80-120
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188 Carter Brass Faced 3⅜" diameter trout fly reel,
alloy construction with raised brass faceplate, horn
handle, brass foot with unusual single small perforation
to one end, silent check, stamped ‘Carter & Co Makers
London’. £100-150

189 Hardy Perfect Brass Faced Wide Drum 4"
diameter, rim tension regulator screw with bridge and
Turk’s head locking nut, 1905 caliper check mechanism,
pierced smooth brass foot and bridge pillar, faceplate
with domed ivorine handle, Rod-in Hand trademark
and straight line logo, with leather case. £800-1200

190 Rare Selfridge of London 3½" diameter
platewind salmon reel, all brass construction,
contracted drum, fixed check, raised Hercules style
faceplate with script engraving ‘Selfridge London’, rare
reel. £150-200

191 Main brass platewind salmon reel 4½" diameter
with fixed check and domed horn handle, integral brass
foot and bridge pillar, nickel silver rim, script engraving
to face plate ‘G Main, 45, Jermyn St, London’, extremely
attractive reel. £150-200

187 William Blacker multiplying trolling winch 3"
diameter and 2½" wide, 4:1 gear ratio, turned ivory
handle on curved winding arm, brass foot fixed to
bridge pillar by 5 rivets, script engraving reads –
‘Blacker London’, extremely rare model by a premier
maker in extra-fine condition, circa 1840s. £600-900
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192 Farlow’s Artificial Gudgeon 4½" with treble
hooks and traces, brass fins stamped ‘Farlow – London’,
still attached to maker’s card with original box and both
marked with model and maker’s details, colour brown
and gold, unused condition and one of the finest early
Farlow lures. £300-400

193 Farlow 2¼" diameter plain crank handled
winch, brass construction, fixed check in raised housing
to backplate, ivory handle (usual hairline crack) on
curved winding arm, faceplate with script engraving –
‘C Farlow Maker 221, Strand, Near Temple Bar’ – the
maker’s earliest address when he first started in business
in London. £300-500

* Charles Farlow started this tackle making business in
1840 at 221, Strand, Temple Bar; note Temple Bar is used
in the address and not London. From 1852 he was listed
as tackle maker at 191,Strand, London followed by other
London addresses, but never used Temple Bar as a
reference again. A winch with the earliest address has to
be very special indeed.

194 Farlow plain crank handled winch 2" diameter,
turned ivory handle on curved winding arm, fixed
check, riveted foot, script engraving to faceplate –
‘Charles Farlow Maker 191, Strand, London’, early winch
made while the maker was sole trader. £150-200

195 Hardy Perfect Brass Faced Wide Drum 4"
diameter salmon fly reel, rim tension regulator screw
with Turk’s head locking nut, Early check mechanism,
nickel silver left hand wind drum locking screw, 
domed ivorine handle, faceplate stamped Rod-in-Hand
trademark, straight line and oval logos, (foot repaired).
£600-800

196 Rare Hardy Keel Head Phantom 2½" with treble
hook to side and rear, some paint loss ALSO Bartleet &
Sons slotted minnow 1¼" with four treble hooks and
spinning lead, mint ALSO Four anti-kink leads, two
stamped ‘Hardy’s’ (6). £100-150
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198 Allcock
Easicast 3½" diameter
salmon spinning reel,
brass foot, rim
mounted optional
check lever, nickel
silver tension screw
and line guard, drum
with release latch and
single row of
perforations, details
of maker and model stamped to backplate, retaining
virtually all the original factory finish, with makers
maroon fibre case stamped model details. £100-150

199 Universal Sidecaster 3½" diameter, silent check
alloy drum with cross-hatched alloy handle, brass tension
nut and spring mounted brass strapped pivoting foot,
chrome line guard, faceplate stamped ‘THE UNIVERSAL’
and Pat No 642282 which was granted to W Timson June
15th 1948. ALSO a two page hand-written letter fom W
Timson the inventor that patented the design together
with his leaflet for the reel (2). £200-300

200 Farlow heavy duty wood sea reel 4½" diameter,
wide drum with brass rear flange, twin horn handles on
brass plates and central milled edged tension disc with
locking screw, twin brass line guides, integral brass
starback / foot stamped in script engraving – ‘C Farlow
& Co Makers 191, Strand, London’, a powerful wood sea
reel of outstanding quality. £300-400

201 Helical fixed
spool casting reel with
finger pick up,
polished spool with
pressure lever, maker’s
details to casing ALSO
a wooden spool of
Helical super silk line,
all in original fibre
case. £100-150

202 Universal Sidecaster 3½in
diameter, silent check alloy drum
with cross-hatched alloy handle,
brass tension nut and spring
mounted brass strapped pivoting
foot, chrome line guard, faceplate
stamped ‘THE UNIVERSAL’ and
‘Pat No 642282’, exceptionally fine
condition with virtually all its
original factory finish. £150-200

197 Silex Major Variant 4" diameter salmon fly reel,
rim cut-out, brass foot, drum with twin ebonite handles
on perforated flange and release button, rim mounted
ivorine check lever, turning button regulator and the
new distinctive device – demi-lune seven point
regulator with spear point lever, possibly a unique
example at the present time, fine condition. £700-1,000

* This new model appears for the first time page 384
‘Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide’.
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203 Farlow Silent Tournament Style Reel
3½" diameter, polished aluminium alloy
construction, twin ivorine handles fitted
centrally on a raised shaped crossbar inside
the front plate and within the drum spool,
rim mounted fittings include a circular milled
edged pressure disc, ivorine brake lever and
sliding eye line guide, milled edged tension
adjuster is set in backplate which is stamped
with maker’s details and ‘Farlow Patent’, fine
condition. £500-800

* A superb Farlow reel that never appeared in
the company literature.

204 Megan Boyd postcard with an enchanting
coloured image of the famous fly-tyer at work while
watched by her dog ALSO a salmon fly scale with a
label that reads ‘Megan Boyd Fly Dresser Brora
Sutherland Scotland’ (2). £100-150

* In 1972 Megan Boyd was awarded the British Empire
Medal, the highest honour ever given for fly tying.

205 Warner 2½" diameter
brass trout reel with all round
perforations, fixed check, horn
handle, maker’s trademark
stamped to edge of faceplate, very
attractive reel. £200-300

206 Young & Sons Ambidex
No 1 threadline casting reel with
half bail arm, fine condition with
original maker’s worn cardboard
box. £30-50

207 Pownall’s Patent Sea Reel
5" diameter with black bakelite
drum, Slater release latch, twin
bulbous wooden handles and
incorporating Pownall’s patent
self-oiling device to spindle,
stamped ‘Pownall’s of Yarmouth’ to
foot, extra-fine condition. £40-70
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208 Hardy Golden Sprat 4" body and 5" overall
length with brass treble hook and trace also treble hook
to rear, fibre tail, fin stamped ‘Hardy Patent’, mint
condition still attached to original card with maker’s
box, early version and in the large size. £100-150

209 Hardy Reflex Aluminium Devon 2½" body and
3½" overall length with treble hook to the rear, fin
stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’, early model and very unusual
two tone colour in maroon and gold finish, mint
condition still attached to original card with maker’s
box stamped with model and maker’s details. £100-150

210 Hardy Reflex Aluminium Devon 2½" body and
3½" overall length with treble hook to the rear, fin
stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’, colour silver, early model
mint condition still attached to original card with
maker’s box stamped with model and maker’s details.
£70-100

211 Hardy Reflex Aluminium Devon 2½" body and
3½" overall length with treble hook to the rear, fin
stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’, unusual mid-grey colour,
early model mint condition still attached to original
card with maker’s box stamped with model and maker’s
details. £70-100

212 Hardy Reflex Aluminium Devon 2½" body and
3½" overall length with treble hook to the rear, fin
stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’, colour silver, early model
mint condition still attached to original card with
maker’s box stamped with model and maker’s details.
£70-100

213 Hardy Golden Sprat 3½" body with treble hook
and trace, fibre tail, stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’ to fin,
paint loss but appears unused. £80-120
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214 Hardy Anti-Kink Devon 2½" body and 4"
overall length, metal body and scaled finish, with
revolving body while head, spindle and hooks remain
stationary, two treble hooks to rear, nickel silver fins
both stamped ‘Hardy Bros Ltd, Alnwick England’ very
slight paint loss otherwise good. £150-200

215 Hardy Swimmer Bait 2" body and 3" overall
length, front head portion remains stationary while rear
part moves to give natural fish-like action, fine
condition and rare, two examples with Hardy box (2).
£70-100

216 Hardy Pennell Devon 2" body and 3½" overall
length, metal with scaled finish, treble hook to rear, fins
stamped maker’s details ALSO tiny ¾" Threadline
Pennell Devon still attached to original card with
maker’s box, also three more examples, one without
hook (5). £100-150

217 Hardy Quill Minnow 2¼" overall length, treble
hooks and traces also treble hook to rear, still attached to
card stamped with model and maker’s details, mint
condition with original box ALSO another example
stamped ‘Hardy’ to fin, mint condition ALSO a rare
Hardy Fly Minnow 2" overall length, stamped ‘Hardy’ to
fin, fine condition ALSO Halcyon Spinner (4). £100-150



219 Farlow Aluminium Fly Reel 3" diameter, domed
ivorine handle, fixed check, brass foot, faceplate
stamped with Holdfast trademark and ‘Farlow & Co
Ltd, London’. £70-100

221 C Farlow & Co
tackle catalogue 73rd
edition believed to be
for the year 1913,
comprising 270 pages,
edge of the top of the
spine a little frayed,
otherwise good
condition and
complete. £70-100

220 Farlow Grenaby 3" diameter trout fly reel, fixed
check, brass foot, faceplate with two rows of
perforations ⅛" diameter and composition handle,
backplate stamped with Holdfast trademark and
‘Grenaby – Farlow & Co Ltd, London SW1’, rare trout
model and fine condition. £70-100

222 C Farlow & Co Ltd tackle catalogue issued from
11, Panton St, London address, green with Heron to
front cover, comprising
330 pages and several
colour plates of flies,
(contains a letter dated
1927), complete and
used condition circa
1920s. £20-30

218 Farlow Pelican Sea Reel 6" diameter,
constructed from a material similar to ebonite but
claimed by the maker to be stronger, drum with
wooden arbor and inner brass lining, central locking
nut, perforated front flange and twin bulbous handles
on circular brass plates.
Bickerdyke brass line guide,
integral brass foot (trimmed
to one side) and starback
support with optional
check control and stamped
– ‘PELICAN’ also maker’s
details and holdfast
trademark, ultra-rare and 
a truly magnificent reel.
£400-600  
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223 Farlow crank
handled winch 2¼"
diameter, silent
check, ivory handle
on curved winding
arm, faceplate with
script engraving ‘C
Farlow & Co Makers
191,Strand, London’,
small size and fine
quality. £100-150

224 Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 3½" diameter bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set drive plate,
shallow cored lacquered drum with spring release latch
and jewelled spindle bearing, rim mounted ivorine
casting trigger, rear quadrant weight indicator and nickel
silver rim tension screw, fine condition. £800-1200

225 Hardy Neroda  trout fly box oxblood finish,
interior with inset felt pads holding12 American trout
flies 1940s. £100-150       

226 Hardy Neroda Fly Box, one of a later limited
edition in the rare and unusual mottled green finish,
unused in original box. £80-120

227 Gut Twisting Engine, early iron construction
with brass gearing and three steel revolving hooks,
shaped wooden handle on straight crank arm and
clamp fitting to fix to a bench. The large size would
suggest it to be a commercial
engine used by a tackle maker
of the early 19th century
period; in working order,
possibly the largest to come to
auction, 10" x 3". £300-400

228 Milwards tackle
catalogue circa 1911-12, 350
pages plus advertisements,
spine frayed a little at base
and used but complete and
sound condition. £80-120



229 Allcock Aerial 4" diameter centre
pin, 1¼" between drum flanges, caged six
spoke drum with perforated front flange,
regulating brake and release fork, twin
composition handles, brass foot,
backplate stamped ‘The Allcock Aerial’
and maker’s details with optional check
button, fine condition with felt / leather
pouch. £400-600

230 Allcock Reflex No 1 Model 1,
3½" diameter, alloy construction with
twin handles, nickel silver foot and
pillars, polished rim, backplate rim and
rim control nuts with milled edges also
drum retaining screws, stamped ‘S Allcock &
Co’ and stag trademark, rare model marketed by
Allcock; only appeared in the company catalogue in
1925. £100-150

231 Reflex reel 3½" diameter No 1 Type P Second
model by Joseph George Bellon, alloy construction,
twin composition handles, nickel silver foot, pillars, and
drum locking nut, backplate with milled edged screw
controls, rim mounted brake lever and brass tension
screw, stamped with maker’s details. £70-100

232 Superb Allcock Gunmetal & Ebonite 4¼"
Model No 3180 salmon reel, fixed check, domed
ebonite handle, raised Hercules style faceplate, maker’s
Stag trademark to foot, gunmetal construction with a
magnificent bronzed finish, foot neatly trimmed to one
side, extremely rare model illustrated in the Allcock
catalogues 1897-1907, with fibre case. £250-350

* The reel is identical to the ‘Climax’ reel marketed by
Wyers Frères and virtually a fixed check version of the
famous Duplex Reel -  both are illustrated page 685
‘Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide’; 
JW Young probably the maker of all three reels.

233 Bowell fixed spool casting reel 2½" diameter,
alloy construction
with rise and fall
drum mechanism and
half bail arm, stamped
‘Bowell Autoreel Pat’,
with old leather bag
and two spare spools.
£150-200
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234 Farlow Turntable or Improved Light Bait
Casting Reel with alloy drum, ivorine handle, brass foot
and spring operated lever which pivots the reel
automatically to the casting position, stamped ‘Farlow
& Co Ltd, London’ and Holdfast trademark, extra-fine
condition, one of the most desirable of all sidecasters.
£1,000-1,500

235 Sidecaster
3⅝" diameter, alloy
construction,
dished drum with
brass central
locking nut and
ebonite handle,
brass manual
spring swiveling
foot. £40-70

236 Universal
Sidecaster 3½", silent
check alloy drum with
cross-hatched alloy
handle, brass tension
nut and spring
mounted brass
strapped pivoting foot,
chrome line guard,
faceplate stamped
‘THE UNIVERSAL’
and ‘Pat No 642282’.
£80-120

237 Foster’s Excelsis fixed spool casting reel, alloy
and brass construction, rise and fall drum with half-bail
arm, composition handle on straight winding arm, no
markings, used condition and working order. £70-100

238 Spring-loaded fold- down Nottingham centre
pin reel 4½" diameter, single brass handle and central
tension brass wing nut, all brass trigger-operated
powerful spring mechanism that releases the drum to
spring to a fixed spool casting position and then fold
back to lock behind the trigger in the rewind position.
It is in effect a spring operated automatic design on a
similar principle to the simple manual folding Milward
Brownie. ALSO a second reel of smaller 3½" diameter
that works exactly on the same principle but
constructed with ebonite drum (hairline to inner drum
flange) and alloy spring mechanism, also nickel silver
milled edged central tension nut (2). £200-300

* The unique design on the two reels, although
constructed from different materials is identical, thus the
same maker, therefore the two rare sidecasters are offered
for sale as one lot.
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239 Hardy Ideal Phantom 3" body with treble hook
and trace also treble hook to rear, fibre tail and brass
fins stamped ‘Pat No 155523’ and ‘Hardy’s Bros Ltd’,
mint condition, with original card and early box
marked with model, maker and Royal Warrant details,
exceptionally fine lot. £250-350

240 Hardy Ideal Phantom 3" body with treble hook
and trace also treble hook to rear, fibre tail and brass
fins stamped ‘Pat No 155523’ and ‘Hardy Bros, Ltd’,
mint condition, with original card and box, both
stamped model and maker’s details. £200-250

241 Hardy Phantom 2¼" body,
two treble hooks and traces also
treble hook to rear, brass fins
stamped ‘Hardy’, appears unused
condition. £80-120

242 Hardy Ideal Phantom 1½" body with treble
hook and trace also treble hook to rear, fibre tail, brass
fins stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’ and ‘Pat No 155523’,
mint condition and rare small size. £150-200

243 Hardy Ideal Phantom 4" body and 5½ " overall
length with treble hook and trace also treble hook to
rear, fibre tail, brass head and fins stamped ‘Hardy Bros
Alnwick Eng.’ to both fins, the lure is very unusual thus
collectable in having no body colour finish. £150-200
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244 Superb Hardy Golden Sprat 3½" body and 4½"
overall length, treble hook and trace, fibre tail and
stamped with maker’s details to both fins, mint
condition in original box. £150-250

245 Hardy Aluminium Pennell 2½" body, stamped
‘Hardy’ to fins, two treble hooks to rear, colour bottle
green and gold, good condition. £50-80

246 Hardy Phantom 3" body and 4" overall length,
complete with hook and trace also treble hook to rear,
stamped ‘Hardy’ to fin, colour blue and gold, with
original box marked with Royal Warrants and maker’s
details, early with some
paint loss. £150-200

247 Superior Natural Bait spinner 2½" body and 5"
overall length, twin treble hooks and traces, cork-screw
tail, nickel silver curved fins stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’,
ALSO 5 other natural bait spinners two marked ‘Archer’
(6). £60-90

248 BIG GAME LURE 9" body and 12" overall length with large treble hook on steel trace and similar treble hook to
rear, black top shading to silver under finish, no maker’s mark but very impressive; housed on an equally fine quality
hand-line hardwood frame. £200-300
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249 Magnificent spoon bait 8"
overall length, the body formed by
two spoons with treble hooks to
sides, an exquisite tail formed from
curved copper and a large treble
hook to the rear, brass or copper
decoration to each side and eyes with
a nickel silver centre set on brass, a
quite sensational unique lure, with
fitted wooden display case. £500-800

* There is no maker’s mark but the
workmanship has to have been done
by a top craftsman since the marriage
of the various parts has been achieved
with no visible sign of the method
used; the Spoons are believed to be 19th century. The spoon used as a bait has held a fascination for anglers over the
centuries and was used as early as the 18th century – George Smith’s The Gentlman Angler 1726 included the following
text – ‘Wagtail baits in various colours, wobblers, plug-baits, true spinners and fly-spoons in modern tackle shops and
ironmongers they are legion’. James Gregory revived the bait around 1878 when he invented the Colorado Spoon that was
a modification of an older spoon marketed by Alfred & Son circa 1860. This quite sensational spoon bait, if not made as a
pike lure may have been created as a display to promote sales for the Colarado Spoon that Gregory introduced circa 1878.

250 Allcock’s Dazzle bait
Model 7285, metal construction
with six pairs of coloured fins and
treble hook to rear, stamped ‘Prov.
Patent’, fine condition. £150-250

251 Coiled brass lure with
treble hook to the rear and
stamped ‘Pat. 27826’ to fin,
believed to be marketed by
Allcock, fine condition. £70-100

252 Superb gutta-percha
minnow 3½" with treble hook,
brass fins, fine natural finish, an
extremely attractive lure. £100-150

253 Quantity of bait mounts including an Archer
and three early lead bodied models (4). £40-70

254 Geen’s Combination Spoon, 3½" spoon and 5"
overall length, treble hook to rear, stamped ‘Geen’s
Patent’ and Allcock details also Stag trademark, used
condition with paint loss. £250-350
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255 Original Clamp
Foot Nottingham 3"
diameter centre pin reel,
with twin ivory handles
(with usual splits), central
shaped brass tension nut
and brass rim to outer
flange, brass strapback
support and clamp foot
fitting with milled edged
tightening nut, distinctive caged ‘V’ shaped
drum core, no check mechanism. Fine example
of the most sought after first model
Nottingham. £1,000-1,500

256 Sun Nottingham centre pin reel 4" diameter,
twin bulbous handles on elliptic brass plates, drum with
brass back flange and central wing locking nut, brass
starback and check control button, stamped ‘Sun – A J
Rudd Norwich & Yarmouth – Patent  13388/85’, rare to
find a Nottingham with maker’s mark. £50-70

257 Nottingham centre pin reel 3½" diameter with
twin shaped ivory handles, central locking nut, iron
spine back with riveted foot, early example with sharp
edged drum flanges, crack to faceplate, rare reel for the
discerning collector. £100-150

258 Farlow Sheffield centre pin reel 3½" diameter
with raised drum core, twin ebonite handles, and
central release catch, integral spineback and foot
stamped ‘Farlow – London’, optional control button in
unusual position on backplate, fine condition. £50-70

259 Wood
tournament style
sidecaster, 2⅝" diameter
drum and 3⅜" backplate,
twin handles on brass
elliptic plates, central
milled edged drum
tension nut, brass
stanchion to backplate
that forms part of the
manually operated
swiveling foot mechanism
with locking wing nut.
£150-200

* The features of this reel
that suggests it may have
been designed specially for long distance casting is the
reduced front flange of the drum to minimize resistance
on casting and no check mechanism, also the line guard
fitted to the foot is detachable.



260
Anchor
Society Flies
The Anchor Society was
formed at the Three Tuns
Tavern, Bristol in 1769 to
honour and keep alive
the spirit of generosity of
Edward Colston (1636-
1721), who had been a
leading philanthropist.
The Society is going
strong today with the
same aims and ideals and
continues with the
charitable work that
covers two and a half
centuries. In 1922 a
collection of 28 gut-eyed salmon flies were sold by the
Anchor Society to raise funds for a 65 years old Harriet
Combes, a destitute former domestic servant that was
suffering from ill health and uncertainty of
employment. The full compliments of flies remain
unused together with the original Society cards as when
auctioned by the society in 1912. £300-400

261 Universal Sidecaster
3½" diameter, silent check
alloy drum with cross-
hatched alloy handle, brass
tension nut and spring
mounted brass strapped
pivoting foot, chrome line
guard, faceplate stamped
‘THE UNIVERSAL’ and
‘Pat No 642282’,
exceptionally fine condition
with most of its original
factory finish. £150-200

262 Hardy Brass Faced Wide Drum Perfect 4" diameter
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass bridge foot,
rim mounted strapped nickel silver tension screw with
Turk’s head locking nut, 1905 check mechanism, drum
with four cusps and nickel silver retaining screw, faceplate
stamped unbordered and straight line logos also Rod-in-
Hand trademark. £800-1200

263 Tackle Collector’s Log Book, leatherbound with
gilt title and emblem to cover containing basic tackle
data and sections for a collector to keep records of his
acquisitions, auctions, telephone numbers etc on pages
that can be replaced in sections under gilt headed tabs,
9" x 7" (Qty – Case of 7 signed copies). £80-120

264 Tackle Collector’s Log Book – Leatherbound.
(Qty – Case of 7 signed copies). £80-120
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266 Fine quality Pape (Newcastle) 4" platewind
salmon fly reel, brass construction with ebonite
backplate, fixed check, horn handle, nickel silver rims,
stamped with maker’s details to faceplate. £80-120

267 Pair of solid silver (stamped) backed brushes
with dents to backplates and stamped ‘T.A.B’ – Hardy
Bros. Made in England’ with original leather case with
same monogram ALSO two straight silver backed
brushes with same markings and well used. £30-50

268 Hardy Uniqua Mark II Narrow Drum 3⅜"
diameter trout fly reel, ebonite handle, grooved brass
foot, dual check mechanism, nickel silver rim regulator
screw, drum release latch, stamped with maker’s details,
patents, size and model name – ‘The Uniqua’, with
Hardy zip pouch. £100-150

269 Allcock Salar salmon trolling winch 4½"
diameter, twin black handles on shaped handlebar with
nickel silver milled edged tension adjuster, incised alloy
drum with wheel brake adjuster and release latch, rim
lever check, brass foot, backplate stamped with maker’s
details and Stag trademark, extremely rare model. 
£300-400

265 Hardy Perfect (Early Model) 2¾" diameter trout
fly reel, rim mounted nickel silver tension screw with
brass bridge, milled edged rim to frame plates, ivorine
handle, 1905 check mechanism, pierced brass foot and
bridge pillar, brass left hand drum locking screw, open
ball race with phosphor bronze bearings, faceplate
stamped ‘Hardy’s Pat – Perfect Reel’ unusual style close
to rim, also Rod-in-Hand trademark, rare size and
superb condition. £800-1,200

* This is a rare size of the first model alloy Perfect Wide
Drum and stamped Rod-in-Hand trademark.    
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270 Hardy Exalta Tournament Reel, modified from
standard by having removed the bail arm and
mechanism. Features include a simple nickel silver pick-
up, a specially designed foot stem, optional anti-reverse
clutch, with leather case. £700-1,000

* A special design made by Hardy Bros for James
Leighton Hardy and used by him to win the World
Professional Championship in the ⅜oz Tournament
Distance in 1959 at Scarborough. Together with this
unique reel is a facsimile letter of provenance stating the
aforesaid and signed by James L Hardy.

271 Wood tournament style sidecaster 4⅜" diameter
backplate and 3" diameter front drum flange, dished
drum with twin handles on brass elliptic plates and
central tension wing nut, brass stanchion and manually
swiveling foot with locking wing nut. £100-150

273 Hardy Pope 2 p’c, 10ft, H38321 C, crimson
whippings, screw grip reel fittings, spiral lock joint
fitting with stopper, 1961, extra fine condition, with bag.
£180-250

272 Wood sidecaster 3" diameter, silent check, twin
handles on brass crossbar with central drum locking
screw, Y shaped brass stanchion to backplate coupled to
a manually swiveling brass foot with locking nut. 
£100-150

274 Hardy cane rod 3 p’c (2 tips) 12ft, E76336,
crimson whippings, sliding band reel fitting, spiral
lockfast joints with stoppers, 1951, fine condition, with
bag. £150-200



275 Hardy Altex No 3 Mark III Tournament Reel.
Modified from standard by having removed the anti-
reverse to reduce weight and introduced a specially
turned two-step conical spool which was stepped
towards the front to enable shockleader to be wound
round by hand when preparing for the cast. The bail
arm and mechanism were replaced with a nickel
silver pick-up and folding handle. There was a feature
whereby the foot and stem were secured to the body
of the reel by a saddle and two nickel silver screws,
with leather case. £500-800

* A special design and made by Hardy Bros for James
Leighton Hardy and used by him at the World Casting
Championship held in Scarborough in 1959.

277 Tournament weights in two compartment
wooden case comprising in total 11 alloy and two
plastic coloured yellow / red, various sizes, some of
which are marked, attractive display. £50-80     

276 Hardy Hardex No 2 Mark II Tournament Reel.
Fitted with a full bail arm and modified with a special
two-step conical spool that was stepped towards the
front to enable shockleader to be wound round by 
hand when preparing to cast, with original fibre case.
£500-800

* A special design and made by Hardy Bros for James
Leighton Hardy and used by him at the World Casting
Championship held in Scarborough in 1959.

278 Tournament Sidecaster 3½" diameter, wooden
dished drum with brass central locking nut and ebonite
handle on curved winding arm, brass stanchion to
backplate that forms part of the brass foot with manual
spring loaded swiveling mechanism. £250-350

* The feature that makes this reel special is the crank
winding handle never seen on Nottingham centre 
pin reels.
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ALL THE LISTED TOURNAMENT REELS MODIFIED BY HARDY BROS AND USED BY JAMES LEIGHTON HARDY
AT THE WORLD CASTING CHAMPIONSHIPS ARE RECORDED AND ILLUSTRATED IN ‘FISHING TACKLE : THE

ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE’
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279 William Peters Winch 1⅞" diameter with fixed check, turned ivory handle on curved winding arm, faceplate
engraved –‘W. PETERS Maker to the Queen 48 Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London’, extra fine quality. £5,000-8,000

* At the present time it is the only known example of a W Peters winch with the famous 48, Bell Yard, Temple Bar address
1856-61, For the previous seven years he had been in partnership with Maria Ustonson and produced winches stamped
‘Ustonson & Peters, Maker to the Queen’. This winch is of supreme importance since, apart from being the only one found
at the present time with the Bell Yard address, it provides an ending to the final chapter of the Ustonson dynasty.
Furthermore the inscription ‘Maker to the Queen’ elevates William Peters / W Peters & Son to the status of being the only
maker, apart from Ustonson / Ustonson & Peters to being Royal Warrant holder to the British Monarch.

280 Chevalier Bowness & Son 3¾" diameter folding
handle brass winch, ivory handle (usual crack) on
straight winding arm and rim cut-out, fixed check in
raised housing to backplate, riveted foot, script
engraving to faceplate – ‘Chevalier, Bowness & Son, 12,
Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London’, fine quality and early
London maker. £300-400

281 Holroyd 3½" diameter salmon fly reel, all brass
construction with fixed check and domed ebonite
handle, faceplate with script engraving – ‘Holroyd
Maker 50, Gracechurch St, London’, fine quality
retaining much of the original maker’s finish. £150-200
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282 Ainge & Aldridge multiplying crank
handled brass winch 2¼" diameter trout fly
reel, 2.5:1 gear ratio, ivory handle (usual split)
on curved winding arm, riveted foot with
script engraving – ‘Ainge & Aldred MAKERS
126, Oxford St, London’, fine quality winch.
£300-500

* This winch is extremely important since the
maker is one of the premier early London
makers and was produced when the
partnership started in business in circa 1851.
They traded for only about 5 years (1851-56)
before the name Ainge disappeared from the
title. 

285 Multiplying brass winch 2½" diameter, 3½ :1
gearing,  turned ivory handle on curved winding arm,
foot secured by 5 rivets to bridge pillar, no makers
mark, foot shortened. £80-120

286 Early brass trolling winch 3" diameter x 2" wide
with domed horn handle on curved winding arm and
riveted brass foot circa 1860s. £70-100

283 Multiplying brass winch with rim stop 2¼"
diameter, 2¼:1 gearing, bulbous wooden handle on
shaped winding arm, bottom of brass foot shaved very
lightly at each end, lovely patina. £100-150

284 Walbran plain winch 2" diameter with tapered
horn handles on curved winding arm, fixed check and
stamped ‘F.M. WALBRAN – LEEDS’. £70-100

* The maker Walbran was discovered working from New
Station Street, Leeds – premises used by JE Miller for the
construction of his famous Chippendale reels. However,
there is little or no record of any Walbran tackle being
found which makes this tiny winch important.



288 Wadham’s Stone Loach 4" with treble hook to side
and stamped ‘Wadham’s Nature Bait’ to fin, rare model in
large size with box stamped ‘Landem Loach’ ALSO
Wadham’s Stone Loach 3" with treble hook to side, mint
condition in maker’s box (2). £80-120

289 Serpentanic Bait 3", brass construction with coiled
body and fins stamped ‘Serpentanic WB Patent’, treble
hook and trace also treble hook to rear, patented by WM
Bartleet & Sons, rare lure and fine condition. £250-350

290 Hardy Model Fly minnow 3" overall length, nickel
silver construction with treble brass hook to rear, stamped
maker’s details, still attached to original card with maker’s
box marked ‘Hardy Bros’, mint condition. £70-100

291 Foster’s
Kill Devil Devon 3"
body with distinctive
curved plates to head,
treble hooks to sides
and two treble hooks to
rear. ALSO a similar small
version only a fraction over 1" body
and treble hooks to side and rear,
extremely rare model (2). £150-200
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287 Magnificent
display of insect lures set in
a fine quality wooden case
11" x 8" x 3", comprising
two compartments
containing a wide variety
totalling 85 early 
artificial baits and all 
mint condition. 
£400-600
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Unlike the USA, frog lures have never found favour
with fishermen in Britain and therefore are extremely
rare. One of the earliest was Allcock’s Model No 81
which appeared listed with Kennedy’s Patent Floating
Coch-y- Bondhu insects in Allcock’s catalogue of 1915
and earlier editions. Other Redditch makers sold very
similar examples but very few have survived. Six make
up the collection offered in this sale and of these the
Allcock frog was discovered in America.

292 Allcock frog lure 2" overall length, treble hook
to the rear and still attached to the makers card stamped
– ‘S Allcock & Co Ltd, Redditch, England’; this is the rare
Allcock’s  Frog Model No 81. £200-300

293 Frog lure 1½" overall length, treble hooks to the
rear and still attached to the original card and with aged
maker’s box. No maker’s name but certainly from
Redditch with the same card design as seen on Allcock
and other Redditch maker’s products, fine detail and
mint condition. £150-200

294 Martin James Frog Bait 1¾" overall length,
treble hooks to rear and still attached to the maker’s
card stamped – ‘Martin James, Artificial Bait’. £200-250

295 Frog lure length 2½" with extended legs and
treble hook to the rear, fine condition. £200-300

296 Frog lure 2¼ overall length, treble hook to rear,
shorter front legs. £60-90

297 Martin James Frog Bait 1¾" overall length,
treble hooks to rear and still attached to the maker’s
card stamped – ‘Martin James, Artificial Bait’. £200-250

�rog lures in Britain are extremely rare
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298 Silex Major Variant 4"
diameter salmon fly reel, rim
cut-out, ribbed brass foot,
drum with twin ebonite
handles on perforated flange
and release button, rim
mounted ivorine check
lever, nickel silver rim
regulator screw and white dial indicator on
backplate also the new distinctive device – the
demi-lune seven point regulator with spear point
regulator, the reel is possibly a unique example at
the present time, fine condition. £700-1,000

* This new model appears for the first time page 385
‘Fishing Tackle : The  Ultimate Collector’s Guide’.

298A Extra-fine quality priest length 11" with
weighted head that has the most exquisite woven
cord covering and matching cap at base. £100-150

299 Hardy Halford Knockabout 2 p’c, 9'6", H 73054,
crimson whippings, screw grip reel fittings, lock pin
suction joints, with stopper, 1966, little used condition
in bag. £120-180

300 Hardy Wanless 2 p’c, 7ft, E63037, black
whippings, screw grip reel fittings, suction joints with
stopper, 1936, good condition with maker’s camouflage
bag. £100-150
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301 The Medina Mahseer Spoon Bait Lures (3)

There are three in number and their story is quite
remarkable, since they were recovered from the wreck
of the SS Medina after it had rested for almost 70 years
on the seabed. The ship SS Medina was carrying the
treasured possessions of Sir Thomas David Gibson
Carmichael, who was returning to Britain after serving
as Governor of India. Fortunately, Carmichael and his
wife were not aboard when on April 28th 1917, at the
time of the 1st World War, a German U-boat torpedoed
and sank the ship. Many attempts were made to salvage
the cargo but it was not until 1986 that Consortium
Recovery Ltd, using the latest equipment with pairs of
divers working 24-hour shifts from a diving bell
lowered 220 feet to the wreck, finally reached the
treasures that Lord Carmichael had collected whilst
holding high office abroad. The three spoon bait lures
were brought up amongst all the other artifacts and
were eventually sourced from Mr Howard J Murray
who was a recovery team member and professional who
had been contracted by the project group to act as
liaison with customs and confirm the survival of

organic material at the wreck; he was therefore present
throughout the entire recovery operation. The full story
is detailed page 664-665 Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide. The Spoons measure 4" x 2½", 4" x
2½", 3¼" x 2" and have a rich bronzed patina, They are
housed in a fine quality display case and will be sold
with a binder containing their amazing story and
documents of authenticity including a certificate signed
by Howard John Murray MA (Hons). £600-900
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302 John King Farlow winch 2¼" diameter trout fly
reel, fixed check, turned ivory handle on curved winding
arm and engraved ‘JK Farlow Maker 5, Crooked Lane
LONDON BRIDGE’, superb condition. £2,000-3,000

* Extremely fine quality plain brass winch and believed to
be one of only two known examples by this premier
London maker at the present time. The other being the
outstanding German silver winch with decorated
engraving made for the 1851 Exhibition.

303 Kewell platewind 3½" diameter salmon fly reel
stamped ‘C Kewell & Sons Makers, 197, St John St Rd’
also ‘1, Conduit St London’, brass and ebonite
construction with horn handle, small crack across
screw at backplate rim ALSO an Allcock ‘Sterling’ reel
4" diameter, alloy drum with balance handle, brass
tension nut and perforated front flange, unusual tension
screw to backplate, line guide, stamped maker’s details,
used condition with play on the drum (2). £40-70

304 George Gimber trolling winch 3" diameter and
2¼" wide with fixed check, ivory handle (with usual fine
crack) on curved winding arm, foot with pad
perforations and riveted to bridge pillar that is stamped
only with the letter ‘G’. Rare example of a large trolling
winch from the early period and extra fine condition
circa 1780s. £500-800

* George Gimber was the only
maker in Britain at that period
with the initial G. He was listed
as working from 1777-89 at 38,
Crooked Lane, London. This fine
winch is believed to be the only
surviving example by this early
premier London maker.



305 Allcock Aerial ‘Improved Model’
No 7950 4" diameter with rim mounted
check lever, twin Xylonite handles,
aluminium drum with ventilated front
flange, 6 nickel silver spokes fitted with
regulator brake and drum release fork,
brass foot, backplate stamped with
maker’s details, retaining much of the
original dead black finish, fine quality
example, with leather case. £400-600

307 Gow 3¼" diameter platewind salmon reel, all
brass construction, fixed reversible check, domed
ivorine handle, faceplate stamped ‘Gow & Son Makers
Dundee’, rare Scottish maker with line still attached,
fine condition. £80-120

306 Allcock Surf Sidecaster 5" diameter sea reel,
constructed of Bakelite with nickel silver fittings, drum
with twin bulbous handles and central wing nut tension
drag, reversible line guide, stamped maker’s details to
backplate, weight 24ozs, rare model sea reel introduced
circa 1930. £70-100

308 Multiplying brass winch by Robert Cave 1⅞"
diameter, tapered brass handle on curved crank arm,
riveted foot and bridge support stamped twice with the
letters RC also the letters are faintly still discernable on
the base of the foot. £300-400

* Robert Cave was the only
maker with the initials in the
19th century circa 1840s, this
winch is possibly the only
surviving winch by the early
London maker.
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309 Farlow Pelican Sea Reel 6" diameter, features a
wooden backplate otherwise constructed almost
entirely from a material similar to ebonite but claimed
to be stronger, drum with inner brass lining, central
locking nut, perforated front flange and twin bulbous
handles on elliptic brass plates. Bickerdyke line guide
with leather strapping, integral brass foot and starback
support with optional check control. Magnificent ultra-
rare sea-reel, only the suggestion of a hairline crack to
wooden backplate but fine condition. £400-500

* The only major difference in this Pelican Sea Reel and
Lot 187 is by way of having a wooden backplate and
maker’s details are not stamped on the brass starback.

310 Compendium Wallet by John Cheek, 152, The
Strand, London 7¼" x 4", comprising two stitched
vellum pages that each hold two removable envelopes
containing hooks. Inside is an expanding wallet with a
central compartment that houses a 7" x 3¾" wooden line
holder with bone dividers and sliding lid below which
are three compartments. Alongside is another vellum
page containing two envelopes also two more expanding
pockets in green leather and held in place by matching
tags. Envelopes contain hooks and are labeled in fine
handwriting by way of black ink, together with an
envelope with trout flies also contained is a pouch
marked Morris & Co Redditch with hooks (circa 1892).
BOTH THE WALLET AND THE WOODEN LINE
WINDER ARE MARKED WITH THE MAKER’S
NAME, made circa as early as 1839. £200-300

* The trade directories list John Cheek as trading from 
52, The Strand, London 1839-41 and 132, Oxford Street
London 1843-60. This fisherman’s wallet although in
extremely distressed condition is of great historical
importance since it is one of the earliest to survive and is
only pre-dated by Ustonson’s wallet book that was
recently found, museum classification.

311 Compendium Leather Wallet 7½" x 3½", which
unfolds to reveal a central box with compartments to
the side and a separate inner section containing a
wooden line winder with ivory spacers and central
sliding lid below which are three compartments, on the
reverse of which are fitted ivory tools concealed behind
leather flaps, two further sections fold out to reveal
expanding pockets with paper compartments to the
reverse sides and all fold away inside the outer covers,
excellent condition considering its age, the leather in a
rich maroon finish, mid 19th century. £200-300
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312 Hardy Transitional Perfect 2¾"
diameter trout fly reel, brass construction,
ivory handle (fine line visible but not split),
dished drum with pierced hollow spindle core
and large and small ventilations to backplate,
nickel silver rim tension screw with Turk’s
head locking nut, Early check mechanism
with open ball race containing phosphor
bronze bearings complete, faceplate stamped
with Rod in Hand trademark and central
details – ‘Hardy’s Pat’s No’s-18313 – 612’,
condition used as per image but superb
example, extremely rare and in importance
second only to the original model circa 1892-
93, with leather case. £5,000-7,000

313 Hardy Eureka 4" diameter trotting reel, drum
with twin row of perforations, ebonite handles and
nickel silver release latch, ribbed brass foot, optional
check button and model / maker’s details to backplate.
£200-250

314 Silex No 2 Extra Wide 4½" diameter casting
reel, drum 2" wide with perforated flange, twin ebonite
handles and release button, rim mounted ivorine check
control lever and milled edged rim screw with brass
brake tension stud to backplate, alloy foot ends neatly
filed. £200-300

315 Hardy Perfect Mark II wide drum 3" diameter,
composition handle, unbridged rim tension screw,
smooth brass foot, stamped ‘Duplicated Mark II’ and
maker’s details, used but fine condition and rare size.
£300-400

* The mystery of this reel is the screw at the centre of the
faceplate and the question of why and by whom it was
fitted. Although secured by a conventional right hand
thread and can be removed quite easily, the handle plate
is too stiff to wind free, and therefore no attempt has been
made to reach the internal mechanism which appears to
be in sound working order.
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316 Hardy Ideal Phantom 4½"
with hooks and traces and brass fins
stamped maker’s details and ‘Pat No
155523’, fibre tail, mint condition and
still attached to the original card with
maker’s box, superb lure in the largest
size. £250-350

319 Hardy Hutton Wye Phantom 3" with
treble hook to rear, fibre tail, brass fins
stamped with maker’s details and ‘Pat No
155523’, mint condition with original card
and maker’s box. £200-300

318 Hardy Golden Sprat 3½" 
with hooks and traces, fine condition.
£80-120

317 Hardy Ideal Phantom 2¼" with hooks and
traces and brass fins stamped maker’s details and
‘Pat 155523’, fibre tail, mint condition. £150-250
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320 Hardy Ideal Phantom 3½"
with hooks and traces, brown finish,
not stamped but still attached to
original card marked ‘Hardy’s Ideal
Phantom’ with the early box marked
with maker’s details and Royal
Warrants. £200-300

321 Hardy Ideal Phantom 4" with hooks
and traces, brown finish, suggestion of part
of the maker’s mark on fin and identical to
previous lot which had no markings, fine
condition. £200-250

322 Hardy Keel Head Phantom 4" with swivel head
and fibre tail, hooks and traces, brass fins stamped with
maker to fins, colour brown and gold, early model, mint
condition with original box stamped with model /
maker and Royal Warrant details, superb lure. £250-350

323 Hardy Devon
with scaled body and
triple hook to rear,
stamped with maker’s
details to side of body
ALSO three more
examples in sizes 1½" to
2¼" and colours gold,
grey and silver (4). 
£50-80
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Leather Limited Editions
for Investment

324 Fishing Tackle : A Collector’s Guide, 2nd edition
1995, 11½" x 8½", 384 pages, almost 1,000 illustrations,
signed copy, mint condition still in its original wrapper.
£40-50

325 FISHING TACKLE : THE ULTIMATE
COLLECTOR’S GUIDE, Limited Edition of 1,000
copies, 11½" x 8½", 730 pages, 1,500 illustrations,
signed copy and mint condition. £70-80

Lot 324 Fishing Tackle ; A Collector’s Guide 2nd edition and Lot 325 Limited Edition Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide. The new publication is virtually twice the size of the first book and contains a wealth of new

information including a comprehensive lure section detailing all Hardy Bros artificial baits and the first history of
James Gregory. Another first is the historical data for Wyers Frères together with newly discovered reel models by all

leading makers.
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326 Leatherbound Limited Edition of only 14
copies – FISHING TACKLE : A COLLECTOR’S
GUIDE, Ward Lock 1989  – Number 5 of 14, 11½"
x 8½", 384 pages, 1000 illustrations, green calf,
certificate signed by the author, with matching 
slip-case. £350-450

* The late John Mckinley's copy sold for a figure
between £400 to £500 at Bloomsbury Book 
Auctions while another copy fetched £720 at
Bonhams 1990's.

327 Half Leatherbound Limited Edition of only
14 copies to mark the publication of the 2nd
edition of FISHING TACKLE : A COLLECTOR’S
GUIDE in 1995 – No 8 of 14, 11½" x 8½", 384
pages,1,000 illustrations brown calf and terracotta
cloth, certificate signed by the author, with
matching slip-case. £250-350

* This limited edition was produced by master
craftsmen in Milan, Italy.  Only the fourth from 
the limited edition of 14 copies to be released by 
the author.

328 Leatherbound Limited Edition of 50 copies
– ‘FISHING TACKLE : THE ULTIMATE
COLLECTOR’S GUIDE’, 11½" x 8½", 730 pages,
1,500 illustrations, black calf with gilt lettering and
decoration, with matching black cloth slip-case,
certificate signed by the author number 24 of 50.
£300-500

* All copies of this limited edition were sold in
advance of its release in 2009.



329 Rare Hardy Fortuna 8" diameter Duralumin big
game centre pin reel, reverse tapered ebonite handles
mounted on shaped brass crossbar above a six-point
capstan star drag. Andreas patent anti-reverse drum
mechanism, general wear to finish, small area of 
corrosion to rim frame and foot trimmed. £600-900

331 Hardy Longstone Walnut 4" centre pin reel
(1921-22 only), ebonized wood drum with alloy back
flange, twin bulbous ebonite handles, centre milled edged
nickel silver tension nut with locking screw, Bickerdyke
line guide, alloy stanchion foot, rim mounted optional
check lever and alloy backplate stamped with model and
makers details, extremely rare model and in the scarce
smallest size. £400-600

330 Hardy Altex No 3 Mark V fixed spool reel,
ebonite folding handle, full bail arm, retaining
virtually all the original factory finish, together with
extra-fine leather case. £180-250
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332 Unique Doulton Flies Plates 9" diameter
and each decorated with four classic flies on a green
ground background with a gilt edged border. On the
reverse of three plates are impression marks
‘Doulton’ and ‘9-83’ while the fourth has ‘Doulton’
and ‘6-83’ denoting the month and year of
manufacture. Also painted in red ‘Doulton’ and the
name of a famous salmon river in black – ‘Spey’,
‘Gary’ and ‘Beauly’ on two. Included in the sale are
documents from the Royal Gallery Museum
confirming the firm never produced any item of
ceramics depicting fishing tackle as the main
feature, concluding the plates must have been a trial
set that found their way out of the factory in 1883
prior to the company receiving the Royal Warranty
and the right to use the word ‘Royal’ from 1901,
thus making the set virtually unique. £700-800

333 Superior multiplying winch 2¼" diameter x
2¼" wide with rim stop, 4:1 gear ratio, clamp-foot
fitting with pad perforations and lyre tail locking
screw, finely turned ivory handle on off-set curved
winding arm, circa 1820s. £200-300

334 Multiplying brass winch 1⅞" diameter x 2¼" wide,
3:1 gear ratio, clamp-foot fitting with pad perforations
(lacks locking screw), ivory handle (with usual split) off set
curved winding arm, special in still retaining the leather
pad to the foot, circa 1800. £150-200

335 Early Allcock crank handled winch 3" diameter,
heavy brass construction with horn handle on curved
winding arm, optional check button to backplate, brass foot
stamped with early Stag trademark. £100-150

* What makes this winch special is the optional sliding cap
shaped button that gives the option of using the check
mechanism or silent wind. It is quite remarkable to find the
device on such an early crank handled winch that was made in
the second half of the 19th century. It is interesting to note 
H Wilkinson was granted Patent No 23873 November 20th 
1905 for an on / off check control fitted to the backplate of a reel.



336 Wadham’s artificial bait 3½"
with treble hook to the rear, hand
painted creation by Alfred Barnes
ALSO four other Wadham’s
artificial fish, all in mint condition,
with original boxes stamped
maker’s details (5). £80-120
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338 Hardy’s Golden Sprat size 2", hooks and
traces, stamped maker’s details to brass fin, still
attached to card stamped ‘Hardy’s Sprat 2in’, mint
condition with original box ALSO a Hardy Sprat
bait with fibre tail and stamped ‘Hardy Alnwick’ to
fin, a slight paint loss otherwise appears unused
with box (2). £150-200

339 Allcock’s Flexible Wire Phantom 4" overall
length and complete with hooks and traces,
extremely rare model and fine condition. £300-400

337 Hardy Aluminium Pennell Minnow 2½" body
and 4" overall length, early model stamped ‘Hardy’s’ to
fin, used condition with a Hardy box ALSO a Hardy
Reflex Devon 2½" body and 3½" overall length,
stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’ (2). £50-70
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340 Collection of Spoons – Big 6" spoon mounted with swivel and treble hook also two 3" singles to the end ALSO
an extremely tiny fly spoon 1¼" with swivel and single hook, stamped ‘Holroyd London’, still in packet. ALSO a brass
spoon 2½" with swivel and treble hook, scaled decoration and stamped ‘Bernard London’. ALSO a brass spoon 2½"
swivel and treble hooks to both ends, scaled decoration and stamped ‘Hardy Bros Alnwick’, rare named spoons some by
early London makers (4). £80-120

341 Big Game hooks (5) 4½" length stamped
‘Allcock Redditch’. £50-80

342 Helical lures (3) sizes 2½" to 2¾", one with
brass body. ALSO a Wadham’s artificial bait of unusual
pattern stamped with maker’s details to fins, all in fine
condition (4). £70-100

343 Allcock’s Slotted Devon Minnow 3" overall
length, mint condition and still attached to the card
with makers details. ALSO four more examples in
various sizes from 4" down, most with hooks and traces
(5). £100-150
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344 Hardy Composite Reel 2½" diameter trout fly
reel with domed ebonite handle, nickel silver rims, fixed
check, ebonite backplate free from cracks or chips,
smooth brass foot and stamped with the maker’s
enclosed oval logo to faceplate, fine condition and
desirable small size. £350-450

345 Bernard platewind 2½" diameter trout fly reel,
all brass construction, fixed check, ebonite handle and
script engraving – ‘J Bernard & Son Maker’s 45,Jermyn
St, St James’s, SW’. £100-150

346 Alfred & Son brass platewind 2½" diameter
trout fly reel with fixed check, domed horn handle and
engraved in script – ‘Alfred & Son Maker 20, Moorgate
St, London’, fine condition, unusual to find a platewind
by this maker who is historically one of the earlier
pioneers in London. £150-250

347 Farlow platewind 2¼" diameter trout fly reel
with fixed check, domed ivorine handle, pierced foot /
bridge support, stamped Holdfast trademark and
‘Farlow & Co, London’, extra-fine quality. £150-200

Important platewinds 
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 in desirable small sizes

348 Hardy Hercules 2½" diameter trout fly reel with
raised faceplate, fixed check, domed ebonite handle,
foot perforated at each end, stamped with maker’s
unbordered oval logo, fine quality in warm bronzed
finish, rare smallest size. £300-400

349 J Gillett platewind 2¼" diameter trout fly reel
with fixed check, ebonite backplate, bone handle, nickel
silver rims and engraved ‘J Gillett Maker 40. Fetter Lane,
London’. £150-200

350 Hearder plain brass winch 2¼" diameter trout
fly reel with fixed check, turned bone handle on curved
winding arm, hardly discernable ding to backplate
stamped with the tiny rim lettering similar to the early
Allcock marking –’Hearder Plymouth’, rare winch circa
1850s. £150-200

351 Main platewind 2¼" diameter trout fly reel with
fixed check, domed horn handle and engraved in script
– ‘G Main Maker 45, Jermyn St, London’, fine condition.
£150-200



352
CATALOGUE FOR PURCHASE OF 61, PALL MALL,
LONDON IN 1911 CONTAINING SIGNED
CONTRACT WITH HARDY BROS AT END OF SALE.

Detailed are the accommodations and tenancies
together with the estimated rental values for each of the
premises within the multi-storey building. Contained is
a full-page map of the area also a fold-out larger
coloured plan of the ground-floor area based on a scale
of four feet to one inch.  There is an illustration of the
front elevation of the building and a summary listing
the advantages of what is described as a freehold
property of character and said to be in a unique

position. In addition to two pages of ‘Conditions Of
Sale’ the last page is headed – ‘AGREEMENT’ and
contains hand-written details of the purchase figure -
£17,250 deposit and balance to be paid – £15,325; it is
duly signed over a stamp by the auctioneer.

The catalogue is in used condition, the outer cover is
intact but the inner pages have come detached and
separated but are complete. Since it contains the hand-
written agreement exchanged at the end of the sale, it
has to be considered as possibly the most important
historical document relative to Hardy Bros ever to come
to auction. £700-1,000
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353 CATALOGUE FOR PURCHASE OF 61, PALL
MALL IN 1911. The contents printed as described for
the previous Lot 352 but without the hand-written
agreement. The condition is virtually the same thus a
working copy used by Hardy Bros and their
representatives in the run-up to the sale. A facsimile of
the contract is included in the sale of this original
catalogue. £300-500
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Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Automobile advertisement with Hardy Bros Pall Mall
shop in the background

354 ARCHIVE DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE 
SALE OF 61, PALL MALL, LONDON – IN EXCESS OF 150
ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS

Comprising –
1) Schedule listing deeds and documents relating to 61,Pall Mall,

London (1879 to June 1911)
2) Land Certificate Title No 089960 for 61, Pall Mall containing

ground plan coloured red and registered to Hardy Bros dated
July 1st and August 5th 1911

3) Two letters from Herring, Son & Daw (auctioneers) to
Hardy’s representative TA Thorpe. Bondgate, Alnwick (dated
April/May 1911)

4) Four two-page hand-written letters ( dated Jan/Feb 1911) and
one typed letter (June 1911) all signed – John James Hardy

6) Fourteen Hardy Bros letter-headed hand-written letters
signed by the company secretary Frances Ann Hardy (dated
mainly June/July 1911).

7) Six original old style telegrams  (dated June 1911-12)
8) Land certificate transfer of title document  relating to 61, Pall

Mall dated June 30th 1911 with hand-written transfer from
FC Squire to Hardy Bros for the sum of £17,250

9) Three hand-written documents  and list of building contents
from vendor FC Squires

10) 46 hand-written letters from Beamish, Hanson, Airy &
Feiling, 60 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London mainly to Hardy Bros
representatives – Messers Dickson, Archer & Thorpe,
Narrowgate House, Alnwick (dated mainly 1911)

11) 12 letters from British Law Fire Insurance Co
12) 9 letters from Scottish Insurance Co, some regarding raising

£15,000 mortgage on 61, Pall Mall
13) 3 letters from Mr M Bromet, London dated December 1911

and January 18th 1912 regarding Hardy Bros attempting to sell
the freehold of 61, Pall Mall to Prudential Assurance and at the
same time retain an under-lease on the ground-floor premises

14) Schudule detailing the fittings and furnishings of 61, Pall Mall
15) 15 letters from RH King, 10, Ironmonger Lane, Cheapside,

London ( dated mainly between April-June 1911)
16) Document detailing tenants rateable values for City of

Westminster, London. Blue document and copperplate hand-
written in black ink

17) 12 Ageements dating back to 1904 relative to leases of tenants
for 61, Pall Mall, London

18) 40 documents that require further inspection
£400-600



355 Hardy Bros PROSPECTUS with the title -
HARDY BROTHERS (ALNWICK) 1928 LTD issued
when the limited company became a public company in
1928, original historically important document. In
addition to details of the share issue the four page A4
size document gives comprehensive memorandum
detailing a full history of trading together with details of
directors, brokers, bankers, solicitors and listing of
properties and valuations, also the profit of the business
up to November 1927. £200-300

356 Hardy Anti-Kink Devon, 3" body and 4" overall
length, metal scaled body with brass fins and swiveling
head, treble hook to rear, body revolves while the head
spindle and hook remain stationary, fine condition.
£200-300

357 Hardy Golden Sprat 2" body and 3" overall
length, fibre tail and fins stamped ‘R – Hardy Alnwick’,
mint condition still attached to card with original box
marked model and maker’s details ALSO Hardy Pennell
1¾" body and 2½" overall length, silvery scaled body
and stamped ‘Hardy’ to each fin, still attached to card
with original box marked with model details, both
extremely fine lures (2). £200-300

358 Hardy Pennell Devon with scaled metal body
and maker’s details to fins, three examples in sizes 2¾",
2¼" and 2" body lengths, two in used condition and the
other mint (3). £100-150

359 Holroyd-
Smith Spinning
Lure, stamped
with treble hook
to the rear and
red tassle, four
examples in sizes
3", 2½", 2" and
1¼" (the 2" on
Allcock card in
original box), all
in fine condition
(4). £70-100
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360 Hardy Sylph Minnow 4" with scaled dark
brown body, painted eyes and two hooks and traces,
mint condition with original box marked model and
maker’s details. £200-300

361 Hardy Sylph Minnow 2½" with scaled brown
body, painted eyes and two hooks and traces, mint
condition with original card and box marked model
and maker’s details. £150-200

363 Hardy Sylph Minnow 2½" with scaled brown
body, two treble hooks and mint condition. £150-200

364 Hardy Sylph Minnow 4" with scaled dark green
body, painted eyes and two hooks and traces, mint
condition with original box marked model and maker’s
details. £200-300

362 Hardy Sylph Minnow 1½" rare size with scaled
brown body, painted eyes and two hooks and traces,
mint condition with original card and box marked
model and maker’s details ALSO a Hardy Sylph
Minnow 2½" with scale green body, treble hook, used
but sound condition (2). £150-200

Collection of �are Hardy Sylph Minnows
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367 Hardy Jock Scott Wiggler 2" fitted with treble hook and red plummet ALSO Hardy Jock Scott Wiggler 1¾",
used condition (2). £50-70

368 Hardy Keel Head
Phantom 2½" with swivel head
and fibre tail, brass spinning
vanes, stamped maker’s details,
brown / gold finish in makers
box. £100-150

365 Hardy Jock Scott Wiggler Bait 2½" fitted with
treble hook and a red plummet, colour blue / yellow,
stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’, in original aged box marked
with model and maker’s details, also packet with 2 spare
plummets. £50-70

366 Hardy Jock Scott Wiggler Bait 2½" fitted with
treble hook and red plummet, colour brown / yellow,
stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’, also a card with spare
plummet, unused condition (slight paint loss to cheek)
in aged box marked Hardy’s. £50-70



371 Rudge Quill Minnow 3½" overall length still
attached to original card stamped ‘AE Rudge & Son
Redditch’ ALSO three other examples 2½", 2¼", 1¾"
in overall length, all on original maker’s cards and
mint condition (4). £100-150
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372 Allcock Clipper Bait 2½" body and 4½" overall
length, treble hook to rear with red tassle, still attached
to original card with model and maker’s details in
spangeloid glitter finish, ALSO a smaller example 1¾"
body and 3½" overall length, spangeloid glitter finish,
treble hook to rear with red tassle (2). £70-100

373 Colorado Spoons (7), nickel plated and red
under, one 2" stamped ‘Allcock’ (lost tassle), variety of
sizes unmarked ALSO a tiny example with paper label
stating ‘1/-Gamages’ (7). £30-50

369 Serpentanic Bait 3in, brass
construction with coiled body 
and fins stamped ‘Serpentanic – WB
& S Patent’, two treble hooks and
traces also treble hook to rear,
patented by WM Bartleet & 
Sons, rare lure and extra fine 
condition. £300-350

370 William Brown’s Phantom Minnow 2½" body
and 2¾" overall length with treble hook and trace,
stamped ‘WB’ to fins ALSO larger version 3" body and
4" overall length, two treble hooks and traces also a
treble hook to rear (2). £70-100



374 Hardy Crocodile No 1, 2¼" body and 4½"
overall length, stamped with maker’s details ALSO
Hardy Crocodile Spinner No 1½ Leaded, 3¼" body and
6" overall length, stamped maker’s details, circa 1920s
(2). £70-90

375 Hardy’s Natural Bait spinner 4", stamped ‘Hardy’s
Alnwick’, mint condition, still attached to card with
original box stamped model and maker’s details ALSO
Hardy’s Tweed Natural Bait Spinner size medium,
stamped ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’, mint condition, still attached
to card with original box marked with maker’s details
ALSO Hardy “Esk’ Prawn Tackle No 4, length 3", stamped
‘Hardy’s Alnwick’, mint condition, still attached to card
with maker’s distressed box ALSO Hardy’s ‘Esk’ Prawn
Tackle No 4, length 4", mint condition, still attached to
card with maker’s distressed box (4). £100-150

376 Hardy brass head minnow 3", box swivel, flying
trebles and tapered gold / brown painted body, vanes
stamped ‘Hardy Bros’. £50-80

377 Hardy minnow 1¾" body and 2½" overall
length with treble hook, nickel silver swivel, brass head
and fins stamped ‘Hardy’s’, colour all over brown with
yellow spots along top of back ALSO two similar
examples with 2" bodies, colour stripes on grey and
stamped ‘Hardy’s’, unused condition (3). £70-100
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378 Scottish Ghost Phantoms (2) overall length 2" with
treble hooks and traces also a treble hook to rear made by
the firm Alex Martin who traded at Glasgow, Edinburgh
and Aberdeen from 1830 up to modern times. The two
Phantom Lures are virtually identical and appropriately
named as they are a ghostly white with red eyes, quite
unlike any other lure ever produced, both are in mint
condition and housed in their original boxes, each of which
bears the hand written word ‘Ghost’ and the price of ‘4/9’,
extremely rare if not unique examples. £150-250

* Although neither the lures nor the boxes have any markings,
the identity of the Scottish maker was established by way of
a scrap of what remained of sepia coloured paper, which they
were originally wrapped in and this still remains inside one of
the boxes; the name Alex Martin – Glasgow and Aberdeen is
clearly legible.



379 Allcock & Co Ltd salesman’s hook display
cards (2), one showing salmon hooks sizes 1/0 to
6/0, the other showing a full range of 17 ‘Ringed
Limerick Hooks’, both complete and in remarkably
fine condition (2). £150-200

382 A E Rudge & Son salesman’s card display of
swivels, complete range from the very smallest up
to a large 6/0 size, extremely rare display to have
survived and by a Redditch maker ALSO an
Allcock’s trade folder of rod rings (2). £100-150
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380 J Warner & Sons hook display cards (2),
one showing a range of blind eye hooks in a range
of 5 sizes described as ‘Double Braised Hooks’ also
the same for ‘Live Bait Hooks’, the other showing a
range of six metal formed eyed hooks named as
‘Double Limericks’, all with J Warner & Sons labels,
rare early examples. £80-120

381 Henry Milward & Sons range of 10
‘Improved Turn-Down Hooks’ in sizes 1/0 to 10/0,
attached to early Millward card dated 1924, museum
quality. £100-150
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383 Hardy Saint George Multiplier
3¾" diameter trout fly reel, 2:1 gear
ratio, ebonite handle on off-set drive
plate, ribbed brass foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), three screw latch,
rim mounted nickel silver tension
screw, stamped model and maker’s
details, fine condition. £900-1,200

387 ‘Tales Of Fresh Water Fishing’ by Zane Grey,
publisher Harper Bros 1928, 100 illustrations, 277
pages, green binding, former library copy that is not
obvious since all reference whitened out. £50-80

388 Furnisher,
carved cylindrical softwood with
8 notched frames and core subdivided into 
four compartments circa 1800. £200-300

384 Hardy Anglers’ Guide 1929
51st edition, outer cover discoloured
but no damage and all 375 pages
complete, condition in keeping with
its use over three quarters of a
century. £80-120

385 Hardy Anglers’ Guide 1951
58th edition in good condition with
only a small area of spine a little
frayed, 260 pages complete together
with a separate Price List booklet. 
£40-70

386 Hardy Anglers’ Guide 1937
Coronation Number, covers worn
and loose, condition well used but
contents comprising 420 pages
complete. ALSO Hardy catalogue
and separate price guide 1983 
ALSO Hardy catalogue for 1984-85
season. (3). £30-50
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389 Superb collection of insect lures
displayed in a fine quality wooden display
case 10" x 5" x 1½", containing a total of 61
quality artificial baits with incredible detail,
early examples and all mint condition.
£300-500

* The box has a special lock that opens
by pressing the studs on either side of
the carrying handle

390 Plain brass winch 2"
diameter with pad perforations
to riveted foot, fixed check and
ivory handle on curved winding
arm, fine condition circa 1800.
£150-250

391 Multiplying brass winch
1⅞" diameter, 2.5:1 gear ratio,
pad perforations to riveted foot,
fixed check, tapered horn
handle on curved winding arm,
fine condition, late circa 18th
century. £200-250

392 Multiplying brass winch
1¾" diameter with rim stop and
pad perforations to riveted foot,
in full working order including
the rim lever that locks the
revolving drum, turned ivory
handle on curved winding arm,
circa late18th century. £250-300

Early Winches



394 Hardy’s Golden Sprat 2" body and
3½" overall length, original hooks and traces,
fibre tail, stamped with maker’s details, early
model, mint condition with card and original
box stamped with model details. £150-200

395 Hardy’s Golden Sprat 3" body with trace and treble
hook, fibre tail, stamped with maker’s details ALSO three
more examples (4). £70-100

393 Hardy Anti-Kink Devon 2½" body and 4"
overall length, scaled metal construction, double
hooks to rear, the body revolves while the head,
spindle and hooks remain stationary, stamped with
maker’s details, in attractive silver finish. £200-300

396 Hatton (Hereford) Reflex type Devon 3" body
and 4" overall length, polished silver and stamped with
maker’s details ALSO Thomas Murdock (Redditch)
Devon, 2" body and 3" overall length, bottle green and
mint condition, still attached to original card with
maker’s details and in original box (2). £70-100

397 Wadham’s artificial bait
3½" with treble hook to the
rear, hand painted creation by
Alfred Barnes ALSO five other
Wadham’s artificial fish, all in
mint condition, with original
boxes stamped maker’s details
(6). £80-120
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398 Superb brass / copper lure 3" length with coiled
body, red glass eyes shaped tail with inset twin barbed
hook, stamped ‘Patent 227826/35’. £500-700

* The lure appears on the dust jacket of Fishing Tackle :
The Ultimate Collector’s Guide ALSO the catalogue 
front cover.

399 Brown’s Phantom Minnow 4½" length fitted
with three treble hook mounts, colour red with black
head, virtually mint condition but with small grazed
impression to back, in original maker’s box. £150-200

401 Warner minnow 3½" body and 5" overall
length, inset hook to body and two treble hooks to rear,
colour black / red with black head and fins stamped
‘Patent AWW’, mint condition in original unmarked
maker’s fatigued box. £200-300

* AW Warner was granted Patent No 23862 on November
1st 1902 for a minnow of this design made of rubber or silk;
the lure is in mint condition and extremely rare.
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400 Brown’s Phantom Minnow 4" overall length,
fitted with Geen’s Patent swivel and three treble hook
mounts, colour natural / brown, stamped ‘B’ on fin,
fine condition. ALSO Brown’s Prawn tackle 4" length,
mint on maker’s original card. (2). £150-200

402 Wadham’s artificial bait
3½" with treble hook to the rear,
hand painted creation by Alfred
Barnes ALSO five other
Wadham’s artificial fish, all in
mint condition, with original
boxes stamped maker’s details
(6). £80-120



404 Hardy’s Ideal Phantom 2¼" body
and 3½" overall length, with hooks and
traces in blue / silver finish, stamped ‘Pat
155523’ and ‘Hardy’s Alnwick’, mint condition
with original card and box marked with model
and maker’s details. £200-300

403 Hardy’s Ideal Phantom 4" body and 5"
overall length, with hooks and traces in blue /
silver finish, stamped ‘Hardy’, mint condition with
original card and box marked with model and
maker’s details. £200-300

405 Hardy’s Ideal Phantom, 3" body and
4" overall length with hooks and traces in
char finish, stamped ‘Pat 155523’ and
‘Hardy’s Alnwick Eng.’, mint condition with
original box stamped model and maker’s
details. £200-300

406 Box of Devon Minnows (6) by AE Rudge 
& Son, Redditch, various sizes and all still attached 
to their original cards, contained in maker’s original 
box. £150-200
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407 Allcock’s Professor Model No 640, 2" body and
2½" overall length, brass fins and tail, glass eyes,
believed to be the only surviving example of the model
that appeared in the maker’s catalogue of 1866 and
1871. £150-250

410 Allcocks Trade Card
holding six ‘Baby Devon’ artificial
baits, metal construction and each
1⅛" body and 2" overall length,
listed as No M 152, all in mint
condition. £150-200

409 Allcocks Caledonian Model No 573,
4" body and 5" overall length, brass fins and
tail, glass eyes, treble hook to rear, used
condition lost virtually all the original paint
finish, extremely rare example of the model
that was illustrated in the maker’s 1866 and
1871catalogues. £150-250

408 Allcocks Caledonian Model No 537, 3½" body
and 4½" overall length, brass fins and tail in natural
finish, glass eyes, treble hook to rear, extremely rare
example of the model that was illustrated in the maker’s
1866 and1871 catalogues. £300-500

408A Allcock's Caledonian Model No 573, 3½"
body, metal fins and tail with wire trace and hook
mount, red glass eyes, illustrated in maker's 1866 and
1871 catalogues, rare model. £300-500
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413 PD Malloch Loch & Sea Trout Flies dressed and
labelled in presentation frame, superb display. £400-600

414 PD Malloch Salmon Flies dressed and labelled
in presentation frame, extra fine quality and all in
perfect condition. £500-700

�eter Duncan �alloch

411 PD Malloch fishing tackle catalogue 1937-38,
complete and good condition with Malloch’s hook
gauge card ALSO a tackle booklet ALSO a Malloch’s
240 page agency catalogue (3). £70-100

412 PD Malloch salmon flies fully dressed and
labelled in presentation frame, finest quality in perfect
condition. £500-700



415 Malloch Sun
& Planet 2¼" diameter
brass trout fly reel,
ivorine handle with
patent anti-reverse
sun and planet
gearing, triple cage
pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate
with raised spindle
boss and stamped

maker’s oval logo, handle a little loose otherwise extra
fine quality. £400-600

* Believe to be the only known example of the smallest
size 2¼" diameter at the present time.

416 Malloch
sidecaster 2⅝"
diameter, all brass
construction,
ebonite handle,
rim mounted
cross-hatch
patterned button for
optional check control,
manual pivoting
reversible drum
mechanism with early cross
hatched button on sliding release bar
(loose) and line guide on fixed arm. £150-250

* The desirable smallest 2⅝" size with rich bronzed
patina.

419 Carved wooden Brown Trout, half-block model on
a beveled-edged oak board, sourced from the Scottish

Borders, fine example, size – 42" x 14". 
£500-700

417 Malloch’s japanned fly box containing circular
casts compartment, cream interior and 32 large gut eyed
fully dressed salmon flies on nickel silver clips, lid with
oval logo marked ‘Malloch’s Patent No 13561’. £150-200

418 Malloch’s japanned fly box, circular casts
compartment, cream interior and 26 fully dressed
salmon flies on nickel silver clips, lid with oval logo
marked ‘Malloch’s Patent No 13567’, no dents and good
condition. £150-200
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420 Pheasant Tail & Silver,
3" body, with original box.
£100-150

421 Green, Teal and Silver,
3" body. £100-150

422 Natural & Silver, 3"
body. £100-150

423 Char 3" body. £100-150

424 Natural & Gold 3"
body. £100-150

The Feathero Minnow is one of the most attractive of all lures for collectors but quality examples in fine condition are rare. The
wonderful colours were obtained by using actual feathers protected by a thick cellulose coating; the striking effect is quite different

to anything available by the application of paint; features include celluloid fins and treble hook to the rear. Allcock catalogues
include a full-page colour plate of the Feathero Minnows. They were made in for sizes – 1½", 2", 2½" and 3".

Allcocks Feathero Collection
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425 Char 1½" the smallest
size, ultra rare and mint
condition. £100-150

426Natural & Gold 2" body,
with original box. £150-200

427 Kingfisher Blue and
Silver 2½" body. £100-150

428 Natural & Silver 2½"
body, with original box. 
£100-150

429 Char 3" body. £100-150

430 Natural & Gold 3"
body. £100-150
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431 Allcock Fly Box 6½"
x 3½" with 16 spring operated
window compartments
containing around 50 metal
eyed flies ALSO a fly box 5" x
3½" with clips and around 50
metal eyed flies ALSO a fly
box 5" x 3½" with clips and 50
flies (3). £100-150

432 Fly box 6" x 3½" with
clips and additional swing
leaf containing in excess of 50
metal eyed salmon flies and
in the region of 60 tiny metal
eyed flies ALSO small fly box
with clips and approximately
60 quality metal eyed salmon
flies (2). £100-150

433 Extra-large fully
dressed gut eyed salmon flies
(15) and large metal eyed
salmon flies (9), also 2 extra
but lost their eyes, 26 in total
ALSO a fly box containing 25
large metal eyed salmon flies,
6" x 3½" (2). £70-100
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434 Malloch black
jappened fly box 6" x 4",
cream interior with clips
and containing 40 steel
eyed salmon flies. ALSO
an alloy fly box 6" x 4"
with clips containing 35
large steel eyed salmon
flies (2). £150-250

435 Fly box with additional
leaf containing 100 fully dressed
metal eyed salmon flies, extra
fine quality, 6" x 3½" x 1½".
£300-500

436 Wheatley Silmalloy
Fly Box with additional leaf
and clips containing 100
metal eyed salmon and trout
flies 6" x 3½" x 1" ALSO fly
box with clips and 30 metal
eyed salmon flies, 6" x 3½".
(2). £150-200
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437 Rare Hardy ‘Perfect’ Creel 14" wide x 9" height
and 8" front to back, lid hinges forward, separate
whicker divider to provide a separate area at top of
basket, whicker is in good original condition with brass
plaque – ‘Hardy Bros Alnwick England’, leather strap
fittings are missing, rare model. £200-300

THE FOLLOWING
THREE LOTS WERE
SOURCED FROM THE
SCOTTISH BORDERS

438 Fine quality Nottingham centre pin reel
3" diameter mounted on a turned wooden handle, features

twin domed horn handles, silent check and central brass
locking screw. In the style of a bank runner but to serve an
additional purpose, possible a reel designed for poaching,
overall length 9". £200-250

439 Fine Nottingham centre pin reel 3" diameter mounted
on a turned wooden handle, features twin ebonite handles and
central brass locking nut, possible designed to be carried in the
pocket, overall length only 7½", lovely polished patina. £200-
250

440 Priest 12" in length of outstanding quality, turned shaft
with weighted brass top and bound cord grip, wonderful
polished patina that matches the two previous lots. £200-250

441 Fine quality priest 7¼", inside of which is a brass scoop;
when the brass head and base are remove it can be re-assembled
in the form of a stomach scoop. £30-50

442 Shillelagh priest 11" length of tapered form with ornate
silvery cap and made in the shape of a shillelagh, with its
original presentation box stamped ‘J Bevan & Sons’ and
illustrated with various fish and an Irish fisherman wearing a
top hat, an extremely attractive item of tackle particularly to
anyone with Irish connections. £100-200
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443 Framed display of 28 fully dressed salmon
irons by Mac-Lures, Inverness Scotland, various
patterns and sizes up to 8/0, mounted on blue
cloth backboard, Mac-Lures label with the
names of all the patterns to the rear. £300-400

Flies detailed on reverse side of display

444 Farlow single joint gaff, alloy construction, 19" and 34" when fully
extended, stamped ‘C Farlow & Co Ltd London’. £30-50

445 Hardy two joint gaff 18" and 36" when fully extended stamped
‘Hardy Bros Ltd’ and ‘By Appointment’ with Royal Insignia. £30-50

446 Folding two section gaff, extends to almost three feet in length,
features a brass hinge which is locked by way of a sliding brass sleeve when in
use, the head unscrews and the shaft folds down to 20". £150-200

* A gaff was first mentioned as a means of lifting a large fish from the water by
Thomas Barker in 1667. This gaff is believed to be one of the earliest gaffs to
come to auction, possibly 18th or early 19th century.

447 Farlow large bait box with lift-
out tray incorporating separate lure
compartments that contain a quantity of
artificial baits and a collection of leads
also a box of Farlow hooks in original
packets. Included is an extremely rare
Farlow Screw-tail Phantom 1½", mint
condition still attached to maker’s
original card, Farlow Shrimp Spinner
mint on card, number of unnamed lures
and quantity of Mepps spinners. (Qty).
£70-100



448 Hardy Brass Faced Wide Drum 4¼"
diameter salmon fly reel, rim tension regulator
with bridge and Turk’s head locking nut, Early
check mechanism, nickel silver drum locking
screw, pierced alloy foot and bridge pillar,
faceplate with domed ivoreen handle, Rod-in-
Hand trademark, straight line logo also
engraved with owner's monogram, superb reel
with maker’s block leather, green felt lined case,
stamped with same monogram. £800-1,200

* The reel is very special since it is the earliest
example of the model circa 1895. It has
distinctive early waisted pillars and alloy foot;
the metal was too brittle and both features were
immediately abandoned. Although this reel has
two stress hairlines to back rim, it is an
extremely important reel.

450 Allcock Narrow Drum
Ebonite Flange Aerial 4" diameter

and only ¾" between the drum
flanges, twin tapered horn

handles, 6 spokes with drum
release fork only, alloy
backplate with optional check
button, ebonite flange
stamped ‘Patent’ and ‘23’ to

brass foot, fine condition and
the scarce contracted model, with

leather case. £600-900

449 Multiplying winch with rim stop 2" diameter x
2" wide with bar handle on straight waisted crank arm
and riveted solid brass foot ALSO plain winch with
horn handle on curved winding arm and riveted foot
nicked slightly at each end ALSO tiny plain winch 1½"
diameter with horn handle on curved crank arm and
solid brass foot (3). £60-90

451 Hardy Ocean With Silex Action sea reel 5"
diameter, twin domed horn handles on elliptic brass
plates, drum features an alloy back flange and front with
deep recess to brass release latch, conventional brass
starback stamped with maker’s details, brass Bickerdyke
line guard, Silex patent mechanism, rim mounted brake
lever and brass foot, extremely rare model. £600-900
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453 Allcock Feathero Minnow 2" Natural model
with treble hook to rear, mint in original maker’s box
ALSO an Allcock Featheroe Minnow 2" Char model in
fine condition (2). £100-150

455 Eaton & Deller trout fly reel 2½" diameter,
Hercules style with raised faceplate stamped Eaton &
Deller, Crooked Lane & Bury St , St James’, London’,
horn handle, fixed check, perforated brass foot, fine

condition. £150-200

457 Munroe Leather Eel bait 3½" rare red finish in
original red box ALSO Wadham’s True Form bait 3½"
with two treble hooks to side in distressed makers box
(2). £100-150    

452 Allcock’s Feathero Minnow 3", rare Green Teal
& Silver model with treble hook to the rear, mint
condition with original box stamped model and maker’s
details. £100-150

454 Allcock True-Form bait 3" overall length with
twin treble hooks to side, mint condition in original
maker’s box ALSO Allcock Feathero minnows (3) in
used condition, one intact, one has lost a celluloid fin
and another is rather worn on the face (4). £80-120

456 Mediaeval lead
line sinkers (12) in
miniature creel ALSO a
line winder and hand
line ALSO four early
net needles. These
items (3) are
illustrated in Fishing
Tackle : The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide. £80-120 
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459 Reflex No 1 Model
of 1927 3½" diameter with

twin handles, nickel
silver foot, pillars, back
tension screw, line guide
that is part of the
braking system and

central drum locking
screw, backplate rim with

milled edges and brass
tension screw, stamped No 1 and

maker’s details, sound condition. £50-70

460 Reflex No 2 model
(1920s) 4" diameter, twin
handles, nickel silver

foot, pillars, back tension
screw, line guide that

is part of the
braking system and
central drum
locking screw,
backplate with
milled edges and

two rim mounted
controls, faceplate with

row of perforations,
stamped maker’s details,

with original box. £40-70

461 Reflex No1 Type
P 3½" diameter, twin
handles, rim mounted
tension nut and line
guide that is part of
the braking system,
further controls to
backplate and
stamped ‘No 1 Type
P’ and maker’s details.
£40-70

462 Reflex No1 2¾" diameter,
twin handles, backplate with milled edged rim and
mounted two controls and line
guide that is part of the
braking system, nickel
silver foot and central
locking screws,
stamped No 1 and
maker’s details.
£40-70

The reels of Louis �oseph �eorge �ellon
Bellon was the inventor and maker of the finest reel that was made in
France and he named it the Reflex Reel. He protected the design with a
patent with the French patent authority and was granted Patent No
21815 dated Nov. 21st 1923 by the Patent Office UK. It was an
immediate success and over a period of a quarter of a century fifty
models were manufacture. Although these quality reels have not reached
collectors in the UK they are firm favorites with the growing number of
collectors in Europe. The Allcock company marked the Reflex reels
from their agency in France but only included the model in their 1925
catalogue in the UK. Jean-Pierre Mougin has produced a book that
gives a comprehensive description together with illustrations of every
one of the fifty models.

458 The French book – ‘Les moulinets REFLEX’ by Jean-
Pierre MOUGIN, full data together with illustrations of all the
Reflex models, 150 pages fully illustrated B/W, size 11½" x 8",
virtually mint condition ALSO a Reflex No 1 model of 1924 3½"
diameter, alloy construction with nickel silver foot and line
guide that is part of the braking system, twin handles and drum
locking screw, fine quality reel with makers box (2). £80-120

* The reel is also stamped with Allcock’s stag trademark which
shows it to be one of the very rare models advertised and sold
in Britain in 1925.
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464 Cast Damper by Hardy’s stamped and fly
decoration to lid ALSO two jappened cast dampers
ALSO leather Paley’s Fly Pouch ALSO Allcock’s leather
cast case ALSO two oil bottles in leather holder ALSO
canvas fly wallet and quills fitted ALSO early wallet
compendium with central winder compartment (Qty).
£50-70

465 Ogden Smiths fully dressed salmon flies (12)
including two Mara Lodge, two Silver Doctor, two
Thunder & Lightening, two Jock Scott, one Wilkinson,
one Blue Charm, one Silver Grey and one Red Terror,
all still attached to original cards 3" x 2" stamped ‘Ogden
Smiths, St James’s St, SW1’, a little foxing to some cards
(12). £50-70

466 Allcock Top Tackle collection of artificial baits
all in their original containers including six spoon baits
in various sizes, 16 Devon Minnows covering five
different models, 1960s ALSO an Allcock Top Tackle
1960s catalogue of 200 pages. £70-100

* This collection represents some of the artificial baits sold
in the final stage of the Allcock business when from 1963
to 1965 Cope Allen Group controlled the business and
traded as Top Tackle.

467 Large quantity of tackle including Eton Sun
alloy sea reel, Morrits Intrepid, Strike Right reel in box,
quantity of floats in two tube containers, two japanned
artificial bait boxes, box full of hooks, swivels, three Wet
Cell sinking fly lines, various stoppers for rod ferrule
fittings etc (Qty). £20-30

463 Book of French
reels – ‘Le Grande Livre
Des Moulinets Francais’
by Bernard et Michele
Caminade, 165 pages
and fully illustrated B/W
covering the models
produced by virtually
every French maker
ALSO a 1935 L Perrot
catalogue, 165 pages of
tackle with illustrations ALSO a French two
compartment holding net ALSO an S Allcock & Co
headed letter in French dated 1923 from their Paris
address (Qty). £40-70



469 John Cheek trade card that gives his earliest
address – 52, Strand, London where he traded 1839-42.
It further states his premises to be opposite the British
Fire Office; extremely attractive design using numerous
fonts, size – 2½" x 3⅝", fine condition. £300-400

The London fishing tackle makers that started from stalls and shops in the 17th century were the pioneers and first of their
kind in the world. Eventually the reels, rods and lures they produced were used by fishermen not only in Britain but the
USA and countries of the British Empire, which at the time reached around the world. Early angling books were the only
source of information to give a glimpse of what was being used and Izaak Walton was the first to give details of the first
traders. The Sir Ambrose Heale collection of approximately 15 tackle makers trade cards, handbills and invoices at the
British Museum have been the only other source of information about the subsequent early traders. Their images together
with all available data is recorded in Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide. 

The collection of documents in this sale was sourced from New York having originally been the
property of a man from England, the only information being, he or his family were in shipping.
The brown colour on some of the advertisements is not foxing but the result of what remains of
glue stains from having been put in a scrapbook and eventually drying to the extent of becoming
loose; the Ustonson sheet is still attached to a part of the original scrapbook page. Each document
is preserved within its own customized folder (loose) with a black background and clear acetate
sheet to the front for display; this in turn is stored inside its own matching box. The fourteen

examples in this sale are believed to be the only comparable collection to that in the British Museum and represent the most
important early documents, in the field of fishing tackle collecting, to come to auction.

468 Henry Stone advertisement detailing the tackle
being sold at the end of the 18th century. It states his
registered address to be – 10, Crooked Lane, London
which was his premises 1794-1816, size – 4⅝" x 61⁄16".
£700-1,000

Trade Cards & Advertisements by
the pioneer London tackle makers

470 Joseph
Clarke trade card
that gives his
earliest address 11,
St John’s Lane, West
Smithfield, Strand,
London where he
started in 1832 and
possibly earlier;
wonderful design
incorporating a
fishing scene and
numerous fonts,
size – 3⅝" x 2½".
£500-700
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471 E Willingham trade card that gives his address
as the ‘Golden Salmon’, 36, Maiden Lane, Southampton
St, Strand, London’ and with the extra information –
’Removed from 91 Strand’. He was only registered at that
address 1832-34 before he moved to 10, Prospect Place,
size – 113⁄16" x 2⅝". £300-400

472 Sarah Sandown trade advertisement which
reads – ‘In Crooked Lane at the sign of the Compleat
Angler liveth Sarah Sandon who sell all forts of best
fishing Tackle for ufe of in sea and River and are there
made as Hooks, Rods , Netts of every size and goodnefs’.
Sarah Sandon is the first lady known to be the
proprietress of a fishing tackle business. She is recorded
as trading as early as circa 1740 which makes this trade
announcement one of the earliest, features a fishing
scene in which the angler is using only a rod and fixed
short line, size – 41⁄16" x 5½", fine condition. £600-900

473 Abraham Richard Jacobs’ trade heading for his
earliest address – 145, Regent St, London where he
worked from 1831-47. This receipt heading dated 1831
is the only artefact relative to this maker at the present
time since no item of his tackle has been found and
there is no relative document in the British Museum
collection, size – 23⁄16" x 7¾". £300-400

474 George Webster advertisement which gives his
address as – ‘Fifh, Chiswell St, Near Moorfieilds,
London’. The only record of this maker is a listing
sourced from an early trade directory – George Webster,
The Fish, Chiswell St, London – 1700s. No relative
document exists in the British Museum collection, size
– 5¾" x 4¼". £500-700



475 Charles Holmes Junior trade card with the
address – 2, Sidney’s Alley, Leicester Square, London
from where he traded 1832-49. Extremely attractive
design incorporating fishing tackle and the day’s catch
with landscape scenes in the background, only known
document relative to the maker at the present time,
size 3¾" x 2½". £400-600

476 Higginbotham advertisement that details his
earliest address, previously unknown up to the discovery of
this document – The Complete ANGLER, No 7, above
Holborn-Bars, London. The British Museum collection
contains a Higginbotham handbill based on an
advertisement in Shirly’s The Angler’s Museum printed circa
1784 at which time he was working from The Golden Fish,
91, The Strand, London. The Higginbotham advertisement
in this sale is one of the earliest documents at the present
time and records a comprehensive list of tackle being used
before 1784, size – 7½" x 9". £500-700
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477 John Taylor Fishing Tackle
Maker receipt heading dated
October 1822 with address – 64,
Piccadilly, London, earliest of the
maker’s two known addresses
where he worked 1822-41, only
known documentation by this
maker at the present time, size –
2⅝" x 2⅜". £300-400

478 Thomas Godwin Tackle Manufacturer’s
advertisement dated 1830 with the address – 7, Tottenham
Court Rd, Opposite Great Russel St, London, an address he
worked from 1830-33, gives a list of tackle the maker sold,
size – 515⁄16" x 8¼". £400-600



481 Onesimus Ustonson advertisement with the
address – No 205 Corner Of Bell Yard, Near Temple Bar,
Fleet St, London, this address was being used in the
1770s and possibly earlier, the document lists a wide
range of tackle that was being sold – ‘wholesale, retail
and exportational’ and it displays the Fish & Crown
emblem which was the name and sign of the original
tackle shop, size – 8" x 413⁄16". £1,500-2,000

* The Ustonson advertisement in this sale is at the present
time beleived to be the only example apart from two
earlier ones in the British Museum collection and another
which used the reverse side as an invoice made out to the
pioneer botanist Sir Joseph Banks who was captain Cook’s
companion on the second of his discoveries on the ship
‘Resolution’ dated 1772; that is in The State Library, New
South Wales, Australia.

479 Henry Stone & Chas. Iverson advertisement
sheet detailing their Crooked Lane premises from
where the partnership was registered 1772-89. They
succeeded Mary Knight & Son and issued the same
advertisement design as the former proprietress which
was a quality cartouche by Benjamin Cole. They
replaced her name with that of their own and added the
words – ‘Successor To Mary Knight’, most attractive of
all trade sheets, size 8" x 6¼". £600-900

480 Turpin advertisement sheet with the address –
Sadler’s Wells, London, trade directories record the
maker Henry Turpin working from 2, Myddleton Place
1825-46 and 124, St John St Rd, London. Also listed is a
Mrs Sarah Turpin 1856-61 at Susannnah Walk. London,
unusual brightly coloured sheet, size – 41⁄16" x 5⅛".
£200-300
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485 Royal Doulton
Izaak Walton Ware toby
jug 7" high, nape of neck
impressed ‘Izaak Walton
Compleat Angler’, base
stamped ‘To commemorate
The 300th anniversary of
The Compleat Angler 1653-
1953 – Royal Doulton’, fine
condition. £100-150

486 Royal Doulton Gallant Fisher’s small jug 5" high
depicting a 17th century angler reposed upon a river
bank, rim interior with verse – ‘And When The Timerous
Trout I Wait To Take’, base stamped – ‘Royal Doulton
Gallant Fisher’s’, fine condition ALSO a Royal Doulton
fruit bowl 4" high and 9" diameter with two 17th
century anglers to inside base and signed Noke, repair
to 3" area of rim (2). £100-150

482 Izaak Walton’s Silk Minnow of 1653,
watercolour painting by Robin Armstrong, signed by
the artist and specially commissioned for the
frontispiece of Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s
Guide, framed overall size – 17" x 14". £300-500

483 Royal Doulton Isaac Walton
Ware Plate from the Gallant Fisher’s
series (1901-38), 10½" wide depicting
two 17th century gentlemen anglers,
the top rim with printed legend – ‘Of

recreation there is none so free as fishing
is alone’, stamped to base, fine condition.

£100-150

484 Royal Doulton Isaac
Walton Ware Milk Jug 6½"
high and 5" wide depicting
four 17th century anglers and
printed legend to bottom rim
‘Friend, who is more welcome
to my dish than to my angle
was my fish’, stamped ‘Isaac Walton Ware Royal
Doulton’, signed Noke, fine condition. £100-150
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487 Barker Bros Ltd teapot 8"
high depicting floral decorations and
angling scenes, stamped maker’s
details to base ALSO a Kirkhams Ltd
tankard 5" high with gilt decoration
and angling scene ALSO a Sandland
Ware honey pot depicting 8
individual fly patterns also one fly to
lid, stamped with maker’s details to
base (3). £30-50

487A French whicker creel
(needs repair) containing Jeffrey
disgorger, stamped maker and patent
details, Cummins’ oil bottle in
original box, Milward’s metal tackle
tin, Heddon Pal reel, cassette
container full of American flies and
insect lures. £30-50

487B Three leather cases, 8"
diameter x 3" deep, 6½" x 3" deep and
6" x 2¾" deep. £30-50
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487D Foster’s KD Devon 3" body and 4½" overall
length, all brass construction, trebles to each side and
rear, fine quality rare brass model. £300-400

487E Superb Allcock’s Tit-Bit lure 3¼" curved body
of hollow brass with three treble hooks, extremely
desirable lure. £350-450

487C Hardy Ideal Phantom 4½" body and 5½"
overall length, treble hooks to side and rear, brass fins
stamped ‘Hardy Bros, Alnwick England’, colour green
and silver, mint condition, superb example in the 
large size. £200-300

487F Geen’s Golden Spiral Minnow 1¾" overall
length, stamped. ‘S Allcock & Co Ltd’ to fin and ‘Geens
Pat’ to body, ultra rare small size in mint condition
makes this lure a jewel. £350-450

487G Geen’s Spiral Minnow in nickel sliver 2¼"
overall length, stamped ‘Geens Patent 2102’ (patented in
1890), extremely desirable lure. £350-450
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In the field of fishing tackle collecting the name ‘Ustonson’ is the most prestigious. The founder
Onesimus Ustonson was the first to list a winch with a multiplying mechanism on his trade-cards in the
1760s, thus credited with being the inventor. Graham Turner researched and first published the
historical data for the Ustonson dynasty (1760s-1855) in Fishing Tackle : A Collector’s Guide in 1989. In
addition he discovered and showed conclusive proof the firm used a ‘U’ reference mark, while four
Ustonson winches have formed part of his collection over the years. Therefore as the authority on the
maker he has set out the evidence to prove this winch is the original model that has been a legend for
two centuries. Furthermore he has placed the case for it being the very first multiplier the maker
produced in collectors’ journals in Britain and America.

488

Ustonson’s Unique
Multiplying �inch
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The story of its discovery in Yorkshire and the provenance in which it came down to a one parent family
is related, together with illustrations in Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide published 2009.
This publication considers the winch to be Ustonson’s Original Multiplying Winch and the Holy Grail Of
Collectors’ Fishing Reels. Extracts that relate its importance and premier position in the history of tackle
read as follows –

The Ustonson multiplying winch is unique, being the only reel model that is of supreme importance to
collectors on both sides of the Atlantic. American fishermen were using the maker’s multipliers for more
than half a century before Snyder made the first home grown product in around 1820 and the first model
was based on the British maker’s design. Ustonson’s Original Multiplying Winch represents the very
beginning of the long history of bass fishing and bait-casters, the finest of which have always been made in
the USA. American historians long ago conceded Dr Henshall was wrong in claiming Snyder to be the
inventor of the multiplying mechanism for fishing reels and that the early examples had indeed come from
Britain. However, they then adopted the idea all early imports were of a rough crude design and little more
than winders to store the line, and that it was the pioneer Snyder, a watch-maker, who introduced precision
engineering and made the first smooth running reels. The newly discovered Ustonson multiplying winch
proves the long held supposition completely wrong. The design of the gear wheels is remarkably efficient since
the multiplying mechanism and reversible check work in tandem and the winding action is extremely
smooth and precise. Ustonson’s combination of brass to steel gears was the basis of the Kentucky maker’s
smooth running multipliers while Charles Farlow was using the same mechanism design 100 years later. It is
now clear precision engineering in the form of a smooth winding action was not introduced by Snyder or
any other Kentucky jeweller. They simply had the skill to extend their activities and replicate reels which had
been made in London for three quarters of a century. The striking difference which separates the newly
discovered winch from that of every other that has ever been found, is the distinctive crescent shaped
extension on the side of the one piece casing, in order to create additional space for the new gearwheels.
Apart from the design problems, it would have been far more expensive to make than the casing for a
standard circular winch, but when the idea of gearing was first conceived, Ustonson must have thought the
extra space essential to accommodate the new multiplying mechanism. However, all multiplying winches by
the maker from its very inception and throughout the 18th and 19th centuries were designed with
gearwheels inside a standard circular casing. Therefore, the newly discovered variant, with the costly
crescent shaped extension could only have been produced at the very beginning before the regular ongoing
production model. Otherwise it would have been a retrograde step.

The earliest multiplying mechanism that works in tandem with a

reversible check providing a smooth and precise winding action

and made in the 1760s.

Ustonson’s first multiplier with a manual level-wind a hundred

years in advance of any other maker.



Everything short of a statutory declaration signed by Onesimus himself, qualifies the newly discovered
multiplying winch to be the very first the maker produced. However, what has to be absolute conclusive proof
was found when the one piece raised casing cover was removed to expose the gearing. The triple gearwheel
multiplying and reversible check mechanism, which work in tandem, had been fitted within the confines of a
standard circular winch and the extra space provided by the crescent shaped extension was completely empty.
The only possible explanation has to be the expensive variant casing had been made at the design stage before
the first multiplying gearwheel mechanism could be tested and set in place. When it was finally assembled
with the two mechanisms designed in tandem, the optimum position of the gearing must have been more
compact than originally thought possible. With a slight adjustment, the entire workings could have been fitted
more economically into one of the maker’s standard circular winches and that is how all subsequent
multiplying winches were produced. In addition to the first multiplying mechanism, the winch incorporated
the first line guide and level wind. A vertical bar with a hole at the height the line travelled, moved freely
across two pillars one of which was a special addition and of a larger diameter to carry the bar, thus
demonstrating the attention to detail involved in the new design. There are line grooves made by the abrasive
horsehair line at the base of the rim of the brass guide. The existence and position of the grooves show the
mechanism was used and furthermore the winch had been attached to the underside of the rod. The
levelwind was manually operated but must have proved impractical, as there is no evidence at the present
time of it ever being used again on any other early winch. However, it demonstrated Ustonson’s
understanding of the basic principal and the fact he introduced the first device a century before Mark S
Palmer of Bedford was granted the earliest Patent No 273005 for a level-wind on February 28th 1860.
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Features include all-brass construction, 2" diameter and 5⁄16" crescent-shaped extension to the side of the
casing and 2⅜" width. It comprises four pillars one of which is larger in diameter and accommodates a
line guide / level wind, turned ivory handle on curved off-set winding arm, brass foot with 18 pad
perforations and fixed to the bridge by five rivets. The script engraving on the faceplate reads – ‘Ustonson
Maker, Temple Bar London’, in extra-fine condition.

The winch is housed in a magnificent compendium with provenance dating back to 1825. Its original
brass plaque (retained in drawer) has been replaced with one that reads – Onesimus Ustonson – in script
engraving. It is sold together with contents comprising a line winder with ivory spacers, what is believed
to be an ancient 18th century fisherman’s whipping device and examples of early fishing line, including
horsehair, early silkworm gut, Indian weed and a mixture of horsehair and gut as illustrated pages 64-65
Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide. £25,000-35,000

Ustonson’s Original Multiplying Winch  – THE HOLY GRAIL OF COLLECTORS’ FISHING REELS circa 1762, as classified by ‘Fishing Tackle : The Ultimate Collector’s Guide’

~ End of the �raham �urner Collection ~



�ishin� �ac�le THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE

DEFINITIVE REFERENCE
WORK FOR COLLECTORS

OF BRITISH TACKLE

The term ‘Special Relationship’
is often used in the context of
America and Britain but never
is it more exemplified than in
the case of the history of fishing
tackle. Prior to America’s first
makers starting in business in
the early nineteen century, rods
reels and lures were imported
mainly from the London
pioneer manufacturers.

Fishing Tackle: The Ultimate
Collector’s Guide records the
development and use from Izaak
Walton’s silk minnow of 1653
through to 1820s when the
American watch maker Snyder
started to make fishing reels.
Historical data for the subsequent
Kentucky makers follows, supported
by superb images provided by the
Kentucky History Museum. Patents
for the main features of reels together
with an illustrated guide covering reel
makers of the USA is included with
material kindly supplied by Steve
Vernon and Ron Gast. Likewise, the
story of Samuel Phillippe, the earliest

rod maker and an example with
silver fittings is illustrated by
permission of The State Historical
Museum of Pennsylvania. A section
on the important lures is featured
with examples supplied from the
museum of Karl White, also the
Haskell Minnows that have sold for
record figures by Lang’s Auction. Fish
decoys and their use are included in
the final section. The book reveals
new discoveries which will change
the concept of the basic history of
American reels and show precision
engineering and smooth running
multipliers were not introduced by
Snyder or any other Kentucky maker
but were in use in the eighteen
century; also the level-wind was
fitted to a winch at the same period.
Therefore the book is an essential
read with a particular relevance for
members of the NFLCC as it relates
the evolution of lures and plugs and
gives an account of the wide variety
being used by their county’s
fishermen and women for a hundred
and more years before artificial baits
were manufactured in America.

NEW BIBLE FOR COLLECTORS
OF AMERICAN TACKLE 

Graham Turner has rewritten
his original work and expanded
on the history of tackle across
three centuries. If you are one
of the 5,500 collectors using
Fishing Tackle: A Collector’s
Guide which was first published
in 1989, you will find the new
tome is twice the size (A4, 730
pages and 1500 illustrations)
and offers a wealth of new
information.

Every chapter introduces new
models including Allock’s,
Farlow’s Hardy Bros whilst an
Aerial Model Perfect is recorded
that has never appeared in any
publication. The information on
sidecasters, threadlines and
Nottinghams is far more
extensive than anything
previously written. The reel
patterns made by J W Young
& Sons for his contemporary
makers are illustrated and
these reels can now be
identified. In addition to
several previously
unrecorded Hardy Bros
reels, is a separate chapter
covering the maker’s
tournament reels and items
of tackle. The section for
artificial baits is virtually a

book in itself and contains a
complete illustrated listing for
lures by Hardy Bros (1880s-
1960), and the first historical
record of James Gregory, together
with his jewel-like creations. The
long awaited history of the
English brothers from Redditch
that traded as Wyers Frères and
created the finest tackle shop in
Paris, is also provided. Many
London makers whose winches
have only recently been
discovered are added to the
comprehensive list from the 19th
century and a multiplier that has
been a legend for over two
centuries and aptly described as
the Holy Grail Of Fishing Reels is
finally revealed – Onesimus
Ustonson’s ORIGINAL
Multiplying Winch. 

The book offers a unique
opportunity for collectors in the
USA to examine their country’s
tackle history in the 200 years prior
to first makers starting in business
circa 1820s – two centuries of
shared history with Great Britain.

Ustonson Original Multiplying Winch

Snyder Multiplying Reels



THE BOOK FOR THE 21st CENTURY

FIRST COMPREHENSIVE
RECORD OF ALL HARDY

BROS LURES
FIRST HISTORICAL

RECORD OF 
JAMES GREGORY

Moves the reading of Hardy Bros collectable tackle to a higher level. It is the
and only publication to detail and illustrate all the lures produced by the
company throughout the 20th century. This is in addition to covering all
reel makers, including
new discoveries from
recent years.

Fishing Tackle: The Ultimate Collector’s Guide is a
FIRST EDITION LIMITED TO 1000 COPIES  
It is set to take over the mantle of Collector’s Bible, which the Author’s
original book has been classified for a period of twenty years.  There will
undoubtedly be further editions of the new book but the FIRST will be
the one revered by future generations of collectors. Therefore, it
represents not only a desirable and essential read but a unique
investment opportunity.

Book price: £89.00 including guaranteed courier delivery
Only available from our UK distributor
To place your order visit www.calmproductions.com
or call our UK hotline 0845 408 2606
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490 Bernard Venables: Study of a 15th Century
angler, pen and ink, depicting a portly figure beside a
heavily wooded stream, signed, framed and glazed,
14¼" x 18¼" overall. £400-600

490A Bernard Venables: Study of a 17th Century
Angler, pen and ink, depicting a gentleman angler
wading a river with oak tree in back ground, signed,
framed and glazed, 14¾" x 18" overall (see illustration
below). £400-600

491 Bernard Venables: Study of a 19th Century
Angler, pen and ink, depicting a gentleman angler
playing a fish, signed, framed and glazed, 13½" x 17¾"
overall. £400-600

492 A cast of a Barbel, mounted in a naturalistic
setting within a gilt lined and bow fronted case, 28½"
wide. £200-300

493 A fine and rare cased Ballan Wrasse by
William Ingles of North Berwick, taxidermist to the
Royal Scottish Museum, mounted in a naturalistic
over-hanging rocky outcrop within a rectangular
picture showcase, printed paper legend plaque to
lower right corner “Ballan Wrasse (Labrus
Maculatus), Caught by A.E.M. Baldry Esq., at Berwick
on 12th August 1923, Weight 4lbs. 8ozs”, applied
taxidermists trade card to rear of case, 26" wide (see
illustration above). £700-1,000

494 A scarce large Pike head by J. Ponchaud,
Ringwood mounted in a setting of aquatic vegetation
within a gilt line and bow fronted display case, blue
background with applied trade label to lower right
corner (see illustration below). £600-900

Other �roperties
Cased Fish, Trophies & Art
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495 A good Perch by J. Cooper & Sons, mounted
in a naturalistic setting within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case with gilt inscription “Perch 2lbs 12ozs,
Caught by C. Page at Downton, 26th September 1947”,
graduated green backboard, Bath Road trade label
applied to top right lid interior, 20" wide (see
illustration below). £600-900

496 A fine and rare Fochaber’s carved wooden
cock salmon, the naturalistically painted half block
fish mounted on chamfered pine backboard with
applied verso paper label “Avon Run Salmon, Weight
32lbs., Caught 1932", 48½" wide (see illustration
below). £2,000-3,000

497 A Bream by Homer mounted in a naturalistic
setting of aquatic vegetation within a bow fronted
display case, backboard with painted reed decoration
and applied ivorine legend plaque “Caught on
October 1st 1950, R.J. Holloway, Age 14” and printed
trade label to top right corner, 23" wide. £400-700

** The captor of this specimen is Ron Holloway the
famous South East chalk stream river keeper, author of
the best selling memoirs You Should Have Been Here
Last Thursday in which this fish is illustrated, Holloway
is now retired and lives on the banks of the Tweed at
Mertoun

498 A very rare case by J. Cooper & Sons of a Perch
attacking a juvenile Roach mounted in a naturalistic
setting of aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow
fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Perch 2lbs., Taken
by F. Howard Rogers (in company with H. Collett) on
Hickling Broad, Nov. 21st ‘06”, blue painted backboard
with applied Radnor St. paper trade label to top right
corner, 21" wide (see illustration above). £2,000-3,000

499 A. Rolland Knight: Triptych of three oil on
card studies depicting; a Brown Trout coming to the
net; a Pike gaffed and a hooked Salmon, each signed,
framed and glazed, 30" x 16" overall. £1,000-1,500

500 A fine and rare Golden Carp by W.F. Homer,
mounted amongst aquatic vegetation within a gilt
lined and bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed
“Golden Carp, weight 18lbs., Caught by J. Hyde”,
green backboard with painted reed decoration and
with applied paper trade label to top left corner, 36"
wide (see illustration below). £2,000-3,000

501 A good Barbel mounted by J. Cooper & Sons,
set amongst aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and
bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Barbel,
Caught by W. Northcote at Taplow, Dec. 11th 1912,
Weight 3lbs 8ozs”, blue painted backboard with
applied Radnor St. trade label to top left corner, 27"
wide (see illustration below). £1,000-1,500



506 A fine and rare case on nine Dace by J.
Cooper & Sons mounted in various swimming poses
in a naturalistic aquatic river bank setting within a gilt
lined and bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed
“Taken by F. Britton, from the Stour, Nov. 13th 1921,
Total Weight 5lbs 11½ozs.”, blue painted backboard
with applied paper Radnor St. trade label to top right
corner, 43½" wide (see illustration above). 
£5,000-8,000

507 A good early J. Cooper & Sons Perch
mounted in a naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation
within a gilt lined wrap-around display case, blue
painted backboard with applied paper Radnor Sat.
trade label to top right corner, 22½" wide. 
£1,000-1,500

508 A rare J. Cooper & Sons King Carp mounted
in a naturalistic aquatic setting within a gilt lined and
bow fronted case with gilt inscription “King Carp,
4lbs 8ozs, Caught by S. Woodward at Cheddleton
Canal. L.W.M.F.C., 22nd Sept. 1936", graduated
grey/blue backboard with applied Radnor ST. paper
trade label to top left corner, 22" wide (see illustration
below). £1,000-1,500

509 A good Homer Bream mounted in a
naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation within a gilt
lined and bow fronted case, gilt inscribed “Bream 5lbs
Caught by B.W.B. Brooks, River Axe, 15th July 1925",
green backboard painted reed decoration and with
trade label to top left hand corner, 29" wide. £500-800

502 W. Dendy Sadler: Thursday, black and white
etching by W.H. Boucher depicting monk’s fishing a
carp pond, image size, 14¼" x 22¾", framed and
glazed. £100-150

502A W. Dendy Sadler: Friday, black and white
etching by W.H. Boucher depicting monk’s dining,
image size 14¼" x 22¾", framed and glazed. £100-150

503 A Grayling mounted in a naturalistic aquatic
setting within a rectangular display case with gilt slip
and blue painted backboard, 20½" wide. £200-300

503A A Bream by A.W. Gamage set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined bow front case,
gilt inscribed “Bream, Caught by T.J. Gardiner at
Staddlethorpe, Yorks.”, blue backboard with reed
painted decoration, 22" wide. £200-300

504 Bernard Venables: Figure float fishing beneath
a tree, water-colour, signed, image 18" x 25¾", framed
and glazed. £800-1200

505Bernard Venables: Fly fisherman casting to a
rising fish beneath a willow, water-colour, signed, image
17¾" x 25", framed and glazed (see illustration below).
£800-1200

505A Bernard Venables: Figures outside the Fish
Inn, water-colour, signed, image 17¼" x 25", framed
and glazed. £700-1,000
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513A A Victorian brass presentation desk stand,
fitted twin ink wells on shaped tray with twin scroll
handles, claw feet and swag and mask repoussé
decoration , decoration , the urnm shaped ink wells
with glass receivers and hinged covers, tray rim
engraved presentation details “Kingston Piscatorial
Society Barbel Competition, August 15th 1897, 1st
prize won by Mr. S.H. Hope”, 12½" wide (see
illustration above). £300-400

514 A fine case of two Jack Pike by J. Cooper &
Sons mounted in a naturalistic river bank aquatic
setting within a gilt lined and bow fronted display
case, gilt inscribed “Pike, 5½lbs & 6½lbs, Caught by
C.L. Dennison at Woking Canal, Sept. 1947”,
graduated grey/green backboard, lid interior applied
Bath Road paper trade label, 37" wide, sold with the
original hand-written letter and invoice from J.
Cooper’s dated 8.10.47 and 26th May 1948 (see
illustration below). £2,000-3,000

515 A good Roach by J. Cooper & Sons mounted
in naturalistic setting within a gilt lined and bow
fronted case with gilt inscription “Roach 1lb 11ozs
5drms, Caught bin River Severn by A.R. Powell, 1st
Jan 1939”, green/grey graduated backboard, Radnor
St. paper trade label to lid interior, 18" wide. £450-650

510 A good Roach by W.F. Homer set amongst
aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted
showcase, gilt inscribed “Roach 2lb 3_ozs, Caught by
O.E. Fisher of the C.A.P.S at Dedham, 7th Aug. 1928",
green backboard with painted reed decoration and
with applied paper trade label to top right corner,
21½" wide. £450-750

510A A Perch by J. Cooper & Sons, mounted in a
naturalistic setting within a gilt lined bow front case
with gilt inscription “Perch, Taken by W.D. Hall at
Watford, Sept. 27th 1896, Weight 2lbs 3ozs.”, blue
painted backboard with applied paper Radnor St.
trade label, 20" wide. £450-650

511 A Bream by J. Cooper& Sons mounted in a
setting of aquatic vegetation within a gilt lined and
bow fronted display case, gilt inscribed “Bream,
Taken from the Lee by Charles L. Scholefield, July
15th 1899, Wgt. 6lbs 6ozs.”, blue backboard with
applied paper Radnor St. trade label to top left corner,
28" wide. £500-800

512 A silver plated leaping salmon angling trophy,
mounted on stepped wooden rectangular socle with
silver presentation plaque “Presented by the
Rockware Social and Athletic Club to the Rockware
Angling Club” and with twenty three further silver
presentation winners plaques dating from 1953-1976,
7" high. £150-250

512A A shield mounted silver angling trophy for
the Inter Club Tournament 1951, central silver panel
on raised oak plinth and engraved with a hooked carp
and club details surrounded by a further twelve
winners shield shaped silver plaques dating from
1951-1959. £130-180

513 A mounted Bleak set amongst aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted display
case, backboard with applied legend plate “Bleak -
River Ouse”, 9½" wide. £150-250
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516 A fine J. Cooper & Sons case of two Carp
mounted in a naturalistic setting of aquatic vegetation
within a gilt lined and bow fronted display case, gilt
inscribed “Caught by C.W. Brewer at Pulboro,
Weights 6¾lbs & 5½lbs, Aug. 1922", Radnor St. paper
trade label applied to top left corner of backboard, 37"
wide (see illustration below). £2,000-3,000

517 An extremely rare cased Gudgeon by J.
Cooper & Sons, mounted in a setting of aquatic
vegetation within a gilt lined and bow fronted display
case, internal ivorine legend plaque “Gudgeon 3ozs,
Caught by F.W. Jeffries in Private Pool, Bournbrook
Nr Birmingham, 15th August 1936", blue painted
backboard, 11¼" wide (see illustration below). 
£4,500-6,500

** This very rare specimen was originally sold through
Bonham’s in March 1994 for a then world record price
of £5,000.00 + buyers premium, the case is sold with the
original purchase invoice, auction catalogue and
various other related ephemera 

518 R. Robjent: Study of Fulling Mill Fishery,
watercolour and gouache within a surround of eight
vignettes after Thorburn depicting trout, aquatic fowl
and other bird species, signed and dated 1977, 26" x
31½" overall, framed and glazed (see illustration
above). £400-700

519 School of H.L. Rolfe: Still Life Study of two
Roach and a Dace in bank side setting with distant
figures in a boat, oil on board, monogrammed C.W.,
framed and glazed, 13½" x 17½" (see illustration
below). £400-600
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520 A fine and rare Hardy Brass Perfect 1896 4¼"
salmon fly reel, domed ivorine handle, bridge foot
pierced nine holes, rim mounted tension screw with
Turk’s head locking nut, open ball race with phosphor
bronze bearings, slightly contracted drum with large
band small ventilation ports and central nickel silver
retaining screw, faceplate stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logos, , only
light wear to bronze patina, mainly to rims and in
original Hardy brown card trade box, circa 1896 (see
illustration below). £1,400-2,200

521 A Hardy Perfect 3⅛" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line guide (no
cracks), nickel silver rim tension screw and adjustable
Mk.II check mechanism, 1930s. £150-250

522 A scarce black japanned salmon fly box,
interior fitted ivorine plates and 1904 Wheatley patent
spring clips for double hooks, containing a selection
of 25 fully dressed double salmon irons, a Malloch
japanned salmon fly box fitted spring clips and
holding 47 fully dressed salmon irons, a Wheatley
pigskin fly wallet with wrap-around strap and two
various cast cases, in japanned tackle box (6). £90-
130

523 A Hardy Altex No.I Mk.IV fixed spool reel,
folding ebonite right hand wind handle, full bail arm,
ebonite drum, in original rexine case, circa 1940. 
£50-80

524 A scarce Hardy Uniqua 3¾" “spitfire” alloy
salmon fly reel, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel
silver telephone drum latch, rim tension screw and
Mk.I check mechanism, only light signs of use, circa
1940 and a Hardy Angler’s Guide, 54th ed., 1934 (2).
£150-250

525 A rare Hardy St George 3¾" light
salmon/trout silent check fly reel, ebonite handle,
ribbed brass foot, white agate line guide (no cracks),
three screw drum latch, rim mounted tension screw
and silent pressure brake check mechanism, only very
light wear to lead finish and in Hardy brown card box,
circa 1930 (see illustration above). £400-600

526 A rare Hardy St George 3¾" left hand wind
light salmon/trout fly reel, ebonite handle, polished
alloy foot, white agate line guide (no cracks), two
screw drum latch and rim mounted tension screw
with Mk.II check mechanism, virtually unused
condition, 1950s. £300-400

527 A Slater built “SEJ Fly-Fisher’s Winch” 2⅞" fly
reel, brass and ebonite construction with tapered horn
handle, German silver rims, bridge foot, triple cage
pillars and fixed check mechanism, faceplate engraved
model details, circa 1900. £130-180

528 A Hardy Perfect 3⅛" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw and
Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to lead finish only,
1940s . £200-300

529 A good Hardy Perfect 3¾" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver drum
retaining screw, rim tension adjuster and Mk.II check
mechanism, only very light signs of use, 1930s. £300-400

530 A scarce Hardy Perfect 3⅞" left hand wind light
salmon/trout fly reel, unusually with the tension
regulator located on the side for a left hand wind model
but with a bias toward the check being for right handed
use, xylonite handle, alloy foot, rim tension screw and
Mk.I check mechanism, faceplate stamped central
circular logo and early Duplicated Mk.II details, light
wear to finish from normal use, circa 1920. £450-750
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539 A Victorian fruitwood kidney shaped bait
box, hinged cover with twin brass hinges, rear panel
with applied hand-written paper label, “George
Peascod, Butcher, Carlisle, 1855”, 5½" wide (see
illustration above). £130-180

540 A rare Coxon Aerial model 4108A-TI 3" centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with ebonite
flanges and twin xylonite handles, brass starback foot,
walnut backplate and sliding brass check button with
calliper spring check mechanism, feint hairline crack
beside one handle otherwise good overall condition,
circa 1915 (see illustration below). £600-900

541 A scarce 19th Century brass narrow
drummed folding handle 3" brass winch, baluster
shaped horn handle on waisted straight crank
winding arm with milled locking disc, cut-way rim
handle recess, block foot, quadruple cage pillars, circa
1860. £200-300

542 A Victorian fruitwood salmon fisher’s priest
of tapered truncheon form, weighted head, turned
handle, excellent overall condition, 14¾" long, circa
1870. £120-180

543 A scarce Eaton & Deller 5" brass and ebonite
silent check salmon fly reel, large bulbous cow horn
handle on brass winding plate, bridge foot, five cage
pillars, stepped faceplate script engraved makers
details and central two screw spindle boss, circa 1880. 
£200-300

531 A good Oliver’s of Knebworth 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', green/gold tipped silk wraps, green
inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
little used condition, in bag. £120-180

532 A fine Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #6, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, post number, as new
condition, in bag. £300-400

533 A Farlow “Coombe Richards” 3 piece cane
salmon fly rod, 12', tan silk inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joints and a Sharpe’s
“Aberdeen” 3 piece cane salmon fly rod, 12', #8,
crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting,
suction joints, both in little used condition, in bags
(2). £130-180

534 A good Hardy “L.R.H. Spinning” 2 piece cane
salmon spinning rod, 9'6", green/crimson tipped
wraps, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, 1967,
light use only, in bag. £100-150

535 A Foster’s “England’s Favourite” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, crimson/green tipped wraps,
crimson inter-whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting,
suction joint, little used condition, in bag. £120-180

535A A Farlow “Brunswick” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
single handed salmon fly rod, 10', blue silk inter-
whippings, alloy screw grip reel fitting, suction joints,
in bag. £100-150

536 A Hardy Perfect 3⅛" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, white agate line guide (no
cracks), rim tension screw and Mk.II check
mechanism, light overall wear from normal use,
1930s. £160-240

537 A fine and rare James Dougall of St. James’s
4¼" brass and ebonite salmon fly reel and block
leather case, cow horn handle, twin German silver
rims, bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check
mechanism, faceplate block engraved retailer’s details
and with raised central 2 screw spindle boss, reel is in
superb overall condition, circa 1885. £350-550

538 An Allcock Aerial Popular 3½" centre pin
reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin xylonite
handles, brass stanchion foot and sliding rear optional
check button with bar spring check mechanism, rear
plate with Stag logo, light use only, circa 1940. 
£150-250
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547 A fine Ari’t Hart Tweed salmon fly reel, and two
spare spools, left hand wind model with alloy finish,
multi-perforated drum with counter-balanced handle
and central spool release latch, annular nickel silver line
guide, stanchion foot, rear plate with four large
ventilation ports and central milled tension adjuster,
little used condition, numbered “438”, in original leather
pouches (see illustration above). £350-550

548 A Bauer M6 saltwater/salmon 4½" fly reel and
two spare spools, black salt-water proof anodised
finish. perforated drum with counter-balanced
rosewood handle and central five point capstan drag
adjuster, as new condition and in original neoprene
pouches. £200-300

549 A fine Sage “Z-Axis 7136-4” 4 piece carbon
salmon fly rod, 13'6", #7, clear silk wraps, black
anodised screw grip reel fitting, as new condition, in
bag and original ally tube. £250-350

550 A fine and rare Edward Vom Hofe Tobique
2/0 multiplying salmon fly reel, nickel silver and
ebonite construction with counter-balanced
serpentine crank handle, pierced foot, stamped model
details, triple cage pillars (two double roller), rear
plate with sliding optional check button nd central six
point graduated check adjuster, spindle oil port cover
stamped July ‘96 patent details, 1930s (see illustration
below). £1,300-1,800

544 A rare Scottish rosewood 3" wide drummed
trout winch, turned baluster treen handle on curved
crank winding arm, block foot pierced single securing
hole, large quadruple brass cage pillars and stepped
spindle bosses, excellent condition, circa 1860. 
£400-600

545 A fine Ari’t Hart Lake Taupo F3 trout fly reel
and three spare spools, right hand wind model with
brushed alloy finish, multi-perforated drum with
counter-balanced handle, annular nickel silver line
guide, foot with triangular rear stanchion and rear
knurled tension adjuster, numbered “1512", little used
and in original leather pouches (see illustration
below). £350-550

546 A fine Ari’t Hart Omega Series I trout fly reel,
#2/4 with spare spool, right hand wind model with
brushed alloy finish, ventilated drum with counter-
balanced handle and central milled locking nut,
annular line guide, off-set stanchion foot and rear
knurled tension adjuster, as new condition and reel in
original hide pouch (see illustration below). £300-400
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556 A rare B. James “Kennet Perfection” 2 piece cane
float rod, 11'6", green silk inter-whipped, detachable
“onion” cork handle with sliding alloy reel fittings,
stand-off rings, London transfer label, in bag. £300-400

557 A rare Peter Stone built 2 piece cane Mk.IV
Carp rod, 10', crimson silk whippings, sliding alloy
reel fittings, suction joint, in bag, with signed letter of
provenance from Peter Stone. £350-550

558 A Davenport & Fordham “Mk.IV Avon” 2
piece cane float rod, 10', gold silk inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joint, little used
condition, no bag. £120-180

559 A scarce 19th Century brass spike fitting
winch, tapered ivory handle on curved crank winding
arm, triple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism and
bridge foot with square tapered spike rod fitting, light
wear only, circa 1840 (see illustration below). £250-450

560 A rare Haywood brass 2½" wide drummed
multiplying clamp fitting winch, the turned baluster
bone handle mounted on off-set curved crank
winding arm, rim mounted drum locking lever, triple
cage pillars, riveted block foot with clamp rod fitting,
pierced to take leather pad and with lyre tail locking
screw, faceplate stamped makers details, circa 1830
(see illustration below). £300-400

551 A rare Hardy Perfect 2½" wide drummed
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, alloy foot,
strapped rim tension screw and early calliper check
mechanism, nickel silver drum retaining screw,
faceplate stamped central circular logo and neatly
block engraved previous owners name, light wear to
lead finish only, circa 1900. £900-1,300

552 A scarce 19th Century brass gentle chute of
key hole form, drop latch door with gauze ventilation
panel, 5½" high, circa 1880. £100-150

553 A rare Marston Crosslé 4¼" centre pin casting
reel, shallow cored drum with perforated alloy flanges,
twin horn handles and central milled brass tension
adjuster, ebonite rear plate, alloy starback stanchion
foot with sliding brass optional check button,
faceplate stamped model details, light wear only, circa
1910. £300-400

554 A rare Hardy Birmingham 4½" brass salmon
fly reel, large tapered cow horn handle, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
faceplate with raised two screw spindle boss and
stamped Rod in Hand trade mark and enclosed oval
logo, light wear to bronze patina only, circa 1895. 
£250-350

555 An Allcock Aerial model 7950-T2 3½" centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin
xylonite handles and ebonite rear flange, brass foot,
rear sliding optional check button and calliper spring
check mechanism, front drum flange stamped
“patent” and rear plate script engraved makers details,
light wear only, circa 1920 (see illustration below).
£400-600
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565 A Farlow black japanned salmon fly reservoir,
the rectangular cabinet with sliding lock, brass swing
handle and cream painted interior fitted six lift-out
metal trays, each with spring clips and holding a
selection of 76 fully dressed and loch salmon flies
including 42 gut eyed examples, lid interior with
applied trade plaque, circa 1910 . £250-450

566 A scarce 19th Century gut twisting engine,
tapered horn handle on curved crank winding arm
and mounted onto a pierced drive cog which operates
three steel line pick-up arms via further gears set
within twin circular brass side plates, mounted on
tapered and threaded steel table screw, circa 1880 (see
illustration below). £250-350

567 A Hardy Wardle Magnifier, black japanned
frame, circular lens brooch bar pin, in original cream
card box, 1950s . £80-120

568 An Eaton & Deller 4" brass folding handle
salmon winch, turned ivory handle on straight crank
winding arm with spring locking button, engraved
“”Registered Dec. 1856", cut-away rim handle recess,
block foot, quadruple cage pillars, raised rear check
housing and fixed check mechanism, faceplate scroll
engraved makers details, circa 1870. £250-350

569 A collection of various Hardy gadgets
comprising; a Drianoil fly case of pocket watch form,
an allot tournament casting weight, a two bobbin wire
trace holder, a nickel silver rod butt spear, a brass
spring balance, a thermometer and four further items;
three rosewood ferrule protectors and a tin shot
canister (Q). £130-180

561 A scarce Haywood brass multiplying clamp
winch, turned bone handle on off-set curved crank
winding arm, rim mounted locking lever, triple cage
pillars, riveted block foot pierced to take leather pad
and with lyre tail locking screw, faceplate stamped
makers details, circa 1840 (see illustration above).
£250-350

562 A Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 9', #5, crimson inter-whipped, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joint, with short spare tip, 1965, in
bag. £140-180

562A A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', scarlet inter-whipped, sliding alloy
reel fitting, restored condition, with spare short tip
section, 1959, in bag. £130-180

563 A superb Edward Barder hand built 2 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, 8'6", #6, olivewood reel seat
and anodised sliding ring fitting, light honey silk
wraps and crimson ferrule whippings, suction joints,
swollen butt section, the rod is in unused/as new
condition and was made in 2007, with original bag
and hide travelling case. £700-1,000

** Edward Barder is unquestionably the finest rod
maker working in the UK today, there is presently a two
year waiting list for delivery of a similar rod, which
retails at £1,700.00

564 A rare Hardy Zephyr Dry
Fly Oil Bottle brass canister with
spring loaded upper section
having a milled collar and twin
nickel silver support arms,
rosewood and cork stopper, base
section stamped royal coat of arm
and makers details, circa 1910 (see
illustration left). £200-300
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572A A good Hardy “J.J.H. Triumph” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8'9", crimson/scarlet tipped whippings,
crimson inter-whips, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction
joint, 1957, little used condition, in bag. £180-260

573 A fine Hardy “Phantom” 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 10', #7, black/scarlet tipped wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting and suction joint, 1966, near new
condition, in bag. £180-240

573A A good Hardy “Perfection” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', crimson silk inter-whipped, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, spiral lockfast joint, 1958, very
good overall condition, in bag. £160-220

574 A good Hardy “L.R.H. Greased Line” 3 piece
(2 tips) cane salmon fly rod, 13', green silk wraps,
crimson inter-whippings, sliding alloy screw grip reel
fitting, studlock joints, 1948, fully restored to as new
condition, in bag. £200-300

574A A fine Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
salmon fly rod, 12'6", crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy screw grip reel fitting, spiral lockfast joints, 1958,
as new condition, in bag. £200-300

575 A good Hardy Perfect 4" salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, brass foot, revolving nickel silver line
guide, nickel silver drum retaining screw, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to lead
finish only, 1930s. £300-400

575A A Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly box,
oxblood finish, interior fitted forty spring metal clips
and holding a good selection of fully dressed and low-
water salmon flies including 14 gut eyed examples,
1940s. £150-250

576 A collection of twenty five gut eyed fully
dressed salmon flies, various patterns and sizes mainly
4/0-7/0 and each in cellophane packet (25). £250-350

576A A similar lot of twenty five gut eyed fully
dressed salmon flies, various patterns and sizes,
mainly 3/0-8/0, in cellophane packets (25). £250-350

569A A collection of miscellaneous Hardy, Farlow
and other items including; A boxed Hardy Esk prawn
mount, various Hardy, Wm. Brown and Allcock
minnow baits, a Farlow spoon bait, a rubber frog bait.
a silver reticulated fish pendant, two Kennedy bug
baits and other items (Q). £90-130

570 A rare Allcock Aerial model 5101-TI 4½"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin
tapered horn handles, single drum release fork and
ebonite flanges, B.P. line guide, brass stanchion foot,
stamped “patent” and rear sliding optional check
button with calliper spring check mechanism, only
light use, circa 1910 (see illustration below). £450-650

571 Nine C. Farlow and Co. salmon fly cards
holding a good selection of forty one fully dressed
salmon irons including larger examples and a Hardy
folding fly card “The Red Spinner” holding a selection
of eleven New Zealand pattern trout flies (Q). £250-450

572 A fine Pezon et Michel “Super Parabolic PPP
Speedcast II Type Riccardi” 2 piece cane trout fly rod,
7'11½", m#5/6, green/crimson tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, staggered ferrule, suction
joint, little used condition, in bag and outer cloth case.
£300-400
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580 A rare Hardy Birmingham pattern 5" brass
and ebonite salmon fly reel, domed cow horn handle,
German silver rims, bridge foot, quadruple cage
pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate with central
raised two screw spindle boss and stamped enclose
oval logo, light wear from normal use only and a very
rarely seen size, circa 1895 (see illustration above).
£500-800

581 A scarce Malloch ⅝" brass side casting reel,
ivory handle, swivelling brass foot with integral wire
line guide, non-reversible drum with iron domed
head locking screw, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
stamped oval logo, light wear from normal use only,
circa 1895. £200-300

582 A rare Hardy Bouglé 1903 replica prototype 3"
trout fly reel with grey enamelled finish, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, raised nickel silver roller pillar, rim
tension screw, as new condition. £130-180

** The Mk.IV Bouglé production model was sold only in
a brushed alloy finish, this example was from a small
number of trial prototypes with various finishes

583 A scarce Hardy Bouglé Agate III prototype
trout fly reel, with both a solid alloy drum and
faceplate and a ventilated version of the same, ivorine
handle, green anodised cage, white agate line guide,
pierced alloy foot and rim mounted tension screw,
unused factory new condition. £140-180

584 A scarce Malloch Sun and Planet 3½" brass
salmon fly reel, facetted treen handle with patent Sun
and Planet anti-reverse gearing, bridge foot, quadruple
cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate with
raised central spindle boss and stamped oval logo, light
wear from normal use only, circa 1900. £200-300

577 A rare Hardy Special Perfect 3¼" wide
drummed trout fly reel, xylonite handle on raised
winding plate, brass foot, rim mounted nickel silver
tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism, faceplate
stamped central circular logo, light wear to lead finish
only, 1920s (see illsutration above). £700-1,000

577A A scarce Hardy Uniqua 3⅝" trout fly reel
with black painted “war-time” finish cage, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, nickel silver telephone
drum latch, rim mounted tension screw and Mk.II
check mechanism, light wear from normal use only,
1940s. £150-250

578 A fine Hardy “Marvel” 3 piece(2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 7'6", green/crimson tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joints, 1931, factory
restored to as new/unused condition, in bag and alloy
tube. £450-650

578A A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8', tan silk inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1933, little used
condition, in bag. £200-300

579 A fine Pezon et Michel “Ritz Super Parabolic
PPP Longcast Type C. Batault” 2 piece cane trout fly
rod, 8'7", #6/7, green/crimson tipped silk wraps, alloy
screw grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule, suction joint,
light use only, in bag. £250-350

579A A scarce Walker Bampton “Reservoir” 2
piece cane still-water trout fly rod, 10', tan silk inter-
whipped, alloy screw grip reel fitting, spiral lockfast
joint, light use only, in bag. £100-150
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589 A Hardy Sunbeam 3¼" trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and nickel silver
telephone drum latch, brass Bickerdyke line guide,
brass foot, fixed Mk.I check mechanism, light wear to
lead finish only, 1920s. £120-180

590 A rare Hardy Silex Multiplier 2¾" bait casting
reel, ebonite handle on off-set circular drive plate,
ribbed brass foot, ivorine bar casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver tension
screw, drive plate stamped make and model details,
light wear from normal use only, 1930s (see
illustration below). £600-900

591 A scarce early David Slater 4½" rosewood
combination salmon reel, alloy backed drum with
twin tapered horn handles and central brass 3 screw
spring release latch, brass annular line guide, starback
foot with sliding optional check button and stamped
oval logo, very good overall condition, circa 1895.
£200-400

592 A scarce David Slater Pioneer 5" ebonite
combination reel, alloy backed drum with twin bone
handles and central brass three screw release latch,
rear German silver rim, brass annular line guide and
starback foot with sliding optional check button and
stamped oval logo, circa 1900. £150-250

585 A 19th Century brass clamp fitting winch,
turned bone handle on curved crank winding arm
with dome retaining screw, triple cage pillars, bridge
foot with riveted clamp rod fitting and lyre tail locking
screw, circa 1840 (see illustration above). £250-450

586 A fine Hardy limited edition set of three 1902
Wide Spool Brass Faced Perfect replica fly reels, 3",
3¼” and 3½” right hand wind models, each with
domed ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim
tension screw, ventilated drum and nickel silver
retaining screw, new/unused condition and contained
within a baize lined fitted hide presentation case, no.
017/250. £700-1,000

587 A fine Hardy limited edition set of three 1912
alloy Perfect salmon fly replica reels, 3¾", 4" and 4¼" left
hand wind models, each with domed ivorine handle,
brass foot (additional smaller sized brass foot included),
strapped rim tension screw, nickel silver drum retaining
screw, leaded drum cage, lacquered alloy faceplate
stamped central circular logo, new/unused condition
and contained within a baize lined fitted hide
presentation case, no. 017/250. £700-1,000

588 A fine Ari’t Hart F2 Rio Orbigo trout fly reel,
left hand wind model with multi-perforated black
anodised drum, counter-balanced handle, annular
line guide, gold anodised triangular stanchion foot,
rear knurled check adjuster, numbered 8229, light
wear only (see illsutration below). £250-350
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600 An exceptionally fine and rare 19th Century
Scottish silver winch by D. Munro of Glasgow, the 2⅛"
diameter reel with baluster shaped ivory handle on
short curved crank winding arm with spindle locking
pin and stepped boss, both end plates engraved with
elaborate scrolling acanthus and foliate decoration
around a central radiating geometric sunburst pattern,
the raised rear spindle boss engraved maker’s details
“D. Munro”, one piece block foot with a single domed
iron screw and twin retaining pins to each side, triple
pillared cage with each pillar secured by a typical
Scottish style chamfered retaining nut to the rear
plate, drum spindle with raised central band and hole
for line attachment, the reel remains in overall superb
condition and is a fine and rare example of the
Scottish silversmith’s craft , this reel is illustrated in G.
Turner: Fishing Tackle ~ The Ultimate Collector’s
Guide, pg. 298, (see illustration above). £8,000-12,000

601 A rare Hardy black japanned trout dry fly
reservoir, cream painted interior with lift-out tray
having nine open fly sections (re-painted) and a
further nine lidded compartments to reservoir base,
lid interior applied oval nickel silver trade plaque, 9¼"
x 9¼" x 1½", this model does not seem to appear in
any Hardy catalogue and may have been introduced
for only a very short trial period, circa 1910. £250-350

602 A rare 19th Century brass 3½" wide
drummed salmon winch, turned bone handle on
waisted straight crank winding arm with domed iron
retaining nut, quadruple cage pillars, block foot, ,
grooved rear rim and fixed check mechanism, light
wear only, circa 1850. £250-350

592A A Hardy Altex No.I Mk.IV fixed spool reel,
ebonite left hand wind folding handle, full bail arm,
ebonite spool, light wear to finish, 1940s and a J.A.
Coxe bait casting reel, ebonite end plates, twin ivorine
handles, in original leather case (2). £70-100

593 A scarce Slater 3" ebonite centre pin reel,
brass arboured drum with twin horn handles and
central brass three screw spring release latch, German
silver rear rim and brass starback foot with sliding
optional check button, circa 1900. £100-150

594 An early Slater 4" walnut combination centre
pin reel, alloy backed drum with twin bulbous horn
handles and central brass three screw spring latch,
annular line guide, brass starback foot with fish tail
finials and sliding optional check button, circa 1895.
£180-260

595 A scarce Orvis 1874 Patent trout fly reel,
nickel silvered finish, turned horn handle on waisted
straight crank winding arm set within an anti-foul
rim, multi-perforated drum and end plates, bridge
foot, fixed check mechanism, lacking handle retaining
screw, circa 1875 . £200-400

596 A scarce Hardy “Sussex Brook” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', crimson inter-whipped, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, 1933, in bag. £150-250

597 A Pezon et Michel “Ritz Variopower HS/HL”
2 piece cane and glass fibre trout fly rod, 7'9", crimson
whippings, anodised alloy screw grip reel fitting,
suction joint, little used condition, in bag. £100-150

598 A scarce B. James “Esmond Drury ~ 1959
Game Fair Prize rod” 3 piece cane trout fly rod, 9',
crimson silk wraps, alloy screw grip reel fittings,
suction joints, ink inscribed presentation details, in
bag. £120-180

599 A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 6'6", #4, crimson inter-whipped, sliding
alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1961, light signs of use
only, in bag. £250-450
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606 A 19th Century fruitwood cast furnisher, the
cylindrical shaped compendium with eight external
float and cast holders and a removable centre section
of four thread locking shot and hook compartments,
one cast hold a.f. otherwise good overall condition,
5½" high, circa 1880. £200-300

607 A similar fine 19th Century fruitwood cast
furnisher, carved with six outer float and cast holders
and central three section shot and cap compartments,
5¼" high. £150-250

608 A rare early 19th Century brass wide
drummed spike fitting multiplying winch, turned
bone handle on off-set curved crank winding arm,
triple cage pillars, block foot with heavy iron riveted
spike rod fitting, iron butterfly locking screw, circa
1820. £250-450

609 A Huntley and Palmer tinplate biscuit tin in
the form of a wicker creel, naturalistically decorated
with hinged lid and loop carrying handle, 6" high,
1930s. £100-150

610 A very rare Gregory(?) 1½" spoon bait,
illustrated in the 1871 Allcock catalogue as model
number 140 (see Sandford C.: Best of British Baits, pg.
24), the tear shaped spoon with incised scale pattern
and stamped diamond registration mark, verso with
traces of red paint, rear flying treble, circa 1870 (see
illustration below). £250-450

611 A very rare 19th Century English 2" Clipper
style brass bait, the fish shaped body on central
revolving spindle and with incised stylised scale
decoration, split tail, two side mounted and rear flying
treble hook, possibly early Allcock’s, six similar baits
were sold in a framed Wyer Fréres lure display at the
Christies auction of the Anisa El Helou collection, this
display is illustrated in G. Turner: Fishing Tackle ~
The Ultimate Collector’s Guide, pg. 701, circa 1880
(see illustration below). £350-450

603 Two custom built B. James salmon priest
previously the property of Dennis Gander, one
constructed from a butt on of a Mk.IV Avon rod, with
cork handle and brass head and a similar larger example
gilt inscribed “Dennis Gander” and with crimson inter-
whippings, cork handle and alloy head (2). £120-160

604 A rare Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche 6/0
direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and nickel silver
construction with “S” scroll counter-balanced crank
wind handle, quadruple cage pillars (two double
roller), pierced alloy foot, stamped model details, rear
plate with sliding optional check button and central
milled seven point graduated check adjuster, very
unusual silent operating check mechanism, circa 1920
(see illustration below). £1,000-1,500

605 A very rare Hardy XLM Jock Scott tournament
bait casting reel, fitted twin reverse tapered off-set
ebonite handle on shaped winding arm, ribbed foot,
wooden drum arbour, rim mounted drum release lever
and rear milled nickel silver spindle tension nut,
backplate stamped model details, very good overall
condition, 1930s (see illustration below). £1,200-1,600
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618 A Hardy Perfect 3⅝" trout fly reel, ebonite
handle, alloy foot, white agate line guide (no cracks),
rim tension screw and compensating check
mechanism, faceplate with raised spindle boss, light
wear from normal use only, 1970s. £130-180

618A A Malloch 3⅜" alloy side casting reel,
tapered horn handle, brass foot with Gibbs patent
ivorine handled release lever and integral wire line
guide, rim mounted optional check lever and
reversible drum, faceplate stamped oval logo, 1920s.
£70-100

619 A scarce Gough 4⅛" alloy centre pin trotting
reel, shallow cored drum with, milled front rim, twin
composition handles, brass spring release latch and
raised central spindle boss with tension screw adjuster,
light use only, 1960s (see illustration below). £200-300

620 A good Hardy Perfect 2⅞" trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, rim tension screw
and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to lead finish
from normal use only, 1930s. £250-450

621 A good Malloch rectangular japanned salmon
fly box, cream painted interior fitted thirty spring
metal clips and cast compartment, holding a good
selection of thirty fully dressed gut eyed salmon flies,
lid with applied nickel silver trade plaque, circa 1910.
£150-250

612 A fine 19th Century Dutch steamed wooden
creel of barrel form, the oak creel with wicker bound
decoration, hinged lid , leather carrying handle and
applied brass and copper relief plaque with perch
motif, 11" high (see illustration above). £250-350

613 A scarce Edward Dawson, Temple Bar 4"
brass folding handle salmon winch, turned ivory
handle on straight crank winding arm with domed
iron retaining screw, quadruple cage pillars, block
foot, raised rear check housing and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate scroll engraved 33 Bell Yard
details, where Dawson operated from between 1861-
67, circa 1865. £250-350

614 An unusual French tin plate pike float with
spring loaded self-hooking mechanism which, when
operated, sets the hook whilst at the same time raises
a French flag on the upper float section, spring release
arm stamped G*Breveté G.B.G., red/green painted
finish worn, 7½" high, circa 1900. £150-250

615 A scarce pair of 19th Century brass hackle
pliers, out-splayed arms with ball finials, both
stamped “Regd. Nov. 1876, G. McD”, flat head jaws
with cross-hatched grip, 4¾" long. £150-250

616 A brass 4½" plate wind salmon fly reel, horn
handle, block foot, fixed check mechanism, three
further brass crank wind trout fly reels, two painted
wooden pike trimmers, another, a rosewood float and
;line winder and vellum cast case (Q). £120-180

617 A collection of twenty one ancient Roman
and other early bronze and bone hooks, various styles
and dates and a white metal clearing ring with claw
grips and fruitwood bank runner (Q). £200-300
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625 A fine and
rare Farlow pigskin
salmon fly wallet of
large proportions,
interior fitted
parchment fly leaves
with green paper
loop holders, end pouch cast pocket and tool section,
flap interior gilt stamped oval trade logo, tooled
decoration and wrap-around strap, front panel block
ink inscribed previous owners initials, the wallet
contains a super collection of four hundred and four
fully dressed classic salmon flies including 315 gut-
eyed examples, the wallet is in overall very goods
condition, 10½" x 8" x 2½", circa 1900 (see illustration
above). £800-1,200

626 A rare Cummins rectangular black rexine fly
dresser’s wallet, interior fitted one lidded box end
panel fitted various tool/material compartments, a
further end pouch pocket and tool holders and
various parchment panel fitted to take feathers,
dubbing, silks, tinsels etc., wallet flap gilt stamped
maker’s oval trade logo and with wrap around strap,
wallet contains a good selection of early tying
materials mostly in pencil inscribed envelopes, 7¼" x
4¼" x 3", circa 1920. £250-450

627 A fine and rare 19th Century black rexine trade
salmon and trout fly folio wallet of rectangular form,
interior fitted twenty five yellow paper backed plates
holding a collection of 542 gut eyed flies of differing
patterns, each fly has an ink inscribed catalogue
number with a pasted hand-written price list applied to
the front panel interior, each paper panel with gilt
decorated border and royal coat of arms, the flies are all
in very good condition for a wallet of such age and the
lack of jungle cock in any of the salmon patterns
indicates that this wallet probably pre-dates 1850, 9" x
6" x 2" (see illustration above). £700-1,000

621A A Hardy Marquis No.2 salmon fly reel,
ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two screw drum
latch and rear tension adjuster, light wear from
normal use and an ABU Ambassadeur 600c bait
casting reel, black finish, grooved rims, rear optional
check lever, little used condition and in original black
rexine case (2). £130-180

622 A good Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly
box, oxblood finish, interior fitted forty nickel silver
spring clips and containing a good selection of fully
dressed salmon flies, including twenty gut-eyed
examples, 1940s (see illustration below). £180-260

622A A Hardy Sunbeam 3¼" trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch, brass foot, Bickerdyke line
guide and fixed Mk.I check mechanism, light wear
from normal use only, 1920s. £130-180

623 A collection of twenty four Heddon River
Runt plug baits, all plastic models, various patterns
and sizes, eleven in original boxes. £100-150

624 A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece (2
tips) cane trout fly rod, crimson inter-whippings,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, 1956, excellent
overall condition, in bag. £300-400

624A A scarce Hardy “Fairy” 3 piece (2 tips) cane
trout fly rod, 9'6", green silk inter-whipped, wooden
reel seat with sliding nickel silver fitting, suction
joints, 1910, fully restored and in fine overall
condition, in bag. £180-260
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633 A Hardy Practical table line drier, rectangular
oak base with brass reel fittings, four collapsible alloy
arms, one with ebonite winding knob, alloy stancheon
on nickel silver screw locking mount, base with applied
oval nickel silver trade plaque, circa 1930. £140-180

634 A Bo Mohlin 4¼" anti-reverse salmon fly reel,
right hand wind black anodised model with counter-
balanced wooden handle mounted above a milled
tension adjusting wheel, multi-perforated drum and
rear cage, bridge foot, triple stainless steel cage pillars,
as new condition (see illustration below). £200-300

635 A very rare Farlow & Co. (Edward Vom Hofe
made) 5" salmon fly/harling reel, tapered ebonite
handle on “S” scroll counter-balanced nickel silver
handle, set within an anti-foul rim, knurled optional
check disc to front rim and pillar mounted ivorine
handled auxiliary drum brake lever, pierce foot, triple
cage pillars and rear spindle plate cover stamped
Holdfast trade mark, small crack to rear plate beside
screw hole, otherwise overall good condition and in
original block leather case, the style and construction of
this most unusual reel would indicate Edward Vom
Hofe as being the maker, it is probable that the reel was
made for Farlow’s as a special order model for an angler
fishing the larger Norwegian or Scottish salmon rivers,
circa 1910, this reel is illustrated in G. Turner: Fishing
Tackle ~ The Ultimate Collector’s Guide, pg. 175 (see
illustration below). £1,000-1,500

628 A scarce Redpath of Kelso trade folio of trout
flies, the black rectangular rexine folding wallet fitted
seven panels displaying one hundred and twenty four
trout fly patterns to gut, each with printed or hand-
written details and including Ronald’s and other
patterns, paper panels with Heron trade mark and
applied ink stamp for John M. Muir of Couper Angus,
wallet with tongue flap and gilt stamped “Flies”, outer
case is somewhat distressed and requires restoration
but the majority of flies are in remarkably good
condition for a trade wallet of such age, circa 1870.
£250-450

629 A collection of eleven English baits
comprising; two Hardy H.J.S. Wiggler 3½" plug baits,
one on original card with counter-weights; a mother
o’pearl spoon bait; six various Hardy bar and kidney
spoons; a Hardy sprat Devon and a leather Devon
minnow (11). £130-180

630 A Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane rod,
6'6", crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy reel fitting,
12959, tip 1" short, in bag. £180-260

631 A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 8', #5, scarlet silk wraps, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1967, light use only, in bag. 
£250-350

632 A scarce Hardy No. Angler’s Knife, fitted
seven Sheffield steel tools, , hinged shackle and nickel
silver side plates stamped make and model details,
1930s (see illustration below). £200-300
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636 A rare Featherstone 2⅝" skeletal brass trout
fly reel, domed cow horn handle, caged and ventilated
drum with central optional check sliding disc, bridge
foot, and quadruple nickel silver pillars, front rim
stamped makers details, this reel is illustrated in G.
Turner: Fishing Tackle ~ The Ultimate Collector’s
Guide, pg. 232 (see illustration above). £800-1,200

637 A rare Ainge & Aldred 2¾" brass multiplying
winch, turned ivory handle on off-set curved crank
winding arm and raised check housing, block foot,
triple cage pillars back plate and front outer flange
with engraved running floral decoration and raised
faceplate script engraved maker’s details, some
marking to lacquered finish but a very rarely seen
model, circa 1850, this reel is illustrated in G. Turner:
Fishing Tackle ~ The Ultimate Collector’s Guide, pg.
73 (see illustration below). £300-500

638 A scarce Hardy 2½" brass crank wind trout
winch, tapered horn handle on waisted straight crank
winding arm with dome iron locking screw, bridge
foot, triple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
winding arm stamped makers details, light wear to
bronze patina only, circa 1895. £200-300
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639 A large early 19th Century 3¼" brass wide
drummed multiplying winch, turned ivory handle on
off-set curved crank winding arm, triple cage pillars
and riveted block foot pierced to take leather pad and
stamped “G“ on the bridge (possibly by the London
maker George Gimber), (see illustration above). 
£350-550

640 A good Allcock Aerial model 7950-T5 3" centre
pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin xylonite
handles, ventilated front flange and solid rear plate,
brass foot, sliding rear optional check lever with calliper
spring check mechanism, backplate stamped open
circular trade mark and front drum flange stamped
“patent, 1920s (see illustration below). £350-550

641 A fine R. James, Alnwick “Master” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 8', crimson/green tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, nickel silver suction joint,
new/unused, in bag. £150-250

641A A fine R. James, Alnwick “Master” 2 piece
cane trout fly rod, 7', crimson/green tipped silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, nickel silver suction joint,
new/unused, in bag. £150-250

642 A good R. James “Brook” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 6', two tone green silk wraps, sliding alloy reel
fitting, suction joint, new/unused, in bag. £180-240
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647 A fine Ari’t Hart Omega Series II trout fly
reel, #4/6 with three spare spools, right hand wind
model with brushed alloy finish, ventilated drum with
counter-balanced handle and central milled locking
nut, annular line guide, off-set tri-form stanchion foot
and rear knurled tension adjuster, as new condition
with two spool pouches (see illustration above). 
£350-450

648 A Bauer M6 saltwater/salmon 4½" fly reel and
two spare spools, black salt-water proof anodised
finish. perforated drum with counter-balanced
rosewood handle and central five point capstan drag
adjuster, as new condition and in original neoprene
pouches. £200-300

649 An extremely interesting collection of
ephemera relating to William Hardy (1852-1917)
founder of Hardy Bros. of Alnwick, comprising;
William Hardy’s personal morocco bound King James
Bible, Oxford Press 1866 ed., ink inscribed with
presentation details to front fly page detailing the
presentation of the bible by the Duke of
Northumberland to W. Hardy as a reward for his
conduct whilst attending his Grace’s school in
Alnwick, dated 1867, signed by the Headmaster, Thos.
Mollinson; a further folio containing a quantity of
ephemera relating to W. Hardy’s life including W.H.’s
certificate of Baptism (1852) and Confirmation
(1868), the last Will and Codicils of William Hardy
dated 12th August 1903, the Marriage Certificate of
Marion Barbara Hardy to David Lindsay (1917); a
very interesting collection photographs of William
Hardy and other family members, including shooting
parties, military photographs, family groups et al and
William Hardy’s personal bronze medal
commemorating King Edward VII and Queen
Alexandra’s visit to Alnwick in July 1906. £800-1,200

** The above collection of Hardy related ephemera was
inherited by Ian Lindsay, great grandson of William
Hardy by way of marriage of William’s daughter
Marion Barbara Hardy to David Lindsay in 1917

643 A dark brown leather salmon rod tube, the
quality English hide case with strapped lid and swing
carry handle, faintly stamped previous owners
initials, 66" long, 1930s. £100-150

644 A pair of Hardy Uniqua 3½" trout fly reels
and spare spools, each with ebonite handle, two screw
drum latch and white metal line guide, fixed check
mechanism, 1980s (2). £90-130

645 A fine Ari’t Hart Tweed salmon fly reel, and
two spare spools, left hand wind model with alloy
finish, multi-perforated drum with counter-balanced
handle and central spool release latch, annular nickel
silver line guide, stanchion foot, rear plate with four
large ventilation ports and central milled tension
adjuster, little used condition, in original leather
pouches (see illustration). £350-550

646 A fine Ari’t Hart Lake Taupo F3 trout fly reel
and two spare spools, right hand wind model with
brushed alloy finish, multi-perforated drum with
counter-balanced handle, annular nickel silver line
guide, foot with triangular rear stanchion and rear
knurled tension adjuster, numbered “4095", little used
and in original leather pouches (see illustration
below). £350-550
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653 A very rare 19th Century 4" nickel silver loch
trolling salmon winch of typical London makers
design with tapered horn handle on straight crank
winding arm with domed head brass locking screw
and set within an anti-foul rim, block foot, quadruple
raised drum pillars (two double roller), rear raised
check housing and fixed check mechanism, faceplate
and rear check housing cover engraved with acanthus
leaf decoration, reel is a previously unseen example
and is in overall excellent condition and in block case,
circa 1880 (see illustration above). £2,000-3,000

654 A very rare T. Cooke & Sons, York & London
4½" brass salmon winch, baluster turned iron handle
on tapered straight crank winding arm with milled
iron locking screw, caged drum core, bridge foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,,
backplate with iron flathead spindle screw and raised
check boss, faceplate block engraved makers details, 
a very rarely seen example circa 1860, this reel is
illustrated in G. Turner: Fishing Tackle ~ The
Ultimate Collector’s Guide, pg. 283 (see illustration
below). £700-1,000

650 An extremely rare Hardy first model alloy
Perfect 3⅛" trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle, brass
foot, waisted pillars, lower pillar is a Hardy factory
replaced brass roller pillar, previously unseen nickel
silver rim tension screw with brass half cover, early
calliper spring check mechanism, open ball race with
phosphor bronze bearings, contracted drum with
large and small perforations and nickel silver retaining
screw (thread worn), faceplate with slightly raised
central spindle boss and stamped Rod in Hand trade
mark, enclosed oval and straight line logos, general
wear from normal use, a very rarely seen model, circa
1897 (see illustration above). £3,000-5,000

651 An interesting collection of ephemera relating
to Hardy Bros. of Alnwick tackle company and family
members including various company and personal
Lloyds bank and Hunter & Henderson investment and
banking books, share issue agreements, resolutions
and related correspondence, various other general
correspondence and documents (Q). £200-300

652 An exceptionally rare Edward Vom Hofe
prototype Tobique 6/0 multiplying salmon fly reel, the
non-production ebonite and nickel silver reel with
serpentine crank wind handle set within anti-foul rim
and mounted on an unusually large gear housing plate
which houses the 2⅛:1 gearing and a spring mounted
cork drum pressure brake, pierced and off-set foot ,
quadruple cage pillars and rear spindle oil port cover,
unusually the reel bears no makers marking or patent
stamps indicating it to be one of the earliest Tobique
prototype models to be produced, the reel is in overall
good condition and is one of the rarest examples of a
Vom Hofe fly reel seen, in later Abercrombie & Fitch
block leather case, this reel is illustrated in G. Turner:
Fishing Tackle ~ The Ultimate Collector’s Guide, pg.
544 (see illustration below). £3,500-5,500
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660 A good Hardy “C.C. de France” 2 piece cane
trout fly rod, 9', tan silk inter-whippings, sliding alloy
reel fitting, suction joint, 1959, light use only, in bag.
£200-300

660A A Hardy “Deluxe” 3 piece (2 tips) cane trout
fly rod, 9', #5, crimson inter-whipped, alloy screw grip
reel fitting, suction joints, 1962, very good overall
condition, in bag. £160-240

661 A good Pezon et Michel “Sterling Normale” 2
piece cane trout fly rod, 9'6", gold/black tipped wraps,
anodised screw grip reel fitting, suction joint, as new
condition, in bag. £150-250

661A A Hardy “J.J.H. Triumph” 2 piece cane trout
fly rod, 8'9", crimson/scarlet tipped silk wraps, tan silk
inter-whippings, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint,
1936, very goods condition, in bag. £150-250

662 A Greys Bewick 4" centre pin trotting reel,
shallow cored drum with twin composition handles,
stanchion foot, rear sliding optional check button with
bar spring check mechanism, new/unused condition,
in card box. £90-130

663 A Hardy Sunbeam 2¾" alloy trout dry fly reel,
exposed drum with ebonite handle and nickel silver
horseshoe drum latch, brass Bickerdyke line guide,
stancheon foot and fixed Mk.I check mechanism, light
wear to lead finish only and in Hardy brown card box,
1920s. £130-180

663A A Hardy St George 3¾" trout/light salmon
fly reel, ebonite handle, alloy foot, white agate line
guide (no cracks), two screw drum latch, rim tension
screw and Mk.II check mechanism, light wear to
enamel finish, 1950s. £120-180

664 A Hardy Ultralite Disc LA 5/6 trout fly reel,
brushed alloy finish, counter-balanced handle, rear
tension adjuster, little used condition and in original
neoprene pouch and a Hardy “Gem” 2 piece carbon
trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, wooden reel seat, screw grip
fitting, little used condition, in bag and tube (2). 
£180-240

655 A rare Hardy Super Silex Multiplier 3½" bait
casting reel, ebonite handle on off-set circular drive
plate, ribbed brass foot, polished alloy drum with
spring release latch and jewelled spindle bearing,
ivorine rim mounted casting trigger and rear
quadrant weight indicator with nickel silver rim
tension adjusting screw, light wear from normal user
only, 1930s (see illustration above). £750-950

656 A Slater 4½" ebonite centre pin reel, alloy
backed drum with twin horn handles, solid front
flange and brass three screw spring release latch,
German silver rear rim, brass Bickerdyke line guide
and starback foot with sliding optional check button,
good overall condition, circa 1890. £150-200

657 A David Slater Pioneer 4" ebonite
combination salmon reel, alloy backed drum with
twin tapered horn handles, perforated front flange
and central brass three screw spring release latch,
brass annular line guide, rear German silver rim and
brass starback foot with sliding optional check button
and stamped oval logo, circa 1910. £130-180

658 A fine David Slater 4" rosewood centre pin
reel, alloy backed drum with twin tapered bone
handles and central brass three screw spring drum
latch, brass starback foot with sliding optional check
button and stamped oval logo, very good condition,
circa 1890. £150-250

659 A scarce Hardy “Allinone” 5 piece cane
combine trout fly/spinning rod, making four various
sized fly and spinning rods; 10', 7' fly and 8'6", 5'6"
spinning rods crimson inter-whipped, detachable
cork handle, additional brass ferrule, full-open bridge
rings, alloy screw grip reel fitting, rosewood butt
cap/ferrule plug, suction joints, 1922, good condition,
in bag. £200-300
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665 Seven framed displays of trout flies tied by
Joseph Devine, various patterns and styles including;
modern dry flies; spider patterns; still-water flies; fry
and minnow patterns et al, a framed display of Stuart
McTeare tied “Edibles” , a framed print of flies and a
metal advertising plaque (9). £140-180

665A A wicker fishing basket/seat containing a
quantity of various reels including an Allcock
Commodore 6" big game centre pin reel, a Homer
Flick ‘Em centre pin trotting reel et al, a quantity of
floats and a small collection of hardback angling
books (Q). £80-120

666 An Allcock’s “Super Wizard” 3 piece whole
and built cane float rod, 11'3", crimson inter-whipped,
sliding alloy reel fittings, little used condition, in bag
and a J.W. martin 3 piece whole and built cane float
rod, 10', crimson inter-whipped, alloy reel fittings, no
bag (2). £100-150

667 A good Allcock Aerial model 7950 T-10 4"
centre pin reel, caged and six spoked drum with twin
stepped xylonite handles and perforated front flange
(10 holes), brass stanchion foot, rim mounted
optional check lever and bar spring check mechanism,
backplate with Stag logo, only very light signs of use,
circa 1940 (see illustration below). £300-500

668 A Jones 4¼" brass loch trolling salmon winch,
domed cow horn handle on tapered straight crank
winding arm, block foot, quadruple raised pillars (two
double roller), raised rear check housing with fixed
check mechanism, faceplate engraved makers details
and previous owners initials, light wear to finish only,
circa 1880. £200-300

669 A scarce Bowness & Bowness 3¼" narrow
drummed brass trout winch, turned ivory handle on
straight crank winding arm, block foot, triple cage
pillars, rear raised check housing and fixed check
mechanism, faceplate script engraved makers details,
polished finish, circa 1880. £180-260

670 A scarce Hardy Combined Pipe Reamer, Match
Carrier and Pricker, the nickel silver gadget with milled
grip and screw cap, collar stamped makers name,
1930s, a Hardy brass spring balance 0-20lbs, a silver
plated parasol pommel with relief angling scene and an
ebony and metal inlaid clearing ring (4). £140-180

671 An Edwardian mahogany rectangular tackle
case, interior fitted sectioned tray and containing an
early 19th Century fly wallet, lacking covers, ink
inscribed pattern details, a Malloch paper cast folding
holding two printed cast envelopes and casts and a
card display of Mustad Kirby hooks. £100-150

672 A Hardy Bouglé Mk.V Centenary 3¼" limited
edition trout fly reel, gold anodised finish, wooden
handle, multi-perforated drum and faceplate, triple
raised pillars (one roller), rim tension screw and
compensating check mechanism, no. 017/100, unused
and in original fitted teak case and card box. £150-200

673 A Hardy Bouglé Mk.V Centenary 3" limited
edition trout fly reel, gold anodised finish, wooden
handle, multi-perforated drum and faceplate, triple
raised pillars (one roller), rim tension screw and
compensating check mechanism, no. 017/100, unused
and in original fitted teak case and card box. £140-180

674 A Hardy replica 1896 Brass Perfect 3" wide
drummed trout fly reel, ivorine handle, pierced foot,
strapped tension screw, nickel silver drum retaining
screw, no. 777/1000, new/unused condition in block
leather case and card box. £600-900

675 A scarce Malloch Sun and Planet 2¾" brass
trout fly reel, domed ivorine handle with patent anti-
reverse sun and planet gearing, bridge foot, triple
pillared cage, fixed check mechanism, faceplate with
raised spindle boss and stamped oval logo, reel retains
virtually all the original bronze patina, circa 1895.
£300-400

676 A Chas. Farlow 4¼" brass salmon fly reel,
domed ivory handle, block foot stamped fish logo,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism,
backplate scroll engraved makers details, reel retains
much of the original bronze patina, in original block
leather case, circa 1880. £150-250
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677 A Hardy Uniqua 3⅝" trout fly reel, ivorine
handle, brass foot, nickel silver horseshoe line guide,
fixed 1917 check mechanism, faceplate stamped make
and model details, circa 1920 and a Hardy Sunbeam
3¼" trout dry fly reel, ebonite handle, brass foot,
Bickerdyke line guide and fixed Mk.I check
mechanism, 1920s (2). £160-240

678 A Hardy Longstone 4" sea centre pin reel,
twin ebonite handles, brass foot, nickel silver
Bickerdyke line guide, milled drum tension screw and
rim mounted optional check lever, rear plate stamped
make and model details, 1930s. £130-180

679 An Allcock Aerial model C-815 3¾" centre
pin reel, caged and spoked drum with twin
composition handles, chrome foot, rear optional
check lever, another similar reel, both with worn
finish and two Flick’Em 4½" alloy trotting reels, used
condition (4). £140-180

680 A Carter & Co. 4½" brass and ebonite salmon
fly reel, domed cow horn handle, German silver rims,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars and fixed check
mechanism, a G. Little brass 4½" salmon reel, horn
handle , block foot, fixed check mechanism and a an
Anderson 4½" brass salmon fly reel, horn handle,
bridge foot, fixed check mechanism, all circa 1900 (3).
£180-260

681 An un-named (Heaton’s?) 5" brass salmon fly
reel, horn handle on slightly raised winding plate,
bridge foot, quadruple cage pillars, fixed check, a
similar un-named brass 4½" salmon fly reel, an Army
& Navy 4" brass Hercules type salmon fly reel, an un-
named brass 4½" salmon fly reel and two brass trout
fly reels, both lacking drum pillar (5). £130-180

681A A Sharpe’s Scottie 3¾" alloy salmon fly reel,
xylonite handle, brass foot, rim mounted optional
additional check lever, nickel silver line guide, a
Farlow’s Ambassador 4¼" alloy salmon fly reel and
five various other salmon and trout reels (7). 
£120-180

682 An Edward Vom Hofe 6/0 Universal big game
multiplier reel, ebonite and nickel silver construction,
replacement crank handle, rim casting lever, sliding
optional check button, three Tufnell sea centre pin
reels and two further sea centre pin reels (6). £100-150

683 A Farlow “Stream Series” 2 piece cane brook
trout fly rod, 7'. #4/5, green/scarlet tipped wraps,
sliding alloy reel fittings, suction joint, new/unused
condition, in bag. £140-180

684 A good Pezon et Michel “Parabolic Supreme
Normale” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8'6", #5, crimson
silk wraps, sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, little
used condition, in bag and alloy tube. £150-250

685 A good Farlow’s (Pezon et Michel) “Super
Parabolic Fario Club” 2 piece cane trout fly rod, 8'5",
#5/6, green/crimson tipped silk wraps, alloy screw
grip reel fitting, staggered ferrule, suction joint, little
used condition, in bag and alloy tube. £160-220

686 A pair of Grey’s “Oliver Edwards Czech
Nympher” 2 piece carbon trout fly rods, 9'9", #5/6,
each with black silk wraps, wooden reel seat and
anodised screw grip fitting, spigot joint, new/unused
condition with plastic wrapper to handle, in bag and
cloth covered tube (2). £150-250

687 A Hardy Conquest 4¼" alloy trotting reel,
shallow cored solid drum with twin reverse tapered
ebonite handles and two screw release latch,
Bickerdyke mline guide, brass stanchion foot, rear
ivorine quadrant weight indicator and nickel silver
optional check lever and a similar un-named 4¼"
alloy trotting reel (2). £130-180

687A A Shakespeare Albacore 80 big game
multiplier reel, large off-set T-bar crank handle,
sliding lever drag, milled optional check button and
rear milled spindle tension adjuster, as new condition,
in original zip case. £100-150

688 A Shakespeare Leviathan 6" sea centre pin
reel, crank handle, three rim mounted controls, as
new, in original card box, two further sea centre pin
reels, a leather big game butt harness and steel big
game trace and hook and three various beach casting
rods (Q). £90-130

689 A Heaton’s 4" mahogany Nottingham
combination reel, twin xylonite handles, brass annular
line guide, starback foot and optional sliding check
button and nine various other Nottingham centre pin
reels, various sizes and starback and strap back
models (10). £120-160

690 A collection of miscellaneous tackle including
a folding wooden handled landing net, a leather
bound wicker trout fisher’s creel, various floats and
pike bungs, shot pliers, fly magnifier on stand, lines,
various tins of floatant/grease, cane valise rod, baits,
flies and other tackle items including a collection of
various fibre glass, cane and other rods (Q). £100-150
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691 A collection of various threadline, centre pin
and fly reels including a pair of Omni threadline reels,
an Allcock Stanley threadline reel and pamphlet,
boxed Intrepid fixed spool reels, Allcock and ELO
bakelite centre pins et al (Q). £90-130

692 A Malloch brass 4½" salmon fly reel, ivorine
handle, bridge foot, fixed check mechanism, an Eaton
& Deller 2¾" brass and ebonite trout fly reel,
backplate cracked, four various brass crank wind trout
fly reels and a Chalkley 2¼" brass plate wind trout fly
reel (7). £100-150

693 A Hardy Marquis #6 trout fly reel and spare
spool, ebonite handle, alloy foot, two screw drum
latch, nickel silver “U” shaped line guide and rear
tension adjuster, little used condition, in zip cases and
a Hardy Jet 2 piece glass fibre trout fly rod, 8'6", #6, in
bag (2). £100-150

694 Six various carbon salmon and trout rods
including na pair of Orvis “HRH Atlantic Salmon” 2
piece spinning rods, 10', new/unused; a Drennan
Traditional Boat” 3 piece trout reservoir/loch rod,
11'6", #6/8, unused and three others by Sue Burgess
and Bruce Walker, in bags (6). £120-180

695 A fine and rare Edward Vom Hofe
Restigouche 3/0 direct drive salmon fly reel, nickel
silver and ebonite construction with counter-balanced
serpentine crank handle set within an anti-foul rim,
pierced alloy foot, stamped model details, triple cage
pillars (two double roller), faceplate with milled
sliding optional check button and rear spindle
mounted seven point graduated tension adjuster,
spindle port cover stamped May ‘02 patent details,
very good condition and in block leather case, circa
1925 (see illustration below). £1,000-1,500

696 A fine Bo Mohlin M&M limited edition 3½"
wide drummed salmon/sea-trout fly reel, left hand wind
model with black anodised finish, counter-balanced “S”
scroll handle mounted above a milled tension wheel,
multi-perforated drum, bridge foot, triple stainless steel
cage pillars, No. 1/10, unused condition in block leather
case (see illustration above). £250-350

697 A scarce Fin-Nor No.2 fly reel and spare
spool, left hand wind model with gold anodised finish,
solid drum with counter-balanced ebonite handle and
central knurled tension nut, unused condition, in zip
case and card box. £200-300

698 A rare early Edward Vom Hofe Restigouche
6/0 direct drive salmon fly reel, ebonite and nickel
silver construction with counter-balanced serpentine
crank handle set within an anti-foul rim and mounted
above a milled seven point tension adjuster with
arrowhead indicator, pierced alloy foot, stamped
model details, quadruple cage pillars (one double
roller), back plate with milled sliding optional check
disc and spindle port stamped Jan. ‘83 patent details,
faceplate engraved and red heightened previous
owners initials and “No.3", circa 1900 (see illustration
below). £1,000-1,500
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699 A fine Hardy Perfect 3¾" left hand wind
limited edition salmon fly reel, polished alloy faceplate
with dome ivorine handle, brass foot (with additional
shorter foot for use on modern rod), rim strapped
tension screw with Turk’s head locking nut and 1912
style check mechanism, nickel silver drum retaining
screw and faceplate stamped central circular logo, no.
213/250, new/unused condition, in block leather case
and card box (see illustration above). £400-600

700 A very rare Farlow Billiken multiplying bait
casting reel, alloy construction with 3:1 ratio gearing,
off-set ivorine handle on counter-balanced arm which
disengages the spool for casting when raised and
turned, rear plate recessed to house the patent fan
casting regulator (no fan blade), block foot and triple
pillared drum cage, faceplate stamped makers details,
2⅛" diameter, excellent condition, circa 1915 (see
illustration below). £1,000-1,500

701 A rare Hardy Club “Small Fly” Box the
rectangular satin mahogany pocket sized trout fly box,
interior fitted with five removable paper covered fly
bars, lid stamped and white heightened make and
model details, box contains a small quantity of
mayflies, circa 1905 (see illustration above). £250-350

702 A scarce Percy Wadham Cowes 4½" casting
reel, ebonite drum with twin ivorine handles,
ventilated front plate and milled brass locking nut,
brass cage with bridge foot, , triple cage pillars,
backplate with three finger braking ports, rim
mounted ivorine handled optional check lever and
auxiliary brake screw, stamped makers details, circa
1930 (see illustration below). £300-500

703 A Hardy Perfect 2¾" wide drummed trout fly
reel, ivorine handle, brass foot, strapped rim tension
screw and early calliper spring check mechanism, ,
nickel silver drum retaining screw, faceplate stamped
open oval and straight line logos, drum frame cracked
in two places, circa 1900. £200-300

704 A rare Fishing Gazette Spinner propeller bait
mount, the six blade propeller stamped diamond
registration mark and on spring clip attachment and
mounted onto a 3" painted wooden minnow bait, circa
1880 (see illustration below). £200-300
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705 A good Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1 3½"
centre pin reel, caged and six s-poked drum with
ebonite flanges and twin tapered horn handles, brass
B.P. line guide, brass stanchion foot, alloy backplate
with sliding brass optional check button and calliper
spring check mechanism, front drum flange stamped
“patent”, excellent condition, circa 1915 (see
illustration above). £450-650

706 A scarce Allcock Sea Aerial model 8196 4"
ebonite centre pin sea reel, caged and six spoked
drum with twin tapered xylonite handles, brass
stancheon foot and rear sliding optional check button
with bar spring check mechanism, very fine hairline
crack to backplate otherwise very good condition,
1940s. £130-180

707 A scarce Mörner salmon 4" alloy multiplying
fly reel, 1:2.14 ratio retrieve, multi-perforated, anti-
reverse drum, bullet head ebony handle on tapered
crank winding arm with auxiliary pressure brake pad,
quadruple stainless steel drum pillars and bridge foot,
light use only and in original zip case, 1970s. £130-180

708 A Farlow £”Lee Wulff Midge” 2 piece (2 tips)
armour cane brook trout rod, 6', green silk wraps,
sliding alloy reel fitting, suction joint, light use only, in
bag. £180-240

709 A Hardy “Wye” 3 piece (2 tips) cane salmon
fly rod, 13'6", crimson inter-whipped, sliding alloy
screw grip reel fitting, spiral lockfast joints, 1958, little
used condition, in bag. £200-250

710 A fine Hardy Perfect 3¾" salmon fly reel in
“spitfire“ alloy finish, ebonite handle, ribbed brass
foot, nickel silver rim tension screw, Mk.I check
mechanism, interior stamped “J.S.” (Jimmy Smith),
only very light signs of use, circa 1940 (see illustration
above). £500-800

711 A scarce Farlow Compleat Angler’s Lamp,
black metal rectangular casing, folding lens magnifier
and swivelling hook hanger, in original leather case,
patented 1928. £80-120

712 A scarce Malloch 2⅝" alloy side casting reel,
tapered cow horn handle, swivelling brass foot with
integral line guide, rim mounted sliding optional
check button, reversible drum, faceplate stamped oval
logo, light wear only, 1920s. £150-200

713 A D. Watson, Inverness 4" brass salmon winch,
domed cow horn handle on tapered straight crank
winding arm set within an anti-foul rim, block foot,
quadruple cage pillars, fixed check mechanism, faceplate
block engraved makers details, reel retains much of the
original bronze finish, circa 1885. £130-180

714 An Allcock Aerial model 5138-T1 3½" centre
pin reel, caged and six s-poked drum with ebonite
flanges and twin xylonite handles, brass stanchion
foot, alloy backplate with sliding brass optional check
button and calliper spring check mechanism, front
drum flange stamped “patent” and backplate with
circular trade mark, circa 1920. £300-400
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715 A black japanned rectangular salmon fly
reservoir, cream painted interior with six lift-out fly
and cast trays, four trays with spring metal fly clips
and holding a collection of 155 fully dressed salmon
irons and loch flies including 40 gut eyed examples,
case with leather wrap-around strap, circa 1910 (see
illustration above). £300-400

716 A Hardy Neroda bakelite salmon fly box,
tortoiseshell finish, interior fitted forty spring clips
and holding a collection of 40 fully dressed eyed
salmon flies and a Wheatley alloy salmon fly box also
fitted 40 spring clips and holding a collection of 38
gut eyed fully dressed salmon flies including some
larger irons (2). £180-240

717 A large Wheatley alloy salmon fly box,
interior fitted swing leaf and spring clips and holding
a good collection of fully dressed salmon irons and a
collection of thirty salmon flies in original packets,
various patterns (Q). £150-200

717A A good collection of salmon flies including
large fully dressed eyed examples, hair wings and
tubes, contained in various boxes by Wheatley et al
(Q). £130-180

718 A Hardy Uniqua 4½" salmon fly reel, ivorine
handle, alloy foot (neatly filed) nickel silver horseshoe
drum latch and fixed Mk.II check mechanism, 1920s.
£130-180

719 A Hardy Marquis 3 salmon fly reel and three
spare spools, ebonite handle, ribbed brass foot, two
screw drum latch, rear tension adjuster and a similar
Hardy Marquis 3 salmon reel with spare spool
(missing handle) (2). £150-250

720 A rare S.E. Bogdan model 400 left hand wind
multiplying salmon fly reel, black/champagne
anodised finish, counter-balanced serpentine crank
handle, block foot, rear milled optional check button
and nine point graduated tension adjuster, backplate
with applied rectangular alloy trade plaque, light wear
from normal use only and in original suede pouch,
(see illustration below). £1,000-1,500

721 A Sage “Graphite III” 4 piece carbon salmon
fly rod, 15', #10, alloy screw grip reel fitting, in tube
(no bag) and van Abel No.4 salmon fly reel, black
anodised finish, rear tension regulator, lacking handle
grip (2). £130-180

722 A Fulling Mill “World Class Salmon
Traveller” 6 piece carbon salmon fly rod, 15', #10/11
black/silver tipped silk wraps, anodised screw grip
reel fitting, as new with plastic wrapper still on
handle, in bag and travel tube. £120-180

723 A Loop “Yellow Line” 4 piece carbon salmon
fly rod, 12'4", #8/9, anodised screw grip reel fitting, in
tube (no bag and a Greys G-Lite light salmon fly reel,
anodised finish, rear milled check adjuster (2). 
£120-180
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724 A Loop Green Line” 4 piece carbon salmon fly
rod, 13'2", #9/10, anodised screw grip reel fitting,
unused condition with plastic on handle, in bag and
travel tube. £130-180

725 A Hardy L.R.H. Lightweight trout fly reel,
ebonite handle, alloy foot, nickel silver 2 screw “U”
shaped; line guide, a Hardy Marquis #10 fly reel and
spare spool, a System Two salmon fly reel and two
spare spools, various other reels and line winders
including a boxed Silver Fin collapsible winder and
three Orvis carbon trout fly rods; a 9' 2 piece #3, an 8'
4 piece #7 and a 9' 2 piece #6, all in used condition
and in bags and tubes (Q). £150-250

726 A Hardy MLA Gold 400 limited edition
salmon fly reel, gold anodised finish, counter-
balanced handle, multi-perforated drum and cage,
rear check adjuster, no. 017, new/unused condition, in
neoprene pouch and card box. £250-350

726A A Hardy MLA Gold 375 limited edition
salmon/sea-trout fly reel, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, multi-perforated drum and
cage, rear check adjuster, no. 017, new/unused
condition, in neoprene pouch and card box. £220-320

727 A Hardy MLA Gold 350 limited edition sea-
trout/trout fly reel, gold anodised finish,
counter-balanced handle, multi-perforated drum and
cage, rear check adjuster, no. 017, new/unused
condition, in neoprene pouch and card box. £200-300

727A A Hardy MLA Gold 325 limited edition
trout fly reel, gold anodised finish, counter-balanced
handle, multi-perforated drum and cage, rear check
adjuster, no. 017, new/unused condition, in neoprene
pouch and card box. £200-300

728 A Hardy Bouglé replica 1903 model 3" trout
fly reel, ivorine handle, alloy foot, triple raised pillars
(one roller), strapped rim tension screw, new/unused
condition, in block leather case and card box, no.
0777. £200-300

729 A Hardy Perfect 3¾" salmon fly reel, ebonite
handle, ribbed brass foot, revolving nickel silver line
guide, rim tension screw and Mk.II check mechanism,
light wear from normal use only, 1930s. £300-400

730 A scarce Farlow oak salmon fly reservoir, the
rectangular cabinet with five lift-out paper lined trays
with cork fly bars and holding a selection of 75 fully
dressed salmon flies and loch patterns including a
number of large gut-eyed examples, lid interior with
applied ivorine trade plaque, recessed brass carrying
handle, circa 1910 (see illustration above). £800-1,200

731 A Hardy Altex No.3 Mk.V fixed spool reel,
folding right hand wind ebonite handle, full bail arm,
with spare spool and in original rexine case and a
Hardy Perfect 4" alloy spare spool in makers card 
box (2). £100-150

732 An ABU Ambassadeur 6000c bait casting reel,
black finish, grooved rims, optional check button to
rear plate, in original rexine case and another ABU
Ambassadeur 6000 reel, red finish, chamfered rims, in
rexine case (2). £90-130

733 An ABU Ambassadeur 6000 bait casting reel,
red finish, grooved rims, optional check, in original
box with rexine case and accessories and two further
ABU Ambassadeur reels; a 1600c, boxed and unused
and an 823 (3). £90-130

734 Two boxed Mitchell fixed spool reels; a model
300, as new in original plastic case; a model 811,
boxed and three ABU Cardinal fixed spool reels, two
655GT’s and a 55 (5). £80-120

735 A collection of various reels including a
Young’s Valdex, two Mitchell 710 automatic fly reels;
various Nottingham wooden reels, Allcock Aerialite
reels and various others (Q). £90-130

736 Ten various sea multiplier reels, various
makes and models including Intrepid, Pflueger,
Shakespeare et al, some spare spools and other 
items (Q). £80-120
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737 A rare Coxon Aerial model 4104-T2 four
spoke 3½" narrow drum centre pin reel, caged and
four spoked ebonite drum with twin tapered horn
handles and single release fork (no regulator), walnut
back-late, brass starback foot with sliding optional
check button and calliper spring check mechanism,
foot stanchion stamped “patent”, circa 1900 (see
illustration above). £700-1,000

738 A very rare Allcock Model Perfect 3" alloy trout
fly reel, caged and six spoked drum with single xylonite
handle and perforated outer front flange (eleven holes),
brass stancheon foot, rear nickel silver sliding optional
check button and bar spring check mechanism,
backplate stamped make and model details, small line
groove to one pillar otherwise good overall condition, a
very rarely seen fly model based on the Aerial design,
1920s (see illustration above). £1,300-1,800

739 A rare Hardy Silex Major J.J. Hardy 1924
Model 4" alloy bait casting reel, shallow cored drum
with twin ebonite handles, jewelled spindle bearing
and spring release latch, half cut-away front rim,
ivorine bar casting trigger, further rim casting lever
and rear nickel silver regulator button, backplate
stamped make and model details, light wear to lead
finish and a rarely seen model produced 1924-28 only
(see illustration above). £700-1,000



740A fine and rare Hardy Brothers Tunny fishing
outfit, contained in a fitted pine trunk and comprising; a
Fortuna 9" narrow drum big game centre pin reel, the
twin reverse tapered ebonite handles on Monel cross-bar
and mounted above a Monel six point capstan star drag,
Andreas patent anti-reverse drum, Monel block foot, rear
plate stamped make and model details, in Selvyt reel bag;
a brass grease gun and two spanners; a Zane Grey big
game break-away gaff head (lacking handle sections); two
Cutty Hunk line spools (one full); a Scarboro canvas big
game harness and various canvas straps; a leather rod butt
rest; various Hardy wire big game traces, swivels and
hooks; a hardwood big game seat with swivelling
gunmetal rod holder and rubber covered sponge cushion;
a British Tunny Club pendant, the triangular blue linen
flag with applied white Tunny motif and “B.T.C.” and a
mounted Tunny tail on grey painted shaped wooden back
board with applied oval ivorine plaque “684lbs,
Scarborough, 1949” (see illustration above). £2,500-3,500

~ End of Sale ~
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COMMISSION BIDS ~ TERMS & CONDITIONS

1. Commission Bids will be executed as cheaply as any other bids or reserves allow and are carried out free of charge.

2. All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Notice and Conditions of Sale printed in this catalogue.

3. A maximum bid (exc. Premimum and VAT) should be indicated over “Buy” or umlimited bids will not be accepted.

4. In the event of identical bids, the earliest will take precedence.

5. Commission Bids left by telephone should be confirmed by fax or in writing.

6. All commission bids are left entirely at the Buyer's risk, and neither the Auctioneers, their agents or staff will be responsible for any

errors in the execution of the bids howsoever caused.

7. Successful commission bidders will receive an invoice detailing purchases, and giving instructions for payment and collection of goods.








